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Reliance on the private sector for cornmerci a.l 1 y
available services is a long-standing Government policy.
This policy is currently embodied in QME< Circular A—76,
T'he + ormul at i on o-f a Per t or mance Work Statement (PWS) is a
critical part of the A-76 study process and becomes the key
to success in speci-Fying service requirements. This
research e;;am:i.nes the major problems encountered in
developing a PWS and its conversion to contract technical
specifications.
The study, through actual drafting of a PWS for Air
Terminal Services, determined that the problems encountered
i ri F'WS f o 1- rciu 1 a t i o n c an be m i n i m i :: ed b y d eve 1 o p men t of
standardized, baseline PWS documents and permanent
assignment of A-"^6 study teams at the command or area
level. The PWS for lAir Terminal Services included in the
report, provides the st andiu~di z ed
,
baseline PWS document for
Navy-operated Military Airlift Command aerial ports.
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I" INTRODUCTION AMD METHODOLOGY
A. RESEARCH OBJECTIVE
The Government's policy o-f reliance on the private
sector for commercially available services has its roots in
t h e e£\r 1 i est d ays o-f the c i t i :: en / so 1 d i er c o 1 on i s t s . Th e
g oa 1 s Q i this poll c y ar e e c on o rny in gover n fnen t operation s
and avoidance of Government competition with its citizens^
Ident i t i cat i on o-f service requirements and spec i -f i cat i on o-f
applicable standards have long been the most di -ft icu.lt and
highly litigated aspects of this policy. The objective of
this study is to identify -the major problems encountered by




r ,5 c t i n g f ar ser v ices to be





Since the first Executive Department directive on
c on 1. 1- a c t i r-i g for" ser v i c es w i t h the p r i. -va t e sec t or wa s i ssue d
Qn 1 5 J a n uar y 1955 C R e f . ID, c ommer c i a 1 a c t i v 1 1 i e
s
performed by or in suppor't of the governmE?nt have received
increasing emphasis from both by the Executive Department
and -the Con g r es s . \2o
n
g r ess i on a i emp h a s i s h
a
s wa i ver ed a
political and economic concerns suggest increases or
d ec r eas es i n t h e s i z e o f t h e (3ov er n iTie n t
.
V
Current Government policy regarding the per-f ormance of
commercial activities is contained in Of + ice of Management
and Budget (0MB) Circular No, A-76 (Revi-sed) dated 4
August 1933. It states thats
In the process of governing, the Government should
not compete with its citizens. The competitive
enterprise system, characterized by individual freedom
and initiative, is the primary source of national
economic strength. In recognition of this principle, it
has been a n d c an t i n ues i.: a b e the g e ri e r a 1 poll c y o f t h e
Government to rely on commercial sources to supply the
products and services the Government needs. CRef . 2: p.
The key to Government procurement of services is the
Performance Work Statement (P(aJS) which specifies the
services to be provided,, the standards which these services
must meet, and the methods of Government Quality Assurance
evaluation. The Government must formulate this PWS by
accurately describing the essential technical requirements
for the required services if the contracting transaction is
to be legally binding CRef, 3s p. 21. OMB Circular No,
A~76,, Part II [Ref, 3s p. 5 "I requires that the statement
o -f wo r I-:: mee t t he foliow i n g ;
1„ The performance oriented statement of work, or
performance work statement (PWS), must include the
s t a n d a r d s o f p er f or rria n c e an d a c c ep t able q u.a 1 i t y
1 evel Sn
2. Performance standards must be cneasur ab 1 e
,
3 n Qu a 1 i t y c o n t r o 1 w ill b e a c on t r ac t c r- res p on s i b i 1 i t y
,
4. A PWS must not contain detailed procedures unless
absol ut el y necessary
.
p
5. Re-ferences to directives in the PW'3 should be held to
a minimum, while meeting the requirements of
mandatory laws and regulations.
6„ The Government's Quality Assurance • surveillance
plan(s) contained in the PWS must be sm acceptable
and legally defendable way o-f performing quality
assurance,
7. The most qualified persons available must write the
PWS and the surveillance plan. Standardized
government documents, when available, will normally
provide a valuable baseline document.
The actual formulation of a PWS that satisfies these
r eq u i I" emen t s a n d is a 1 so i n c omp 1 i an c e w i t. h a mu .1 tit u. d e o f





uc t i o n s a n d re g u 1 a t i cj n s p oses a d i f f i c u 1 1.
,
frustrating, and often time-consuming project. PWS
f or mu 1 at i on requires t h e t e c h n i c a 1 I-.-: n ow 1 ed g e of h h
e
operator, the contracting expertise of the buyer,, the
contract administration experience of the contracting
officer, and the legal background of a lawyer to meet the
seven r eq u i r emen t s above
,
T hi e or g a n i z a t ion w hi i c h is t as k ed t o d r a f t t h e F'WS i s
part of a team which is assigned to study the services
un d er c on sider a t i o n for c on t r a c t i n g ou t t o t h e p r i v a t e
sector. This effort involves the F-WS formulation, contract
so 1 i c i t a t ion, cost ccmpari son s t udies, a r"! d s o i..i.r c e
selection. It is most often referred to as an "A-76 study
team", after the CfMB Circular which contains the Government
p o 1 i c y
.
C. RESEARCH APPROACH
In this thesis, a case study approach was taken to the
problems of PWS + or mul at i on -for commercial activities.
Broad Pert orrnance Work Statement formulation issues were
addressed initially and then dealt with specifically in the
c on t e;; t o-f A i r Ter m i n a 1 Ser v i c es . Th e c ommer c i a 1 ac t i v i t y
of Air Terminal Services was selected due to service needs
and the -Fact that no standardized baseline F'WS -for these
•functions was available. The PWS formulation problem was
complicated by the fact that it required cross-service
coordination, which mandated that the PWS comply with two
sets of instructions and regulations, as well as the
Memorandum of Understanding (MOD) between the Chief of
Naval Operations (CNO) and the Military Airlift Command
(MAC) .
A standardized baseline PWS was formulsdied for Air
Terminal Sejrvices and is provided as a guide for future
Navy A-76 studies or for Air Terminal Services contract
technical specifications. There a.riB currently 23
NaVy-op er ated MAC a er i a 1 ports wo r 1 d V'j i d e ., over half of
which have some or most of the Air Terminal Services
functions contracted out to the private sector. An model
for a standardized baseline PWS for Air Terminal Ser-vices




Given the preceding requirements and objective, the
fallowing primary research question was posed: What ariB the
major problems encountered in Performance Work Statement
(PWS) f ormul at i on/PWS conversion to contract technical
sp ec i -f i c at i on s an d h ow c an t h ey b e ^avo i d ed or mini m i z ed
?
The f a 1 1 ow i n g su b s x d i a r y r ese a r c h q li.e s t i on s were
considered pertinent in addressing the primary question in
the specific ^.r^i^a of the Air Terminal Services PWS r3,\^(^
study
s
1 . l',lh at a r e the I--: ey f u n c t i on s w i t h i n a F'e r f o r' ma ri c e Wor k
S t a t emen t n ecess ar y to en sure e f f i c ;i. en t o p er a t i on s (d f
Air Terminal Services at Navy-operated Military
A i r :L i f t Comma n d ae r- i a 1 p ov t s?
2„ Which functions under the Navy /MAC MOU 3.ri;B commonly
contracted out at major Navy—operated MAC aerial
ports?
3. Which Navy and MAC regulations ars mandatory and
require specific inclusion in 3.n Air Terminal
Services PWS'^
4, Which provisions of the Navy /MAC MOU on Air Terminal
Services apply to areas covered under the PWS?
5o For identified functions, v*jhat standards area
specified i ri the MOU or regulations, which of these
standards ars critical to efficient operations., and
wh at a c c ep t a b 1 e q ua 1 ]. t y lev e 1 s s In ou 1 d ap p 1 y
?
E. SCOPE, LIMITATIONS, AND ASSUMPTIONS
1 " Scope
The scope of this research v-jas to identify
p r o b 1 e ffis in F-'er f cd r ma n c e Wo i'- k Statement for m u. 1 a t ion and FWS
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conversion to contract technical specifications. The study
also provides a standardized baseline Per -f or mane e Work
Statement -i-or Air Terminal Services which wrll be generic
in n£-iture and applicable to all Navy-operated MAC aerial
ports.
The area, o-f air terminal services is quite broad in
i"i a t Li r e a i~i d only t hi ose -fun c t. ions c ommon 1 / contracted out ar e
i nc 1 uded i n the study
,
spec i t i cal 1 y Passenger Se?r vi ces ,
Car g o Ha n d 1 i n q Ser v ices, an d Ra
m
p / Fleet Ser v i c es = Ot l"i e
r
Air Terminal Services not covered in the baseline PWS
include Air Terminal Operations Center -functions, the
Au t. oma t e rj Da t a Pr oc ess i n g Cen t er , Lo ad P 1 an n i n g a n d
Document Control. They s.Y-(a excluded from the standardized
baseline PWS due tc the i/jide disparity betv-jeen
responsibilities for these functions at the various
Navy-operated MAC aerial ports.
2 . Li mi tat 1 ons
All areas of Performance Work Statement, formulation
a. n d ]. mp 1 e rrie ri t a 1 1 o n ar s? i n c 1 u d ed in t hi i s s t u d y ; h owever ,
excluded from the standardized baseline PWS w,ere areas
under the purview of some ATO's but that s-r'^:^ not normally
d esign a t sd as a :i. r t er m i r\ a 1 s er v i c. e^s . Th e?se :i. n c 1 u. d e
t r a n
s
p o r t a t :i. o n r es
e
v va t: i cn ser v ices h a n d 1 e d by F'e r son n e 1
Support Detachment personnel and transient passenger
b 1 1 1 e t J. n g h a ri d 1 ed b y B a c h e 1 (nr f f i c er Qu a r t er s- / Ba t: h e 1 or
Efilisted Quarters personnel. As the PWS is be used
12
worldwide, boilerplate terms and conditions ar& not
addressed. Associated areas in contract management such
as cost analysis and contract incentives a.rG 3:1 so excluded.
3. Assumpt i ons
The discussion of the issues of Per-formance Work
Statement formulation and PWS conversion to contract
technical specifications as well as the draft PWS assume
that the user, U. 3. (Bovernment technical and contracting
personnel or any prospective contractor offeror =1 S ct
general knowledge of the terms and language used in Air
Terminal Services as well as an understanding of Department
of De f en se c cn h r ac t. i n g 1 a i-i g u a g e „
F. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The r ssear c hi met h od o 1 o g y u t i 1 i z e d i n t !i is s (:. li d y
i r"i c 1 Li d e (d an e >; am i n a t. ion o f t h e liter a t ure b a se t
h
r ou q h t h c?
Defense Logistics Studies Information Center (DLSIE), the
Defense Technical Informatian Center (DTIC) , and review of
various journals and periodicals. Research topics included
0MB Circular A-76, Performance Work Statements, and thie
federal acquisition process.
The resource data ust^d in the standardized baseline
Performance Work Statement for Air Terminal Services fell
into the three broad categories of documentation,




1, A ^opy o+ the current Navy/MAC MOU , the proposed
revision to the current MOU, and comments on the
revisions made by both Navy and MAC comiTtands.
2. Copies o-f applicable portions of Navy regulations
regarding ai.ir terminal services.
3n Copies o-f applicable portions of MAC regulations
regarding air terminal services.
Air Terminal Services contracts reviewed included:
1. Naval Air Terminal, Rota, Spain.
2
.
Air Ter m i n a 1 , NSC Nor f o 1 k , V i r g i n i a
.
3. Naval Air Terminal, Sigonella, Italy.
4 Nava 1 Air Ter m i n a 1 , Nap 1 es , 1 1 a 1 y
.
5,. Naval Support Facility, Di ego Garcia.
Intervi ei'js of techni cal /supervi sory personnel at both
Navy and MAC headquarters and
conducted included:
1 . Nav a 1 S u p p 1 y Syst ems




Head q ua r t e r s , M ill t a y~ y A i r 1 i f I
f f i c er .
3 Co f!ima n d e r - i n -C hi i e f
,
U.S.
Tr a n s pi or t a t i o n G f f i c er »





mand: r>!av v L i a i so
n
At 1 ant i c Fleet:
Uommander




:1ST Air horce (MAC): Navy Liaison
:2ND Mir i~crce MAC) Navv Liaison
Naval Supply Center, Norfolk, VA:




G. ORGANIZATION OF THE REPORT
Chapter I. Introduction and Methodology.
This chapter provides an overview o+ Govemfnent
policies concerning acquisition of commercial activities
and the methods used to develop a standardized baseline
Per-fcrmance Work Statement ior Air Terminal Services. The
objectives of the research Ar& discussed, the primary and
secondary research questions identi-fied, the scope,




p t ions o -f t he stud y are p r ese n t e d , a ri
d
the research methodology delineated.
Chapter 1 1 . PWS For mul at. i on .
Problems in the -formulation of a Performance Work
Statement are discussed in general and then related to
specific issues addressed in the standardi :::ed baseline PWS
in Appendix A,. Also included in this chapter is the
researcher's background in Air Terminal Services.
C !"i ap t er I I I „ PW3 I s np lenient a t i on .
The iciost common problems in conversion of a PWS to
c on t r ac i: t ec h n i c a 1 s p ec i f i >:: a t i o n s are d i s c u s sed in g en e i- a 1
a n d t hen specific a 1 1 y a p p 1 i ed t c: Ap p en d i ; ; A . Q u.a lit y
Con t r o 1 a n d Qua 1 i t y A s su r an c e Su r ve i 1 1 a n c e i s- s ues ar e
identified and addressed. A general discussion of the
GoV er n me n l: ' s c o n t r a c t i n g p h ]. 1 cis op h y f or a c q u i s i t i on ci f
c omme r c i a 1 sector ser v ices is i n c 1 u d e d „ Bec au lie t n e
s t an cj ar d 1 z ed b a s-e 1 i n e PW3 i n Ap p en d i >'. A :i. s n e c es sa r i 1 y
generic and will not apply to any individual Air Terminal
in its present form, modi -f i cat i on recommendations and
functional interface requirements e.re also -identified in
this chapter.
Chapter IV, Principal Findings, Conclusions, and
Recommendati ons
The results of the research effort are: summarized in
this chapter. Four principal findings and conclusions a-vs
presented. Three recommendations for i rripr ovement of the
PWS formulation process ar(a then suggested.
Appendix A„ Performance Work Statement for Air Terminal
Servi ces.
This appendix provides the standardized baseline PWS
for Air Terminal Services at Navy-operated MAC a63rial
ports. It is composed of four major areas (General
Requirements, Passenger Services, Cargo Handling Services,
and Ramp /Fleet Services) and five Technicatl Exhibits.
Appendix B. Memorandum of Understanding Excerpts,.
The Memorandum of Understanding be>tKieen the Chiief of
MaVa 1 Opev a t i on s an d t h e r'l i 1 1 1 a r y A :i. r 1 i f t Com (nan (d c on t a ins
provisions for all airlift support services provided by tne
Departinent of the Navy to the Military Airlift Comimand and
foriTis the basis for Navy airlift support r equi rsements
.
Those provisions upon which the PWS was based ari^ provided
in this appendix both to acquaint the user with the
requirements and to alert the user to the impact of any MOU
changes to the PWS itself. The excerpts BrE: taken from the
16
Memorandum o-f Understanding between the Chie-f of Naval
Operations and the Military Airlift Commsand dated 26 June
1930., updated with the latest modifications f-rom the Chief
of Naval Operations (OP 414C) letter of 31 August 1934.
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I J^- PERFORMANCE NQRK STATEMENT FORMULATION
A. BACKGROUND
Prior to entering the Naval Postgraduate School, the
author v-jaa assigned as Air Terminal Officer (ATO) at the
Naval Air Terminal, Naval Air Station, Sigonella, Sicily.
At Sigonella, contractor personnel constituted the majority
ot the Air Terminal Services workforce. This was due
primarily to the in-theater end strength ceilings under
NATO agree?ment.s. The total work-force at the disposal o-f
1. 1-1 e A i r Term i n a 1 1 1 1 c er i n c: 1 u d e d t h i r t y - 1 i ve U.S. m i 1 i t a r y
p er son n e 1 an i:i on e h un d red and tort y 1 1 a 1 i an n at i on a 1
contractor personnel. The contract value was over four
million U.S. dollars annually and was in the final option
year of the cont.ract at the time of the researcher's
arr i val
.
Due to e >; t r ao r d i n ar y g r owt h in logistics v o 1 ume 1: h r ou g h
Sigonella, a major revision of the contract was required
prior to solicitation for the follow-on pe?riod. Since he
had no previous experience in either the field of air
logistics or MAC operational procedures, the researcher
s p en t m a n y a g o i-i i z i n q h ours a 1 1. emp t i n q to mo (J i f y t h e c u. r r' en
t
contract both to expand the scope to specify new functions
and to make the follca-j—on contract more technically
ccirr<^ct . Additional experience in the field of air
la
terminal services during the remainder c-F the two year tcur
and over a year oi courses in acquisition/contract
management at the Naval Postgraduate School h-ave convinced
the writer that the resultant follca*j-on contract, under
which Siqonella is now operating, is at best only adequate.
As a member of a Naval Supply Systems Command
evaluation team for Air Terminal Services, the researcher
a (q a i n bec ame i n vo 1 ved 1 n a r eV i ew o f c on t r ac t
spec 1 -f i cat i ons . During the evaluation, it became evident
that although the specifications adequately portrayed the
F'er -F or ma n c e Wo r k S t. a t emen t ( P UjS ) , t h e? F'WS 'aias i n c omp 1 e t e ,
legally unenforceable, and virtually impossible to
administer. The inadequacy of the PWS was due primarily to
h he i n e ;; peri en c e of t he r e s
p
o n s i b 1 e o f t i. c &r i n t: |-i
e
technical area of Air Terminal Services, the compressed
time f r ame a 1 1 c v-^jed for t hi e PWS f o f mu 1 a t. i on d ur i n g t he A-76
s t u d y , a n d t h e lac k o f a s t .a n d a r d i z ed b as e 1 ;i. n e F'WS .
T |-i e n umer o li s ci i -i- f i c u 1 1 1 e s en c ou n t. er e d i n t h e c on (v. r a c t
r eV i s ion a n d t h e FWS eva 1 u
a
t i o n p r o rnp t ed t he res e ar c h e i- .o
1 n -ye
s
t i q a t e t h e p r o b 1 ems of F'WS f o r mu 1 a t i o n and t. h e t d o 1 s
a V a 1 1 a b 1 e to 1 1-; e tec h r"i i c a 1 man a g er f o r w r :i. t i n g a i-i
d
a d m i n i s t er i n g a P l-J3 . F'WS f o r mu 1 a 1 1 o n p r ob 1 ems a i- e
i den t :i. f i ed a n 6 avaliable F'WS d eve 1 o p i nen t hoo 1 s a r e
identified within this section. Department, service, ov
c omman d i n s t r u c t i on s may also be \' a 1 u a b 1 e tools b u t a r e n o 1:
aiddressed due to their limited application.
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B. PROBLEMS IN PWS FORMULATION
1 . Personnel Requirements
As was noted in the introduction, development ot a
per-f ormance oriented statement of work requires a wide
range o-f skills. In addition, it requires either a
baseline document -for re-ference or an analytical technique
for conducting the job analysis central to the? PWS.
Normally, the official assigned to write the PWS is the
officer in charge of the function subject to th& A-76
study. It can be reasonably expected that this official
will possess the technical expertise required for the PWS
drafting, and possibly even a certain amount of experience
in the function,, In rar^a instances,, the official may even
have contracting experience or have pjreviously participated
in an A-76 study. Hcn-jever
,
baseline documents s.n'B
available only in certain liinited areas and oan be useful
only as guides as each operation is unique in some
respects.
T h e wr i t e r nscom inends a F'WS for rriu 1 a1 1 o n team
approach as a possible solution for accuinul at i on of the
required disciplines. However, formation of the team from
locally available personnel assets places an unwarranted
and severe strain en the personnel involved in the A-76
s 1: u d y i n ad d i. t i on t o t h e i r nor mall y a s s i g n e rj du t i es , A
permanent A-76 study team., augmented by technical personnel
20
-from the -functional area under review, is a better
alternative it the v-jorkload and manning of the geographical
Arsa justi-fy this dedication of assets CRef. ''^1
.
Another viable alternative would be the contracting
for PWS drafting services by a commercial consulting group.
This approach would result in savings of government
personnel assets. However, the writing of the PWS for PWS
drafting services may require greater effort than for the:?
f Li n c 1 1 o n i t s elf,,
2 . T i me Compress :i. on
A great amount of time is required for any A-76
study, from PWS drafting to the contracting out/in house
retention decision. The A—76 process of PWS formulation,
contract .- o .1. i c i t a t i c-n , cost c c
m
p a r i s on s t u d i es , a n d sou r c
e
selection takes months, even years,, to complete, especially
for diverse ar highly technical functions.
The first major milestone in the A-76 process is
the PWS draft. No other part. of the study can begin until
the PWS is complete; therefore., there is pressure to
complete the PWS dr B.-f t at the earliest possible date [Ref ,
51. The time compression places either real or perceived
pressure on the responsible official or team to finalize a
product so th.at -a sol i ci tat i -on can be prepared and the A-76
study can proceed. The emphasis then shifts from a
complete and technically cor r set PWS to .a PWS th.st can be
d r a f t. ed 1 n t hi e m i n i mu m a a\oun t o f t i me , Th e r esu 1 t i. n q
1
document forms a poor b-aseline -for contract technical
specifications and requires that several contract
modifications or amendments be generated •• during the
solicitation and ai-jard process. The costs induced by these
changes more that offset for any savings accrued during the
PWS formulation phase. Sufficient time to prepare a valid
and complete PWS must be allocated to the PUiS f ortnul at i on
teaffi from the very outset of an A-76 study.
3 . L e V el of F'e r f gr inan c e I d en t i f i c at i on
The purpose of a performance-oriented statement
of work is the specific identification of the work to be
performed by the contractor. The scope of the effort may
be addressed at either the general (performance
specifications) or the specific (design specifications)




If the output of the work effort can be
ea 5 i 1 y i d en t i f i e d a n d q ua n t i t a 1 1 v e 1 y measu r e rJ , t h e
preferred method of performance specifications should be
utilized. The PWS would list the general tasks to be
performed and identify the work output: measurements to be
monitored by the U. S., GoverniTient , F-'erf or mance
specifications allow the contractor (s) the flexibility to
develop propositi s which provide the maximum competitive
edge t h r oug h p r orno 1 1 n g op er a t i on a 1 ef f i c i en c 1 es . E;; t r erne
(zare must be taken when writing the PWS to avoid the use o-f
such output standards as "ma;; i mum e-fficiency" or "minimum
time" in the description o-f work as terms such as these
provide siqni-ficant i nterpretat i onal latitude and can lead
to successful contractor litigation in the event of failure
to perform or de+ault termination CRef. 611.
b. Design Specifications
In highly technical or rigidly regulated
arfBAS, such as Air Terminal Services,, an alternate method
of writing design specifications is required. In design
specifications, the work effort is specified in detail,
providing the contractor (s) with little cost or technical
f 1 e;-; i bi 1 i ty
-
This approach effect! ve?ly shifts the risk of
effectivf^ output onto the U. S. Government. If the
contractor performs to the design specifications, the work
is acceptable, regardless of the effectiveness of the
output
.
Concerns for safety and standardisation of
wor k a t mu 1 1 i p 1 e 1 oc a 1 1 on s- at 1 1 me s r eq u i r e t hi e u, se o f
design specifications. The PWS fcrmulation process for
design specifications will be lengthy both in time
requirements and in the length of the finished product,
Th e e f -f or t n ec ess a r v t o prep a i-- e d es i q n s p e c i f i c a t i o n s
should not be underestimated due to the extensive research
i n t o r e c| u irsd r e g u 1 a t. i on s , in st r uc 1 1 on s a n d d i r ec t i -' es
,
4. Scope of l^Jork
The scope o-f the -function under the A-76 study
must be specified at the outset. After the -scope of the
function is identified, the specific areas to be included
in the PWS must be agreed upon by the entire PWS
formulation team. For example, the function of Air
Terminal Services includes the major subf unctions of the
Air TsY-tTiinal Operations Center, Air Cargo ^ Aircraft
Marshalling, Passenger Services, Fleet Services, and
Automated Data Processing. Selection of the areas that
v-jI 1 1 be the subject of the A-76 study and the areas which
will be retained in house for security or mobility purposes
i 5 an 1 mp or t ant sar 1 y d ec i s i on f or the PWS f or mu 1 at i on
team
.
Identification of the functions currently performed
by the Government personnel in the identified areas is not
s Li f f i c i en t t o d efine a P l>JS ., Ma r i y f u n c t i on s au >; i 1 i ar y t o t h e
arsa tend to be assumed by the organization over the course
o f t i
m
e . Also, required f unotions w 1 1 i c h are n o t c u r r en 1 1
y
p e r f D I-- iTied d lie t o w a i ver or I ac k o f p er so n n e 1 or e >; p er 1 1 s
e
r,'-i u. s t be a d d r e s s ed f c r i n c 1 us ion i n t
h
e PWS . C i v ilian
personnel Position Descriptions (PD) ars inadequate for
similar reasons. Each function rriust be reviewed in depth
to specify not just what is currently being accomplished
but also what is required by law, regulation, directive, or
i n struct i on
.
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Performance Work Statement +Qrmul at i on requires
specific delineation of work inputs, processes, and outputs
as foil ow„
a. Work Input Identification
The work inputs are those resources needed to
perform the required services, including both physical and
personnel assets. Input levels to provide minirnum adequate
services to meet the required standards set in the PWS must
be determined as the cost comparison guideline. This leve?!
of input normally equates to the Most Efficient Operation
(MEO) manning of the function. Any U. S„ Government
furnished services, equipment, or facilities must be
specified in detail, as well as any additions or deletions
of U. S. Government furnished assets anticipated during
the life of the contract. Personnel requirements should
contain skill levels and current personnel authorizations
but may not contain a specific number of personnel which
must be allocated to perform any required service. CRef ,.
oup. ^^J
b „ Wor k F' r ocess I d en t i f i c a t i on
Th e F'WS f or mu 1 a 1 1 on p r o c es s r e q u i r e s that
specific work proce?sse5 be identified. The nature of the
Stir vices performed determines whether design or performance
specifications should be utilized- As a general rule, the
g r ea t er t h e c
o
lu -.tio n a 1 i t y b et ween the r eq u i red ser v ices and
those? routinely ^^ccompl i shed within the private sector, the
greater the potential tor use of pertcrmance
speci f i cat i ons.
c. Work Output Identification
When thie Government performs a service
in-housB, it not only generates a work output but also
produces the output to meet standards at some acceptable
quality les'el. The PWS must present the Government's
actual minimum requirements. The PWS formulation team must
strictly avoid demanding more from a contractor than the
Government would provide if it performed the function
in-house. Standards for services .^i.r5 provided by
r eg u 1 at i on or historic a 1 p er f or man c e 1 eve 1 s , an d must b e
identified with each v-jork output. The PWS formulation team
must also select critical performance indicators from the
PWS so that outputs can be measured in the Duality
A s su r a n c e 3 Lt v ve i 1 1 a n c e PI a n or F'er f or m ,a n c e R
e
q u i r emen t
s
Summary (PRS). Using both the standards in the PWS and the
p er f Qr ma n c e i n (d i c a t o r s f r om t h e PRS ., t h e Qua 1 i t y A i5 s lir a n c e
Eval uator can determine if an output msets specified
acceptable quality levels. CRef. 3s p, 23]
Definition of work outputs is possibly the
mo s t d i f f i c u. 1 1 t as k f a c ;i. n g t h e F' WS f or mu 1 a t: i o n t eam „ A
quantifiable output and an Acceptable Quality Level (AQL)
B.rB required for quality assurance evaluations. A 100/1
quality level, which equates to ^Hn AQL. of 0%, may be the
required standard by regulation. To be legally
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enforceable-, however, a AQL of zero must be attainable, as
evidenced by a reviev-j and analysis of historical in-hou.se
performance data. Identified standards for contractor
Acceptable Quality Levels must continually be validated as




The final Performance Work Statement must contain
both a performance-oriented statement of work and a quality
assurance surveillance plan or Performance Requirements
,Summa r y ( F'RS ) . T h e F'RS p
o
r t i on of the fin a 1 F-'W3 i s
absolutely critical to contractor quality assurance and
forms the basis of the Government's Quality Assurance?
Surveillance F'l an. Extreme care must be exercised in this
area to ensure that requirements are legally enforceable in
the case of failure to perform or default, determination
CRef. 61.
a. Survei 1 1 ance Methods
The surveillance of contractor performance?




ac c urate, a n d s t r i o 1 1 y i n a c c or d a n c
e
with the surveillance plan and the PRS. The actions or
inactions of the U„ S. Government Quality Assurance
E Va 1 uat or s ( QAE ) d uring t hi e su r ve i 1 1 an c e p r oc es s a r e t hi e
basis of much successful contrsactor litigation in cases of
failure to perform and default termination CRef. 6l\ . The
most c o (T1mo n 1 y u sed a n d t. he most. 1 i t i g a t i ve 1 y ha z a r d o u.
s
~-7
method o-f QAE contractor surveillance is performance
sampling in accordance with MIL-STD 105E. Performance
sampling involves selection of a representat i-ve portion of
identified work output and comparison of these outputs with
required standairds and Acceptable Quality Levels. If used
properly, performance sampling can be an effective and
efficient tool to monitor contractor performance.
Experience in contract litigation, hovjever
,
shows that most
QAE ' s lack the training and qualifications to select
appropriate attributes, determine lot or sample sizes, or
calculate sample errors. Any error in the sampling process
will invalidate any U. S. Government case for failure to
perform CRef. 6]„ The alternate method of 1007. inspection
can be time consuming and pose high QAE personnel
requirements but may pose less litiga.tive risk.
Critical areas of contractor jert ormance
must be identified, along with an Acceptable Quality Level
for each area^ during PWS formulation. Careful selection
of t h e iTi i n i mum n umb e r a f critical ars a s sh ou Id be a
priority of the surveillance plan draft. The lower the
number of contractor output areas, the lower the workload
for the QAE and the lower the litigative risk of QAE
procedural error. Identification of critical areas which
can be monitored using available records and reports as
opposed to observation of contractor personnel or
inspection of finished output is a critical attribute of a
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workable QAE surveillance plan. As an example, the Air
Terminal Services PWS , Appendix A, uses eight (8) critical
required services in the PRS (Technical E;;hib-it 1) all o-f
V'jhich may be monitored using currently required records and
f i 1 es
.
b. Contractor Quality Control Plan
Government policy requires that the
contractor be held responsible tor quality control ot the
V'jork output, both in services and products. The contractor
should be required to submit a quality control plan to the
Contracting 0-f-Ficer either prior to source selection
evaluation or to commencement of contract performance™
This quality control plan should be compared with the PRS
to note si qni -f i catant deviations or deletions. The goal of
this comparison is to ensure that the contractor is
des'oting et-fort in the quality control plan to the same
areas identified in the PRS for QAE surveillance.
c. iAJarranty of Services
The PWS formulation team should ensure that
a warranty of services clause is included in ail
solicit ions and contract awards as a result of thie PWS.
This clause p r ov i c! es t h e Gover n me i -i t w i t h c er t a i n 1 e g a 1
rights regarding the rework of defective or deficient
services identified during contract performance. It is
important to note that the warranty is only as good as the
d es c r i p t i o r^i o f w cdr k a ri d s t an d a r d s i ri I: he F'WS a n d P F' S »
-?o
Incomplete specifications and inapplicable standards will
normally result in success-ful contractor litigation CRe-F.
6].
C. PERFORMANCE WORK STATEMENT TOOLS
1 . QMB Circular A-76 Supplement
The primary re-ference for the writing of
Performance Work Statements is Part II oi the Oft ice of
Management and Budget Circular A-76 Supplement dated
October, 1980 (also published as Office of Federal
Procurement Policy Pamphlet #4) , "A Guide for Writing and
Administering F-'er f or mance Statements of Work for Service
Contracts", This document describes a systematic means for
d eVeloping s t a t emen t s of wor k and q ua 1 i t y as s ui r a n c e
surveillance plans. It describes how to write and use
these? documents, tells how to write performance into
statements of work, and implements policy concerning
contracting out for services. It is written for the
mid-level managers who write the documents and for
c o n t r a c 1 1 n g p er son n e 1 w hi o r e v i ew an d a d i ri i ri i s t er ser v i c e
c o n t r ac t s
,
Far t s o f i t a 1 so ap p 1 y t o q u a 1 i t y a ssur :a n c e
evaluators who use the PW3 and surveillance plans. CRefu
2 ; p . i ]
Th IS guide C Ref , 21 is, at t i mes , difficult t o
utili;:e without some job analysis background. It is,
hi oweVer
,
the h; est avail ab 1 e guide to F'er f o r man c e Wo r I-.-:
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statement formulation™ The job analysis method is
excellent for the -first time PWS v-jriter and is
comprehensive in ail respects. The one ar&a o-f concern
should be the identification of interfaces betvjeen
functional areas as these are not readily highlighted
through the job analysis approach.
OMB Circular A-76 Supplement, Part II, [Ref. 23
provides a systems approach to the writing of the PWS. The
design of the PWS and the surveillance plan is based on a
systematic analysis of the function to be put under
contract. The procedure for deriving the PWS and
surveillance plan is called job analysis.
In job analysis, the vjriter of the PWS begins with
i n f or ma t i on on how t h e j ob is c ur r en 1 1 y b e i n q ^^c c omp 1 i sh eri
by Government or contractor personnel and finishes with the
performance that will be required of a prospective
contractor. The Circular LRef ,. 2 "J requires that the job
analysis consist of the following steps.
a. Organi z a.t i onal Analysis
In this phase, the writer of the PklS reviews
t. h e c ur r en t organ i z a t i on an d i d en t i f i es t h e ser v i c es
( ou t p ut s ) L". hi a t it p r ov i d es .
b. Tree Diagram Preparation
A tree diagram is prepared to divide the
function under study into its integral subf unct i ons , with
each identified to an identifiable final work output.
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c. Work Analysis
Each sub-function of the tree is broken down
into its inputs, vjork processes, and outputs. Inputs by-o
defined as the resources required to perform the
subf unction. Work processes include the steps required to
complete the subf unction. Outputs ars the result of the
subfunction V'Jhich can be qusant i 1 1 vel y measured in some
manner. During this phase, the writer, with the assistance
of other meinbers of the PWS formulation team, must decide
what outputs that the prospective contractor will provide
and what outputs will remain in house.
d. Data Accumulation
After identification of the subf unctions
which will be performed bv a contractor, the writer
collects data on the type and amount of inputs required for





Per for man c e An a 1 y s i s
For each c on t r ac t or -p r ov i d ed sub f un c t i on , the
PWS formulation teami must identify a performance value to
be assigned (relative to other subf unctions assigned to the
contr actor .hod of measurement of the performance
values, and a determination of applicable standards,, The
writer must also set an acceptable quality level for each
standard. The team must ensure that all applicable laws,
regulations, and instructions ArG identified.
Once the job analysis has been ccmpleted,, a PWS
can be formulated which should adequately document the
requirements of the functions to be contracted cut. The
job analysis approach yields the benefit of a systems
approach, resulting in a PWS and a Performance Requirements-
Summary (PR'S) which arB integrated around the same inputs,
work processes, and outputs. The PWS and PRS should be
V'jritten expressing the contractor required outputs in
clear, simple, concise, and legally enforceable terms. The
level of detail in the PWS is dictated by the type of
f u n c t i o n i n vo 1 ved a. n d t hi e PWS formulation team iciu b t
c on s 1 d e i-~ w hi ether to quote from a mandator y r eg u 1 a t i on ,
refer to the regulation and incorporate it tav reference, or
paraphrase the requirements in performance (design
specification) terms. [Ref , 3: pp. 12-14]
2 ,. Standardise d Baseline PWS Documen ts
F or ma n y c ommon 1 y c on t r a c t ed ou t f un c t i on s , su c h
a s j a i"! 1 1 o r i. 3.1 ser -/ i c e s or b u i 1 d i n g p a i n t i n g , as t a n d a r d i z e d
baseline PWS has been developed. These baseline? documents
a.re available through the Defense Technical Information
Center a.nd the Defense Logistics Studies Information
Exchange. These documents ^.re valuable references and the
e ; ; ac t 1 a n g v. a g e s h ou I d b e i n c or p or a t e d in t:. h e F'WS u n d &r
d eVe 1 o p men t t o t h e ma ;•; i mum 6? ;; t en t possible as t h ese
baseline documents have been subjected to e:<ten3ive legal
an d op er a 1 1 on a 1 rev i ev'js
.
The baseline documents will normally not be
applicable to the PWS under development without some degree
o-f tailoring to the local situation. Crertainly the
locations o-f performance, Government Furnished Equipment
(GFE), -facilities available to the prospective
contractor (s )
,
and local regulations will di-f-fer from the
baseline docurrient
,
due to its generic nature. The extent
of the tailoring effort will depend on the i dent i -f i cat i on
o-f the mi;-; o-f -functions to be contracted out and the
completess and applicability oi the baseline document.
S :i. (fi i 1 a r 1 y , t he Air Terminal Services P !> IS ,, i.>j ill n a
t
b e a p p 1 i c a b 1 e to a n y Nav a 1 Air Terminal i n i t s c u r r e r-i t t o r- m
but provides a set o-f PWS specifications which should be
applicable to every Naval Air Terminal™ The PWS
-formulation teami must reviev'j the baseline PWS -for its
applicability to the PWS under formulation, adding
additional subf unctions required, deleting anv areas not
intended for contractor performance, and identifying
interfaces with in house personnel.
The 3.r^B.s for which currently available standard
baseline Performance Work Statements have been d rep ared
have be?en relatively simple and pert or inane e specification
oriented. Appendix A provides a standardized baseline PWS
for sa function that is considerablv more complex and very
highly regulated,. A design specification approach v*jas
t. hi e r efor e ma n d a t; e >:i a ri d u t i 1 i :•: ed .
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Tailoring of the Air Terminal Services PWS, v^'ji 1 1
require a significant effort on the part of the PWS
formulation team due to the great number of • Air Terminal
subf unct i ons. The actual mi;; of subfunctions performed bv
contractor and Government personnel varies at individual
terminals, depending on the number of U. S. Government
military or civilian personnel available at the loc-al s.rBS..
The desired interfaces between the Cargo Handling,
Passenger Services, and Ramp/Flset Services functions
covered under the PWS must be identified and integrated
into t h e PWS prior t o c on ver s i on i n to contract t ec h n i c a
1
specifications. Specific interfaces which should be
considered include the Air Terminal Operations Center
(ATOC) /Airl if t Command Post ^ACP), the Automated Data
Processing (ADP) Center, Load Planning, and E^ocument
Control. Areas which must be modified to reflect local
s 1: a t i on re q u iremen t s include t h e F'h ase- 1 n , F' hi a se- ut t i nie
p er i o (d s , ma n e t a r / p e n alt y amoun t s far f a :i. 1 ur e t ci p er f or in ,
GoVer n men t Fur n i s h ed E q u i p (tien t ( GFE ) a v a, i 1 a t) i 1 1 1 y ,
Con t r a c t o i'- Fu i- n i .-5 h. ed E q u i ]-i men t ( CFE ) r e q u i i'- e i ne r"i 1 3 , a n cJ
m i I "I i (•(( Lim con t r a c t o r on - s 1: a 1 1 o n c a p ac i t y f or s i mu 1 1 a n eous
a i r c r a f t hi a n d ]. i n q .
III. PERFORMANCE UJQRK STATEMENT IMPLEMENTATION
A. PWS TO CONTRACT CONVERSION
A-fter the PWS has been -finalized and approved by
management, the next effort will be accomplished primarily
by contracting personnel. The PWS must be reformatted and
turned into legally enforceable contract technical
specifications. If the job analysis method of PWS
formulation has been utilized and the PWS drafted in
accordance with the 0MB Circuli^'ir A-76, Part II format, the
conversion to contract technical specifications should
involve simply rearranging and renumbering the PWS
sections. The PWS formulation team should be reconvened
after the completion of the PWS-to-contract conversion to
review the dra-ft contract solicitation document for
completeness and adherence to the regulation and legal
bases of the PWS.
The Contracting Officer is responsible for adding to
t h e PWS r eq u i r emen t s the r eq u i red Fed er a 1 Ac q u i s i t i on
Regulation (FAR) clauses. These clauses covp--,- such areais
as contract disputes, contract -nanges, safety




t i es . Re ::) u i r e c! FA F^:
clauses 3.rB normal Iv r interred to as contract "boilerplate"
a n d for m a n i n t eg r a 1 an d 1 e g a 1 1. y ri ec essa r y p a i-" t o f t h e
c op t r" a c t . The C cdn t r a c t i r"i q f f i c e |- mu s t a 1 so c on s t !• u c t a
contract line item breakdown -For contractor pricing
proposals, T hi e PWS f o r mn 1 a 1: i o n t eam s !"i o li 1 d r ev i e? vm t h es e
line items f o r insasnr a b i 1 i t y an cj i (d en t i f i c a t-ion. In t hi
e
areas c overed n n d e r i: he Air" T er m i. n a 1 Ser v i c es F'WS
,
A cj p e n cd i ;•;
A , a p p r o p r i a t. e I i n e i t ems wa ti 1 d b e
:
Passenqer s Pr oce/ssed
Ca r g o Han d 1 ed ( To n s
)
A i r c: r a f i;;. F-!a n (j 1 e d
The Government's contracting fjhilosophy di-f + ers trom
normal industry purchasing policy, even though both strive
toward the goal ot a quality service at a fair and
reasonable price. The Government has certain unilateral
rights bashed on its soverign status that ar&; not available
't o c amm
e
r c i a 1 c o n c e r n s . Ho vje v er , t l"i es e cJ o n o t. d i !•" e c t ]. y
i /impact the PW3 -formulation process. Other significant
differences should be considered in the PIajS formulation
process for ease of PWS conversion to the contract
solicitation. Three of the (nost imoortant of tl'lese
differ en c s s a r e i n 1 1"1 e a r ea s o f c omp et i t i on „ c on t r a c t
duration, and soc i al /economi c goals.
- " CQmp et i t i o n D i f f e r" e n c e s
In CO illmer c i a i i n d u s t r y p li r c hi a ^h- i r"i q ,, g oo d
b L( s i n e s s p r a c t ice, c om b i n e d w i t h 1: l~i e s c a r c i t y o f r aw
ma t e r" i a 1 s an d s I-;: i 1 1 ed su b c on t r ac t o c" s ,, h as resu 1 1 ed i n
cor ]-j o r a t e s 1 1-- a t eg i c p 1 a n s w l-j i c h e n c o u. r a g e 1 o n g t e i-~ m
su p p 1 i e r a ri d s u. b c on t r a (r. t or !•- e? 1 a 1: i c n s h i p s a )"i d u. se o
+
iTiLiltivear contracts. These practices encourage supplier
capital investment in modern energv-e-f f i ci snt machines that
i ncr ease product i vi ty , thus mak i nq 1 ow unrt product i on
costs possible for the industrial buver. Three to -five
yesar contracts ars increasingly common, and in some cases
where investment risks arta high, contracts tor .as long as
ten years are being considered. CRet 7; p. 11511
I n Go Ver n itie n t c o n t r a c t i n q , c o fnp e 1 1 1 ion f or
goods and services acquired frorri the private sector has
b een a 1 on q -st an din g p c 1 i c y , w i t |-i t !"i e 1 a t est emp h a s i s
p r ov i d ed b >' the Co .tip et i t i o n i n C ;: :; rvt r a c t i n g A c t o t 1 9S 4
.
This emp hi a s i s on c o rnp et i 1 1 on , c om b i n e d w i t |-i t hi e o i": g c i n a
e f t or t to c on t r a
c
t o li t ser v i c es t o i: hi e private sec t or u i' i d e
r
QMB C i. r c u 1 a r A --76, h a s resu 1 1 ed i ri c
o
mip e t i t i on or c on t. r a c t s
•,'jh i c h L-jere -for me r 1 v n eq o t i a t e cj n 1 1 h a 1 on q term sole sou r c. e
c o n t r a c t o r „ The (: i" e ri d a p p ea r s to be tow
a
r d c om p e t i t i o n a t
e a c h c o n t r a c t e ;; p i r a t i o n a n d t*) 1 1 h a g r- ea t e r n u m t:) er o -f
p r a 3 p ec 1 1 ve c an t v a c. t or s „ T hi e c omp e 1 1 1 1 v e pricing p r es su r es
o r-i t h e i n c u iTi I:j en t a ri d p r os p ec t i v e c o n t r ac t o r s s h ou 1 d ensure
a d eq ua t. e p r i. c e c om p e t i t i o n f o !~ t h e good s o r ser v i c es .
The F'WS formulation team must keep the
c om p e 1 1 1 1 o r"i r e q u 1 1- emen t s i n m i n d (••) In i 1 s d r a -f t i n g t h te PWS
Spec i f i c processes or e c:j u i p men t t y p e? s wh i c h in vo 1 ve t h e
pi !'• o p I-- i et a r v rig h t s o f c er t a i n c o n t r a c t or s s h ou 1 d b e avo i d e cj
t o e i-i su r e t h a t t h e c o i-i 1 1'" a c t s o 1 i c ;i. t a t i o n vj i. 1 1 r a?su .1 t i n
f u 1 1 a n d o p en c o fTi p e 1 1 (:. i a n .
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2„ Con t r ac t Awsar d Differ en c es
Award of U. S. Government contracts takes tvjo
primary forms depending on ^^^h ether the p rocurement is
conducted by an Invitation For Bid (IFB) used under sealed
bid solicitations or by a Request For Proposal (RFP) used
under negotiated procurement solicitations.
Under an IFB, the contractor (s) submit priced
sealed bids to the Contracting Officer by a deadline
specified in the solicitation,, The Contracting Officer
then holds a. public bid opening, reads the bids at the
p en i .n g , a r'l d .ma k es t h e b ids ava. i 1 a ta 1 e for p i_ib 1 i c r ev i ew
»
The lowest priced bid by a responsible and responsive
offerer is then awarded the contract.
Under the RFP solicitation, the contractor ( s)
submit separate cost/price and technical proposals to the
Cant
r
a.c ting Of f i c er „ Af t er r ev i ew of t ,h e t ec h n i c a 1
proposals f or a d e q ua c y ,, t h e Cc n t r a c ting Officer will h o 1 d
n eg o 1 1 a 1 1 o n s w 1 1 h each prospect! ve c an t r ac t or i i-i t h e
competitive range and award the contract to the offeror
with the lowest total cost to the U„ S. Government:, price
a n d o t hi e r f a c: t c:i r s c on s i d er e d „
Commer c i a 1 p r a c: 1: ice is d e >::: i ci ed 1 v d i f f er e r"i t »
1 n d u 5 1 r 1 a 1 b u )'er s ar e n o t r e
c:i u i r e d t o hi o 1 d n eq o 1 1 a t. i on s or
awa r d s i n t h e fj u b 1 i c s p o1 1 i g h t Hea d to hi e a d c o iri p et i t i o
n
by p r o s p ec t i ve su p p 1 i er s r: a n b e u se (J t. o lowe r t h e u n i t
p^ r 1 c es
,




bidder. In order to rriaintain a business relationship with
a long term vendor, the commercial purchasing agent may
simply ai'jard a follo'w-on contract without •• anv form o-f
compet i t i on
.
Again the F'WS formulation team must consider
that the Contracting Officer must be fully open to each
contractor and that proprietary requirements in the PWS may
r es L! 1 t in a certain c on t r a c t o r hi av i n g a s i q n i f i c a n t
competitive advantage or even a sole source supplier status
with respect to the solicitation for the services under the
F'WS. Care must. therefore be exercised by the PWS
formulation team to keep the PWS requirements as
performance-oriented as possible.
3 - Sqc i a 1 / Ec on om i c Goa 1 s D :i f f er en c e
s
M an y Go \' er n men t p r o c u r eme n t s BriB car e f li 1 1 v
tailored to meet legislated social cr economic goals, at
1 1 me5 a t s i g n i f i c a n t c o S3 1 s to t h e U , S , Go \-' e r n men t . 3m a 1 1
Business set-asides,, Labor Surplus Area advantages , and
p r e f e i" e r"i c es f o r v1 i n or i t y wn ed a i-i d Women Owned b li 5 i n es se
s
a,rs eKarriples of programs designed to further social and
e c o n om 1 c goa 1 s t h a t are i m p 1 e ti)en t e ci v i a Gov e r n me r"i t
p r o c u r emen t p o 1 i c i es
,
The industrial tauye^r has certain concerns for
1 o c a 1 ar ea pi u r c h a s i n q g oa 1 s to e n h
a
n c e t h e c or p C3 r a t e image
i n t h e c o ftimu r"i 1 1 y . T l-i ese c; cn c: e r n s a r e si e? c on d ar v ., h cwev e?r ,
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to the goal ot long term availability o+ r =K\,''i materials and
components to the -firm. CRef . 7; p. 101 D
The PWS formulation team has- little
responsibility for the social or economic goals to be
supported by the procurement of commercial services under
the PWS, other than support -For the A-76 study. The PWS
should be constructed v-jith a concern for minimisinq the
c o n t r ac t o r c a p i t a 1 eq i.i i p i nen t a i~! d V'jo r h: i n g c ap i t: a 1
requirements so as to allov-j sufficient encouraqeme?nt for
proposals by small business or disadvantaged business
concerns.
B. COST COMPARISONS
After contractor proposals have been received by the
Contracting Officer and reviewed for responsiveness,, the
A-76 study team must perform a cost comparison of the
various proposals with the cost to the U. S. Government to
r et a i i"i t hi e f u ri c t i on ( s ) i, n h ou se - E?o 't h t he U
.
S „
Government and commercial vendor cost estimates must be
based on the same scope of work Old indards of
p er f o r man c e c o i-i t a i n e d i n t h e PWS II Re -f = 3 ; p „ 1 - J. 1 1 ,
Ac c o r d i n g 1 y , t hi e F--' l-JS mu s t r e f 1 ec t t h e i n p u t s „ wo r k
processes., and outputs to be performed by in -house or
c on t r a c t o r per s o n n e 1 d ur i |-i q the c o n t r a c t p er i. o d „ Cos t
c omp a I'" i so n s m u. s t i n c 1 u d e all s i g n i f i c a n t. c o s t s a f b o t h t l"i e
G c>Ver n m en t a n d contractor p er f cir ma n c e , Common c os t s t h a t
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would be the same -for either in-house or contract
operations need not be computed. However, the basis o-f
these corriiTion costs must be identified and in"cluded in the
cost comparison documentation CRef„ Ssp. 1-12']. This
cost comparison must be conducted in accordance with 0MB
Circular m-76
,
Part IV , "Cost Comparison Handbook" vjhich
con t a i n s d e 1: a i 1 e ci guidance on t hi e an a 1 y s is of b ot h i n h ou s e
and commercial contractor proposal costs.
An important point in the cost comparison process is
that the costs o-f performing the 0MB Circular A-76 study,
including PWS formulation,, contract solicitation, and cost
comparison independant reviev'-js, <Ar& not considered as
relevant costs of either in-house or contractor perfor.mance
and a.r& summarily excluded from any cost comparisons.
Th e :i. d en t i f i c a t i o n of penal t i es for f a i 1 ur e t o p
e
r f or m
in accordance with the PWS may prove to be the aiost
difficult part of a cost c omp a r i so n w i t h i n t he Pe r f o r" ma r-i c
e
Re q u 1 V- emen t s Summ a r y . Th e c o n se q uen c e s t a Gover n men t
personnel of failure to perform to standards 3.rE! norm£-\ily
disciplinary in nature, v^ihereas penalties for the
contractor's failure to perform a\r& necessarily quite
different, normally financial in nature- Decisions as to
the amount of financial penalties should be? based on the
reasonable costs to reaper form the i.m ac c ep t ab 1 e services.
The in-house cost estimate must, be based on the most
e f f i c i en t a n d i n -h o u -,e o p e r a t i o ri n eed ed t o a c c om p 1 i 3 h t. h e
requirements in the performance work statement CRe-f. Ssp.
I-12I1. The PWS formulation team will ensure th^it a
management study has been performed to compl-etely analyze
the current method of operation and make whatever changes
Are necessary to establish the most efficient and effective
in house operation. This will ensure that the PUS is base^d
on the in-hcuse Most Efficient Operation (MEO) in
accordance with the requirements of DMB Circular A-76„
The commercial contract cost estimate is based on a
firm bid or proposal c o rcip e t i t i ve 1 y ob t a i n e c! i n a c c or d a r"i c. e
w i t h a p p 1 i c a !:; 1 e p r oc u r emen t r sg u 1 a t i (Dn s . Bidder s ; jr
o f f e r" o r s a i-- e i n f or med 1 n t he s o 1 i c i t a 1 1 on that a n in- ! "i ous
e
cost, estimate is being developed and that a contract may or
may not result. CRef. Ssp,, 1-123
After the in-hou.se and ccmmercial contract cost
estimates have been established, these estimates ars! the,n
compared and ranked, ensuring that common costs s.rs-
s t r i c 1 1 y e ;; c 1 u d ed . An e ;; i s t i n q i n hi ouse a c t i v i t y s hi a 1 1 r"i ct
be converted to contract performance on t.he basis of
economy unless the projected cost advantages to the U. S„
Government is at least ten (10) percent of the in-hou.se
P' er s Dn n e 1 -r e 1 ated c os t. for t hi e period of p er f o r m a r"i c e , A 1 1
cost comp.arisons fnust be reviewed by a qualified per" son
from an i rrip ar t i a 1 I...J » S . Gover n men t a c t i v i t y w h i c h i s
or q a n i z a t i on a 1 1 y i ri d ep en d e n t o f t he c o
m
me r c i a 1 a c 1 1 v i t y
being studied and the activity preparing the cost
.a'
comparison. The independent review should substantiate the
currency, reasonableness, aocuracv , and completeness of the
cost comparison, CRet. S:p. 1-14] This inclT-ides assuring
that the in-house cost estimate is based on the same
performance work statement as that contained in the
sol i ci tat i on
.
This independent review requirement again points to the
necessity of a review of the contract solicitation document
with the PWS by the team which formulated the PWS., Errors
in the solicitation due to failure to include all portions
of the PWS or inaccurate revision of PWS wording may
invalidate the entire cost comparison and delay the A-76
study by months or years.
C. SOURCE QUALIFICATION
During the Contracting Officer's determination as to
t h e r es p o n s i ven e s s of pros p ec t i ve c o n t r a c tors, ar a t 1 e a s
t
b y source se 1 ec t i on , t ^•| e F'WS for mu 1 a t i on t eam ma y b e c a lied
u p cn t o a Bs i s t i n c on t r a c t or q 1 1a 1 i f i c at i on . T ! -; i s
assistance may be in the form of rriemtaershi p on a Pre—Award
Survey team visiting the contractor's site or a part of the
Technical Evalu-ation Board (TEB) evaluating the
c o n t r a c t or ' s p r o p os a :[ . Sou r c e q i.ia 1 i f i c a t i o n is c r i t i c a 1 t o
a valid cost comparison and, more importantly, to ensuring
t h a t t I't e p r o s p ec t i ve c o n t r a c: t o i-" ( s ) 3.r& c ap a b 1 e o
f
performing the functions called for under the solicitation.
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As the writers o-f the PWS upon which the solicitation
document was based, the PWS formulation team members 3.y-i^
uniquely qualified to evaluate the capabilities of
prospective contractors and should be mads available to the
Contracting Officer for both the PWS to contract
sol i c i t at i on con ver s i on p r oc ess an d f or sour c e se 1 ec t i on
eval uat i on =
D,. CONTRACTOR QUALITY CONTROL PLAN VALIDATION
The contractor is required to provide a Quality Control
Plan (QCP) either as a part of the proposal or as a
p r er eq u i s i t e t. o a wa r d d u r i n q t h e F' r e~ F'e r f ar '.n a n c s
Con f er en c e , The p 1 a n i s based o n the c r i t i c a 1 p e r f or ma r'l c e
f a c t o r s 1 i sted i r-i 1: hi e PWS and resu 1 1 a n t so 1 i c 1 1 a t i on a n d
forms tht? primary method of contract quality assurance.
The QCP must be careful Iv compared to the U. S. Government
Qu a 1 i t y As sur a n c e Sur v e i 1 1 a n c e F' 1 a n w h i c h is based on t h e
F' I'JS Pe r f o r ma ri c e Req u i r eme n t s Su mmar y ( PRS ) . T h i. s
c: om p a r i son i. s r e q u i r-- e d t o E; p e c i f i c a 1 1 y cj et er m i n e t h a t t h
e
U „ S „ G tijVer n men (: su r v e i 1 1 a r"i c e me t h cd s and a r eas m aa s u r ed
r e c e i v e a p p r o p r i a t e c: o n t r a c t or q ua lit y c: o n 1 1'" o 1 a 1 1 en 1 1 on „
E„ POST-AWARD CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION
Th e role of the PWS for i riu 1 a t i cn t eam does n
o
t an d w i. I: I'l
the cost. (= omp a r i so n an d sour c e se 1 e c. t i o r"i „ n c
e
t ii
contract is awarded,, there will be questions and
c 1 ar i -f i c a 1 1 C' n r e q ue st s f !' om t !"i e success f u 1 c o i-i t r ac t or „ T h e
Contracting Officer or the designated Contracting Officer's
Technical Representative (COTR) retains the legal authority
and responsibility to respond to the contractor; however,
the Contracting U+ficer or COTR do not necessarily possess
the requisite specific technical experience, legal
background, or functional familiarity found within the PUJS
f o r mu 1 3. t i on t eam . T h e team members should r ema i n a v ail a b 1 e
to both the Contracting Officer and the COTR to provide
s p e c 1 f 1 c a s s i s t a n c e t hi r ou g h ou t t h e d ur a t i o n a f t h 6?
c on t r a c t . f course ,, t h e ma j or 1 1 y o f t hi e q u e s h i on s s h ou 1 d
occur during the Phase- In period when the PWS formulation
team meiribers should be available for assistance on an on
call b a s i ?; „
I ' '^ PR I NG I PAL F I MP I MGS , CQNCLUS I QMS . AMD RECOMMENDA T I QMS
A„ PRINCIPAL FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS
The objective of this study v-jas to identify the major
protalems encountered by Government personnel in contracting
for services provided by the private sector. The principal
findings and conclusions ar^=! derived from research into the
1 iter a t u r e i::; a se
,
p e r son a 1 i n t er v i ews , and f o t-" mu 1 a t i o n a f a
standardized, baseline Air Terminal Services Performance
Work Statement (PWS).
The p r i ma r y p r ob 1 ems wh i c h Gov er n msn t p er s o n n e
1
encounter in contracting for services occur during the PWS
formulation process. These problems include the lack of
t ec h n i c a 1
,
1 eg a 1 , and c on t r ac 1 1 n g e;; p er t i s e r eg u i r ed f or
drafting the PWS, the highily compressed time frames often
r eg u i r ed f or F'WS f or m li 1 a t i on , the i n e ); a c t n a t i.j.r e o f
identification of t h e 1 eve 1 of per f or mane e sp ec i f i ed i n t h e
PWS
,
the d i f f i c u 1 1 i es i n a 1 1 em p t i n g t o se p ar a t e f u. n c t i o n s
to be contracted from those retained in-house, arid the
p r o b 1 e fTi o f d r a f t i n g a n d e ; ; ec u t i n g Gov er n men t Q lia 1 i t y
As 3u r a n c e S u. r v e i 1 1 a n c e P 1 an s ,.
Tfie sivailable tools for development of a
p er f or man c e-or i e n t e d s t at eme n t o f wor k are I i m i t ed t o MB
Circular A-76 an d st a n d a r d i n ed ,, b a se 1 i n e F'WS d o c u men t s
.
The Circular, F'art II, is an e;; eel lent guide for functional
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input, work process, and output identification but lacks
adequate guidance ior specifying interfaces between
functions. Standardized, baseline PWS documents are an
invaluable tool but 3.rs available only in a very limited
number of areas.
Implementation of a performance-oriented statement of
work involves consideration of differences between
Government and industry procurement policies and practices.
Primary differences include level of competition,
V i s i b i 1 i t y of c on t r act awar d s , and soc i a 1 / ec on cm i c q oa 1 s
,
The work of a PWS formulation team does not end with
the final PWS draft. The team can play crucial roles
during cost comparisons, source qualifications, contractor
quality control plan validacions, and post-award contract
a d m 1 n i s t r a t ion.
B. RECOMMENDATIONS
Standardized, baseline PWS documents should be
d eV e 1 op e d f or a 1 ]. ser v i c es r ou !:. i n e 1 v c on t r a c t ed o n t b y t h e
Government to the private sector. These documents can be
developed under Government -sponsored research grants or by
contracts f ov contractor support services.
A permanent A-76 study team should be assigned at the
(Tiajor conimand or geographical area level. This assignment
will provide the necessary expertise for timely and
professional A-76 studies. It will also allow
43
i denti -f i cati on of the signi-ficant costs associated with the
A-76 study process which s.r& currently not. included in the
cost comparisons.
0MB Circular A-76 Supplement, Part II, should be
modified to include functional interface identification as
part of the job analysis approach. This will assist in
p r oV i d i n g a mor e c oor d i n a t ed an d c omp 1 e t e F' l-JS a n d c orrec
t
the single s j. q i "i i f i c a n t sh or t c om i ri g of t ! -i e s li p p 1 e nien t „
a'^
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NAVY-OPERATED MILITARY AIRLIFT COMMAND AERIAL PORTS
A. GENERAL
1 . Scope o-f Work
The contractor shall furnish all personnel,
equipment and supplies, except. as specified herein as U.
S„ i3overnment furnished, to provide the services as defined
in this Performance Work Statement (PWS). Par for man ce will
be according to the standards contained herein £ind the
mandatory directives listed in Technical Exhibit 1. The
contractor is responsible for payment of any or all
overtime incurred as a result of meeting the performance
requirements of this PWS. Services will be provided on a 24
hour per day, 7 days per wee?k basis.
2 Per sonnel
The contractor will furnish sufficient full-time,
paid, supervisory, administrative, and direct labor
personnel to accomplish all work required by this PW3. All
employees i^re required to be able to communicate in both
the English language and the language of the local 3.r^a^ if
applicable. Supervisory personnel ars required to read,
u I -I d er st and , a i-i d c ommu n i c a t e i n t h e E ri q 1 i s i-i 1 a n q t.ia q e
,
a. Project Manager
The contractor shall provide a coiinpetent
manager on the job sits at all times during n-crmal working
hours (24 hours per day, 7 days per week) who shall have
wr i 1 1 en a u t h or i t y t o sp e
a
k an d a c t -f or t he Co n tractor.
This project manager shall act as Air Terminal Services
Super V i so i-' , b e r e s p o r i s i b 1 e t or the over a 1 1 ixi ana. g
e
nie n t a n
d
coordination ot services provided under this PWS , and act
as the central point of contact with the U, S, Government..
Prior to commencement o-t any contract resultant from this
PWS , the c o r I (: r ac t or s h a 1 1 a d v i se t h e Co n 1 1 - a. c t i n g Of f i c er ' s
T'e c h n i c a 1 R ep
r esen t a t i ve (C0 1"R ) , i n wr i t i n g , t h e n a. mes of
the designated representatives of the contractor on the job
site. Air;./ c h an q e?s i ri t he r e p r ese n t a 1 1 v es sh a 11 be
furnished to the COTR , in writing, prior to making any such
changes. When contract work is being performed at
a 1 1 e r n a h e 1 oc a t i o n s , cjr wh e n t hi e p r o j ec t m a n a g er c a n n c t 1^ e
p r e sen t , a n equal 1 y r es p on s i b 1 e :). n d i v i d ua 1 sh a 1 1 b e
designated to act for the project manager and
i d en 1 3. f i c a t i on o f suc h d es i g n a t i o n s s h a 1 1 b e m a d e 1: o t h e
A i r Ter m i r-i a 1 p er a t i on s Ce n t er / Airlift Comm a n d Pcs t
Super vi sor n
b. .Employees
In the interest of good taste and safety, all
contractor employees shall be required to wear the type of
c 1 o t hi i n q t hi a t i s wor ri b y t h e i r c ou i"i t er p a r t s i n b u s i f i e:^ss an d
industry,. In the warehouses and other industrial areas,
clothing and shoes must conforoi to applicable national,
state,, local, and military safety regul-at i ons. The
contractor shall be responsible tor the supervision and
conduct of all employees. All contractor personnel will be
required to obey all ot the rules and regulations o-f the
s t at i on wh i 1 e pert or m i n q r un c t i on s un d er this PWS and wh lie
transiting to and from Air Terminal areas. The contractor
shall not allow any employee to possess, sell, consume, or
be under the influence of intoxicants, drugs, or substances
wh i c h p r od uc e s i m i
1
ar ef f ec t s , wh i 1 e p er f or m i n q d u t i es
under t h i s PWS
.
(1) Emp 1 oyee Rost e
r
. Prior to the start date
of any contract resulting from this F-'WS , the contractor
shall submit to the COTR a roster of all employees with
ci t i ::; ensh 1 p status, social security number (if applicable),
certification status, employment dates, and training
records,. The contractor shall be responsible for
m a i n t a i n i n g t !"i e r o s t er i n a c u r rent s t a t u s a n d p r ov i d i n g
updated copies to the COTR not lt?ss than on a monthly




Removal of Employees . T li e c o ri t r ac t or if:u s
t
agree t o r emove from the w
o
rk site, an y i. i-; d i v i d ua 1 wh o s
e
c on t i n ue d em p 1 oymen t i s deemed b y t h e U „ S . Go ve i-" n men t
COTR to be contrary to the public interest or inconsistent
w 1 1 h the be s t i n t er e s t s o f n a1 1 o n a 1 sec ur i t y
.
( 3 ) Employee and Vehicle Passes . Th e
contractor and all employees shall obtain the required
employee and vehicle passes to enter IJ. 3, (Bovernment
property. All contractor vehicles shall have qualified
operators possessing appropriate licenses as required by
national, state, and local military iav-js. The contractor
shall bs? responsible -for ensuring that all employees
observer 1 aw s
,
o r d i n a n c e s , s t a t ut e s , a r"i d s t a t i o n
regulations while on the station. The contractor will,
prior to the start o-f any contract resultant from this F'klS
,
submit to the COTR an estimate of the number of personnel
expected to be utilized at any one time while fulfilling
the requirements of this PWS. The U. Sn Government will
issue badges and vehicle passes without charge,. Each
emp 1 oyee s h a 1 1 wear the U . S . Government issued b a d q e ov e
r
the front of outer clothing. When an emplove^e? leaves the
c on t ractor ' s ser v ice, t h e c on t
r
ac tor i s r esp on s i b 1 e f or
returning the employee's pass and badge to the COTR i-jithin
t. h r ee d a y s o f !:. e r m i n a t i o n o f em p 1 oy men t
.
c . D i r ec •t i v .es a n d Re g u 1 a t i o n s
All a p p 1 1 c a b 1 e De p ar t men t o f D e f en se ( D D :> ,
Secretary of the Navy (SECNAV), Chief of Naval Operations
(GPNAM)
,
Military Airlift Command (MAC), and oti-ier
directives, instructions, -and regulations ars listed in
this PWS- and will constitute the minimum technical library
for which the contractor is responsible. The contractor
and all employeeB shall become acquainted with and obey all
U. S. Gcvernment regulations as posted or as requested by
the COTR, including safety and fire prevent i ore.
d. Security Requirements
The contractor shall comply with all Navy, MAC,
and local national security requirements. Deviations from,
or violations of, any of these requirements may, in
addition to all other civil and criminal remedies provided
by law, subject the contractor to immediate termination for
default and/or the v^ithdrawal of the U. S. Government's
acceptance and approval of employment for any /all
individuals involved. Security violations will be reported
to the Air Terminal Officer or his designated
representative immediately after discovery.
(1) Disclosure of Information . Neithe^r the
contractor nor anv of the employees will disclose or cause
to be disseminated, any information concerning the
operations of the Air Terminal or station which could
result in, or increase the likelihood of, the possibility
of a breach of the station's securitv, or interrupt the
continuity of its operations. Disclosure of information
relating to the services contained in this F'WS to any
person not entitled to receive it, or failure to safeguard
a n y class i f i e d or sensitive informat ion t hi a t rnay c ome t o
the contractor or any emolovee in connection with work
covered under this PWS , mav subject the contractor, his
L=;6
agents or employees to criminal liability under Title 18,
Sections 793 and 793 o-f the United States Code.
( 2 ) I n q u 1 r i es
.,
Comment s , or Comp-1 a i n t s . T h
e
contractor shall direct any inquiries, comments, or
complaints to the COTR if the resolution of these matters
requires the dissemination of information. These inquiries
could arise -from any matter observed , experienced or
learned, or as a result of or in connection with the
p e r f or ma n c e o f s e r v ices u n d er this PWS
.
e , Ace ess t o Bu i 1 d i n g s
The contractor shall have access to Air
Terminal buildings en a 24 hour per day, 7 days per week
basis in performance o-f duties under this PWS. It shall be
the contractor's responsibility, through the COTR, to
obtain access to various buildings and arrange for the
buildings to opened and closed. The contractor shall allow
unlimited access t o t h e a s s i g n ed o p sr a 1 1 n g a r eas d li r i n g
op)er at lonal hours to the COTR and Air Terminal Officer
(ATG), or their designated representatives. The contractor
shall retain the di scr et i on arv right to provide escorts to
accompany the COTR/ AT in contract or --op erated areas u
f , Contractor Vehicles
Con t r a c t or ve h i c 1 e s w i 1 1 b e ma i n t a i n ed i n a
clean, safe, and orderly condition. All drivers and
o p er ators w i 1 1 b e ]. i c e n s ed a s r eq u i r ed b y n a 1 1 on a 1 , s t at e ,
and local military laws and regulations Each contractor
•d/
vehicle shall show the contractor's name so that it is
clearly visible and shall, at all times, show a valid
national or state license plate and appropriate state
inspections stickers, as required. These requirements also
apply to all subcontractor and leased equipment and
vehi cl es.
g. Safety Requirements
The? contractor shall ensure that all employees
B.r!s properly trained in, and ars fully aware o+ , the
hazards associated with their assigned duties prior to
p er iTi i i: t i n g commenceme n t of em p 1 o vee wor I--:
.
^_ / (1) Emp 1 o yee 5a f et
y
. The contractor shall
provide to each of his employees both employment and a
place of employment which is free ft-"om recognized hazards.
It shall be the responsi bl i ty of the contractor to
establish and m£^intair; an affective and comprehensive
safety program which complies with the provisions of the
1 Q c a 1 n a t. i o n a 1 c c u p a t i on a 1 Safet y an d He a 1 1 h Ac t. ( SHA ) .
For c. o n t r a c t s r esu 1 1 a n t f r om t h is F'WS wh i c h are t o b e
performed wii:hin the United States or its territories, the
contractor is required to give particular attention to QSHA
Standards 1910, 1913, and 1919 to acquire, maintain, and
require the i..ise of safety equipment, personal protective
e c:| Li i p me n t , an d d ev i c es nee es sar y t o p r o t e c t em p 1 oy ees
.
Prior to commencement, of work, I: he contractor shall submit
a Safety Plan to the COTR for review and approval. In
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addition, the contractor shall ensure employee compliance
with all local national, Navy, MAC, and locally developed
safety and health related standards and directives. The
contractor shall designate a sa+ety and occupational health
representative who shall be knowledgeable of all required
standards and instructions. This contractor representative
shall perform functions such as safety inspections,
accident reports, etc.
(2) Comp ]. i a r"i c e w i t !'"i Sa f et y Re q u 1 a t i o n s . In the
event that the contractor fails or refuses to cornply
p r omp 1 1 y with safe t y r eq u i r eme n t s , t hi e COTR (na y i s s u e a
Shop Work Order, effectively stopping all or part of the
wor I-:: u n d er t h i s PWS u n t. i 1 sa t i s f a c t or y cor recti ve act i an
has been taken bv the contractor. No part of the time lost
due to any such Stop Work Order shall be made subject to
claim for time or for excess costs.
v3) Accident Reports . The contractor shall
maintain an accurate record of, and shall report to the
COTR in the manner and on the U. S„ Government furni5he?d
forms pr escribed b y t h e C TR , sp e -::: i f i c d a t a o n a J. 1
a c c i ci en t s . T !-i e c o n t r a c t o r s h a J. 1 also r ep o r t a 1 i a c c. i d e i-i t s
to the station Safety Officer within four hours of
occurancE^',,
h ,. Da m a g e / L os
s
of Co n t r a c t or ' s Fr opert v
The U. S, Government does not assume any
liability for loss due to fire, theft, accident, or any
other cause not related to the condition o-f the facility
and /or negligence of the U. 3. Government ov its
employees, resulting in damage to or 1-css of the
contractor's stored supplies, materials, equipment, or
personal property or belongings of contractor employees.
The contractor shall notify the COTR, in writing, when the
facilities are^ in need of repair for security, health or
safety reasons.
i. Emergency Medical Care
The contractor shall be responsible for the
on-the-job medical needs of employees. Lifesaving
humanitarian medical services will, however, be provided by
the U. S, GoverniTient to the maximum extent available
through local station medical facilities. The contractor
will reimburse the U. S. Government for all medical
services provided upon receipt of a statement from the
COTR. F'ayment will be made directly by the contractor or
b y r ed uc 1 1 o,n o f t he mon h h 1 y i n vo i c e amou n t. f o i'" 3er v ices
rendered u n d er t hi :). s F'WS .
J . Damage Reports
In all instances where U. 3. Government
property and /or equipment s.nB damaged by the contractor or
contractor ' empl oyees , a full typewritten report of the fact,
and extent of such damage shall be submitted by the
contractor to the COTR within 24 hours follov'jing the
occurance of such damage. In those cases of damage where
6V
the investigation reveals negligence on the part o-f
contractor employees, the contractor is responsible -for
reimbursement to the U. S. Government for repair of
damages. No replacement equi pment /property will be
provided -for the contractor's use in such cases while
repairs are: being completed.
k . Ph ys i c a 1 Req u i r emen t s
All contractor personnel may be required to
perform repetitive, tiring work for long periods, without
breaks. The work involves frequent standi ng, bending,,
stooping, and reaching. In addition, contractor personnel
s.rE: required to continuously lift, carry
^
and u^e tools,
materials iind items weighing up to about 70 pounds, and
sometimes lift and move heavier items.
(1) Physical Fitness Exam . The contractor
shall furnish to the COTR evidence that a physical fitness
exam has been conducted for all contractor employees, and
proof t h a t a 1 1 con fc r a c t or emp 1 oyees !"i ave me t 1. 1 "i
e
requirements of the test.
(2) Ph ys i c a 1 E ;; am . The contractor shall be
r esp on s i b 1 e f o r t h e physic a 1 e >; am i n a t ions o f h i <5 p e^ i- son n e i
a3 s i q n ed t o f u n c 1 1 on s li n d er t h i s PWS . T hi a p i'l y s :i. c a 1
e ;•; am i n a t i o n is r e (q u i r e ci to a s s ur e^ t h a t a 1 1. e tn p 1 ov ees ar e i i-i
good p h v s i c a 1 c o n d 1 1 i c n a n d c a n p er f or m t. h e r e q u i r e d
services of this PWS. The? contr-actor shall furnish to the
COTR eV i d en c e t hat a p h ys i c a 1 e ;; am h as been c on d u c ted , a n
d
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proof that all contractor employees that have met the
physical requirements o-f this contract.
1. Contractor Supervision
The contractor shall provide all supervision
required under this PWS as follows:
(1) Supervisory Personnel . The contractor
shall employ a sufficient number of supervisory personnel
to ensure that adequate and competent supervis:iQn is
provided continuously for all work accomplished by the
contractor and to assure performance and accomplishment in
strict compliance with the the provisions of this PWS. The
contractor shall provide adequate communication equipment
to perform the supervisory requirements of this FWS
,
including provision of a local telephone nurriber that is
aiiswered 24 hours per day, 7 days a week, at which the
contractor can be notified of emergent work requirements.
(2) Tel ephone . A telephone (Class "C" service?)
will be provided at the on-site contractor offices by the
U. S. Government, A contractor employee shall be assigned
to answer this telephone during all normal working hours
and shall be able to contact the Air Terminal Services
Supervisor at all times. This telephone will be used for
conducting official contract-related business onlv.
(3) Paging System . The contractor shall
provide a paging system that will be answered at all times
throughout normal business hours for the Project Manager
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and each major functional ar^a. functional manager- A list
of all employees with a pager shall be provided to the COTR





Coordination v^jith Other Contractors .
Contractor supervisory personnel will cooperate and
coordinate with other station contractors as directed by
the COTR/ATu, in order to promote efficient utilization of
labor and resources. The contractor is directed to report
in writ i n q to the CJ TR for r es o 1 u t i o n , an y s c h ed u 1 i n g
c o n f 1 i. c t s o r p r o b ]. em s i,\ih i c h m ay arise in c oo r d j. n a t i on v-j i t h
other station contractors.
(5) S u. p er v i so r y E >; p er 1 en c e . All contractor
managerial and shift supervisors must demonstrate in
V'jriting to have a minimum of two years specialised
experience, either in the U. S. Government or commercial
aviation, in the areas set forth in this PWc Tl-
personnel mu s t d eman st r a t e in wr i t i. n q t h a 1: t h ey h ave h ad
specialized experience in workloads of at least one-half of
the workload cited in this PWS. This information will be
used by tkie U. S. Government to determine the contractor's
e;-;p;er 1 ence and capabilities in the Bre^a. of Air Terminal
Services operation and management, and will be subject to
Va lid .a t i o n d ur i n q a n y sc h ed u 1 e d p r e- a wa r d su r vey . I r"i the
event that a pre-award survey is not held, validation may
!:) e c o ri d uc t e d d u r i n q I;, h e p r e-per f or enan c e conference.
m. Adverse Weather Conditions
During adverse weather conditions,, the
contractor shall perform operations in accordance with this
PWS and shall formulate contingency plans for rotation of
personnel to maintain all required services. This
contingency plan shall be developed prior to any contract
start resultant from this PWS and shall be submitted to the
COTR for approval prior to accomplishment of any wor!-::.
3 , Qual i ty Control /Qual i ty Assurance
a . Quail t y Con t r o
1
The contractor shall establish a complete
Quality Control Program to assure the requirements of the
contract, a.re provided as specified in this PWS. One copy of
the contractor's Quality Control Program shall be provided
to the Contracting Officer at the Pre-Award Survey or at
the Pr e-Per f ormance Conference when a Pre—Award Survey is
not held. An updated copy must be provided to the
Contracting Officer, the COTR, and the ATO on the contract
start date and as changes occur. The program shall
I n c 1 u d e , b u t n o t b e ]. i m 1 1 e d t o „ t in e foil ow i n g s
(1> I n sp ec 1 1 on 5y s t em . An inspection system
covering the services stated in Technical E;:hibit 1,
Performance Requi r em6?nt 3 Summary (PR'S), It must specify
areas to be inspected on either a scheduled or an
unscheduled basis, and the individual 's title who will
a c c Dmp 1 i s h t h e i n s p e c t i o n .
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(2) De-ficiencY Ident i f i cat i on A method -for
identifying deticiencies in the quality of services
performed before the level of performarnce becomes
unsati sf actory
„
(3) Inspection Files . A file of all
inspections conducted by the contractor and the corrective
actions taken. This documentation shall be available to
the LI. S, Government representatives during the full term
of the contract resulting from this PWS.
b . Qua 1 i t y As sur a n c e
The U. S,. Government shall monitor the
contractor's performance under any contract resultant from
this PWS using the quality assurance procedures specified
in Technical Exhibit 1, or such other procedures as mav be
necessary to ascertain contractor compliance with the
requirements contained herein.
c. Performance Evaluation Meetings
The contractor s project manager (s) shall meet
with the COTR weekly during the first month of the
contract, more often if considered necessary bv either the
COTFa' or ATu. The COTR may require the Contracting
Officer's p r" ese n c e a t t h e s e meeting s . i^1eet i n g = s hi a 11 1:3 e
held as often as necessary thereafter and at the discretion
of the COTR, but will normally be held at least monthly on
a formal basis. A meeting will be scheduled immediately
after a Contract Discrepancy Report (CDR) is issued by any
U. S. bovernment agent. A mutual effort V'ji 1 1 be made to
resolve all problems identified. The written minutes of
these meetings shall be signed by the contrac-tor ' s project
cnanager (s ) and the COTR. Should the contractor not concur
with the written minutes, the contractor shall so state in




Phase- In Phase-Out (PIPQ) Services
a. Phase- In Services
The contractor shall assign key management and
supervisory personnel to each of the major work areas for a
period of 30 days prior to commencement of any contract
resultant from this PWS. The remaining contractor emplovees
shall report on -board 15 days prior to contract
commencement. The contractor's personnel shall observe the
methods and procedures being used and shall use this time
to perfect the contractor s operations procedures.
b .. Phase-Out Services
Upon termination of any' contract resultant from
this Pl'JS n the contractor shall be required to provide the
same PIPO services to a successor, and the ccntra.ctor must
also provide his best efforts and cooperation in or deer to
effect an orderly and efficient transition to a successor.
(1) F' h ase-Qut F I a n . The contractor is
required, upon written notification by the Contracting
Officer, to provide PIPO services from 30-90 days after the
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period of per-formance speci-fied in any contract resulting
from this PWS. After notification, the contractor is
required to negotiate in good -faith v-jith a • successor in
determining the nature and extent of the F-'IPQ services in a
mutually acceptable, detailed plan -for PIPO operations.
The plan shall specify a training program and specify a
date for shifting the responsibility to the successor for
each division of work set forth in this PWS, and shall be
subject to the approval of the Contracting Office?r, The
contractor shall provide sufficient experienced personnel
during the PIPO period to ensure that the services called
far by this PWS, and any resultant contract, s.r& maintained
at a high level of proficiency.
(2) Phase-Out Costs . The contractor shall be
reimbursed for all reasonatble Phase-Out costs (those costs




e ;•; p i r a t i on i-*jh i c h r esu 1 t f r om F' I F' op e r a1 1 o n s ) , a n d s hall
receive a fee (profit) not to exceed a pro rata portion of
the fee (profit) under the original Air Terminal Services
contract .
(3) Cooper at i on toi t h Successor . The contractor
is required to cooperate with the successor, wnether it be
the U. S„ Government or another contractor, in allowing as
many personnel as pr£icti cable to remain on the job in order
to enhance the c o r-i t i n u i t y a ri d c on s i s t en c v o f t h e ser v i c e
s
called for by this PWS. Toward that end, the contractor
to/
must agree to disclose necessary personnel records and to
allow its successor to conduct on-site interviews with its
employees. It any contractor employee is aqr-eeable to the
change of employer and ars accepted by the successor, then
the contractor shall be required to release the erripioyee at
a mutually acceptable date and shall, in good faith,
negotiate the transfer of any earned fringe benefits with
t hi e s Li c c es ;=•or „
S Contractor Secur i ty Resp ons i fa i 1 i t i es
a. Securitv Service
Th e c on t r a.(z t or sh all f ur n i sh Pr ot ec t i ve
Security Service (PSS) and Signature Security Service (S3S)
in accordance with DOD Manuals 5220. 22-M and C,
Safeguarding of Classified Information and the Carrier
Supplement to the DOD Manuals, as well as Navy, MAC, and
local directives and instructions.
'1) Contractor Security Service Manual . The
contractor shall prepare a Security Service Manual for use
by Air Terminal Services personnel in implementing
Signature Service procedures, and shall submit one copy of
t his 111an ua 1 t o t h e C TR for r ev :i ew a i"; d a p p r ov a 1 . Si g n a t ur e
service material will be secured in a. closed and locked
a r ea vg |--i en a wa i i: i n g s h i p (nen t ': s ec u r i t y cage). Sec ur i !: y
areas and their use will be accordance with DOE> Manual
5220. 22-M, Part 3--2
,
paragraph d. When classified material
is to be transported to other than military-furnished
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aircraft or sur-face vehicles, the -Following requirements
shal 1 appl y
:
(s) Employee Clearances . Consistent with
DOD Manual 5220. 22-M, paragraph 17c (5) -(a), designated
contractor employees must be cleared to handle and process
sensitive shipments up to the level of SECRET on a 24 hour
per day, 7 days per week basis. Contractor personnel
responsible for receiving and for the protective custody oi
c 1 assi f i ed mater i al s will be r equi red to carry
identification cards in accordance with DOD Manual
5220-22-M, paragraph S.
(b) Signature Service Movements . The
contractor shall not use any commercial concerns to effect
pick up and/or deliver for onward movement of Signature
Service materials except by authorized and cleared
subcontractors or authorised and cleared concerns,
including U. S. Government officials, performing service
in and for the Air Terminal.
(2) Closed Areas . All security service
mater i£ils must be given personalized, special handling and
must be stowed in designated security areas (security
cages). The designated security areas will be designated
and referred to as closed areas.
(3) Security Custody Log.» A contractor
provided permanent Air Terminal security custody log snail
be maintained for purposes of transferring custody of
oV
security service material between ccntractor personnel
occasioned tay a shift change. This log v-Ji 1 1 include time
of the custody change and a detailed inventor-y of security
service material under custody. If, for any reason,
security service material cannot be stored in the closed
area, such as p^^lletized, staged, or onload movement, the
materials must be located so i:.hat constant, dedicated
visual surveillance is provided by a cleared and
r esp on s i b 1 e emp 1 oyee
.
b . Sec ur 1 1 v Fr e i g h t
Contractor personnel shall provide a receipt to
the delivering carrier by signing the shipment document for
security freight. The last copy of the form will be given
to the delivering carrier's agent. This signature on the
shipment document is evidence that the contractor employee
acknowledges that the shipment is security cargo and will
be processed accordingly. The original signed copy of the
sh i p men t d oc umen t w ill r ema i n w i t h t h e sh i p men t f or
processing and filing by the Document Control Section. The
material will be placed in the security closed area
immediately upon receipt and logged on the security service
log. The contractor is responsible for preparation of the
hF Form 127, Traffic Transfer Receipt Document, for further
processing purposes by the Load Planning Section and the
later custody transfer of th& shipment to the aircraft
loadmaster.
(1) SECRET Materials . SECRET shipments will
only be handled by or accessible to personnel havi^ig a
SECRET clearance. These personnel, including military and
commercial air crews, will have i d.::?nt i + i cat i on cards
showing their level of securitv clearance^ These cards
must be shown in order to accept custody of any SECRET
materials. A 1 i persons t a l< i n g re s p a n s i b :i. 1 i t y -f or t hi
e
materials, including air crews, m u st s i g n f o r t h e s |;:j e c x f i c
ship men t , Cr ew mem P er b ar p e r" sc n n e 1 a iz c sp t i r i g
r esponsi bi 1 i tv for clasBi-i-ied material s.rE; entitled to
retain a copy of the AF Form 127, Loading crews must
exercise extreme carsi in palletising this freight so that
all personnel required to sign for the material can easily
identify and count the pieces in tiie shipment without
having to break the pallet. Agents at crew change points
will accept and receipt for materials from the inbound crew
and release and obtain receipts from the outbound crews, if
the outbound crew is not available when the inbound crew is
ready to depart the Air Terminal,, Material escorted by
c ou r i. er ( s ) i s e x em ci t f r om A i i" T er m i n a 1 s e-c u r i t v se r v i c e
requirements; however, the contractor is responsible for
a s 5 1 5 1 i n g t h e enu r i e i-" i i"'! miove imen t o t t hi e ina t er i a 1 s ,, if s q
requested and approved by the ATuC/ACF-', Outbound courier
material'-, will be load&?d in such a manner that the courier
can easily maintain surveillance over the entire shipment
at al 1 t i mes
.
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(2) CONFIDENTIAL Material CONFIDENTIAL
shipment 3 may only be handled by personnel holding a
c:l earance no 1 ov^er than CONFIDENTIAL and d-esignated to
handle SSS shipments. Hand-to-hand receipt betvjeen
contractor personnel and the consignee, and /or their
designated representative (including commercial and
m ill t a. r y c a r r i er s ) is r e q u i r ed n T l"i e COTR i'4 i 1 1 mo n 1 1 or the
contractor's per-formance and procedures in handling
c 1 a s s i 1 1 e d s h i |:; me n t s an a s i: y i c t a n d c on 1 1 n u i n q b asis. An y
V i a 1 a t i on s of sec u r 1 1 y p r o c ed ur e s or 1 o s s or s ec tir i t y
ser V 1 (r e jtia !: er i a 1 s w ill b e r e -f er r e d t o t in e a p p r a p r i a t e
investigative service -for action,
6 . Co n t r a c t o r T i~ a i n i n q Re ci u. i ,"' e rnen 1
5
a . E q u 1 p men t p e r a t. or T i-" a i n i n
g
T h: e U , 3 „ Gov er n men t n ill p r ov i d e a t r a i n i n q
f a c i 1 1 1 y and a q u a 1 i f i ed ins t r lic t or t o t u ]. 1 y t rain a n d
license c on t r a c t o r p e r son i-i e 1 :i. n t hi e op e r -a t i on „ se r' v i c i n g ,
a i-i d satet y o f a 1 1 4 63 1_ a i r c:r ai- 1 1 toad i n g e q l! i p men t as
prescribed in AF ManueTds 52-4, 67-3, 77-2, and AF
Regulation 127-101. This training will consist o-f 40 hours
f c 1 a s s r oom an d cn -1 Y\ e- j o b t r a i n i n g an d w i 1 1 t> e q r ov i d ed
to all contractor personnel at initial contract start-up.
1 n a d d 1 1 i on ,, t. h i s t r a i n i n g w i J. 1 be o -f f e r e d to a 1 1 n e
w
c o n t r a c t p er s o r i n el b r ou q
h
t o n b o
a




as scheduled through the COTR. Re-fresher training will be
scheduled annual 1 v.
7'
(1) UJritten Test . Written tests will be given
and must be passed by all operators o-f U. S. Government
furnished, and selected contractor furnished, materials
handling equipment (MHE) prior to being issued a license
for such equipment. As a prerequisite for this training,
contractor personnel must possess a valid national or state
operator's license and a U» 3. Government operator's
license, SF 56. The U. 3. Government operator's license
will be obtained through the CQTR.
(2) Operational Test . All personnel possessing
a license for any piece of MHE must receive and pass an
initial evaluation and annual reevaluation on the operation
of each piece of equipment for which a license is held, as-
prescribed in AFM 52-4. The CGTR will designate the most
qualified operators as examiners for this purpose.
( 3
)
Ground Support Equipment Licences . I
n
addition to MHE licensing requirements, contr^^ctor
personnel must be trained and licensed to operate aircraft
Ground Support Equiprnent (GSE), such as the NC-S h NC-10,
an d GTC -35 . This 1 1'" a i n i n g v-j ill be a d m i n i s t er e d b / t. h e
Ground Support Equipment Division and quotas will be
s c h ed u 1 e d t h r o u. q i-i t h e CGTR , as r e q u i r ed .
( 4 Training Folders . Comp 1 et e t r a i n i n g
folders -a n d MHE op e r a t i n g records w i 1 1 b e ma i n t a i n e d ti v t h e
contractor on all contractor personnel and will be subject
to i n s-p e c t i o i"i b y I.J . S . Gover n men t. r ed r esen
1
3. t i ve s
.
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b. Hazardous Materials Training
All contractor personnel receiving hazardous
materials into the Navy or MAC logistic ai,rli+t systems
must attend one of the hazardous cargo schools listed in
NAVSUP PUB 505/ APR 71-4, in order to authenticate proper
documentation o-f hazardous materials -for shipment. The LL
S n Gover n men t w ill p r ov i d e q ua 1 i f i ed t rain i n g c our ses at n
o
cost to the contractor; however,, it transportation and/or
quarters a.rG required,, they shall be provided at the
contractor s expense. The contractor will arrange -for
quotas frjr hazardous cargo certification training courses
through the COTR.
C. Ground Safety Training
All contractor flight line personnel shall
participate in a ground safety procqram held once each week
for not more than 45 minutes per session. These sessions
V'ji 1 1 be held on site by the COTR or his designated
r ep r e s
e
n t a t i ve . The c on t r ac t or w ill c omp 1 y with ad d i l: i o n a 1
safety and accident prevention precautions as directed by
the CGTR.
d. Training of Reserves
The Air Terminal is responsible for providing
training in all aspects of Air Terminal operations for
Navy, Air Force , and Army reserves. This training will be
suiper vised by the COTR and the military reservists will be
issigned to work with contractor personnel in eac h section
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0+ the cargo/passenger operation. Contractor personnel
shall provide the necessary cooperation and assistance as
ni€\y be request.ed by the COTR to ensure complete
indoctrination o-f the assigned reservists™ At no time will
the trainee be put into a supervisory position over
contract employees or be subject to orders from contract
emp i oy ees , other t h a r-i b v the COTR approved in s t r" u c t or s
.
Sc h e d u 1 e s- w ill be c
o
or (j i n a t e? cJ b y t h e COTR w i t h t hi
e
c on t r ac t or t o p r ov i d e m i n i mum ;i. neon v en i e n c e . The n u rn b er of
m i 1 i t ar y r eser v i s t s attend! n g t l"i ese t r a i n i n g ses s i o n s could
range from five O) to ovsr one hundred (100) students at
•an y g i v e?n p er i o d . Jh e s e s es s ions ar e n o i-- mall y s c h ed u 1 ed
either in two 2-'week sessions consisting of 30 hours each




7. Aircraft Handling Requirements
a , A ire r af t Han d 1 i n g Pr i or i t y
The priority for handling of designated
aircraft will normally be as follows:
( 1 ) Air eVa c ua t i
o




MAC S p e c: i a 1 A si s i g n men t A i r 1 i f t M ;i. s s i o
n
ai r craft =
(3) C-5 and wide body commercial channel
ai r craft
(4) All Gthe?r MAC channel airlift aircraft.
(5) All other aircraft.
In cases o-f multiple handlings, priority shall,
as -far as possible, be given normally to those aircraft
with the shortest authorized ground time or - the earliest
scheduled departure time. The ATOC/ACP Supervisor is the
final authoritv and will assign aircraft handling
priorities by the aircraft tail number and mission number.
Services performed shall conform to the established
standards and practices of the cargo, air passenger, and
fleet service operations in accordance with MAC Regulation
76—1 and applicable technical orders for each type of
aircraft. The contractor will provide sufficient personnel
t o en s Li r e t h a t a 11 se r v ices ars per for med w i t hi i n t h e
established authorized ground times for each individual
aire i- 9i f t m i s s i ori
.
b , Ai rcraf t Mi ssi on Schedul es
Scheduled arrival times for MAC and Navy
controlled aircraft shall not be construed as definitive
c:l ue t o e ;; t e n ua t .i. n g c o n d 1 1: i on s as so c i a t ed w i t h a i r c r a f t
flight ope?rations, MAC Special Assignment Airlift Mission
( SAAM ') a i i- c r a f t , MAC c o ntract commer c i a 1 a i r c r a f t a n d
V ar i ou s Navy o r g a n i c 1 og i s t i c a.ircra-f t may be directed into
the Air Terminal on less than 24 hour notice. The
contractor's work schedule shall be based on the flight
s c hi e cJ u 1 e i n f o r ma t i o n f u r n i s h &d b y t hi e AT C / ACP , h owev er ,
t. |-i e c on t r a c (: o r mu s t ma i n t a i n a c a p a b i 1 i t y t c p r ov i d e
3u f f i c i en (: t r a i n e d p er "5 o n ri e 1 to h a n d 1 e t
h
e ser v i c i n g of a
minimum o-F -five missions simultaneously, three of which may
be a C141 Starli-fter or larger. The Passenger Service
Center will be? required to maintain up-to-date flight
boards and changes will be posted as received from
ATOC/ACP. Navy C-9 and CI 13 aircraft schedules aRrs
normally received 24 hours in advance o-f the scheduled
mission. Other Navy, Marine Corps, Air Force (non-MAC)
,
courier missions, and fore^ign national aircraft may arrive
u n a n n ou n c
e
d . Navy aircraft t lO be p i- oc es s ed b y t l~i
e
contractor will of all tvpes, including the C-1, C-2, H-3
IJS-3A , C-9, CH-46 , CH-53 as well as tactical aircraft and
fighters. Except for the carrier onboard delivery (COD)
C-1, C-2,, and US~3A aircraft and the -/arious helicopters,
the normal e;;tent of responsibility for carrier based
a i r c r a f t w ill be t o b 1 o
c





a s s i st a n c: e w i t h 1 1-" an s p or t a t i on to f 1 i g h t p 1 a n n i n g , a ri
d
perforfning fire watch duties during refueling operations.
Cargo for courier flights is normally processed and handled
b y t h e Ar med For c es Co lir i er Se r v ice ( ARFCOS) , However
,
t h i s d oes n o t p r ec 1 u d e t hi e c ou r i er se r v i c e p er s ci n n e 1 f f" om
r eq ues 1. 1 n g c a r g o l-i a n d 1 i n g or for !-:: 1 i f t a s s i s 't a n c e f o r 1 ar q
or bulky shipments. The contractor will provide any
r e q u i r e?d assistance as r sq li ested b y t h e c ou r i er s . An y
di saqreeme^nts betv-jeen the contractor personnel and the
couriers will be brought to the attention of the ATOC/ACP
Su p e I'" V i Bo r- for" r eso 1 u t i on .
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c» Foreign Aircraft
Foreign flag aircraft must be handled/processed
in the same manner as U. 3. military or commercial
contract aircraft, when these aircraft a\.rs- authorized use
of the Air Terminal facilities. The contractor shall
download, uploaid and service these aircraft in the same
time frames set for U„ S. military aircraft of siinilar
size as shown in Technical Exhibit 4. In some cases, these
aircraft mu s t b e (J ec k - 1 oa 'd ed d l( e t o n o installed ^sys t ems t o
accept the MAC standard 463L pallets. This will require
loiiding operations sifnilar to COD or helicopter loading.
d . Earl y A r r i v a 1
s
I n t he c ase o f una n n ou n c e d an d ,-'' o r e ar 1 y
a r r i va 1 s ( p r i (dr t o t hi e s c l-i e d u 1 e d Es t. i ma t e d T i ine o f A r r i va 1
(ETA)
'
, the contractor is expected to handle the aircraft
within time frames allotted m Technical Exhibit 4.
8. CQ n t i n q e i "i c. y F' 1 a n s
a , A 1 1 er n a t e Lo c a t i on s
c c a s i o n a 1 1 y , t hi e con t r a c t or s h a 11 be r e q u i red
t (J p e r f o r m A ]. r T e r m i n a ]. Se r v i c es a t a 1 1 emate mil i t ar y or
commercial airports due to aircraft emergencies, weather
c (J n d 1 1 1 o r'l s , or run way c ]. osures a t t l~i e s 1: a t i on. A 1 t er n a t e
locations may be up to 100 miles from the station and the
d u r a t i on o f s.er v i c e3 at 't i-i e a 1 1 er n a t e 1 o c a t ion m a y e ;; c ee
d
si;-; months. Identification of alternate sites will be
aVa i 1 a b 1 e a t. t h e p r" e -p r op o s a 1 c o n f er en c e .
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/b. Alternate Location Ekcsss Costs
The contractor shall be reimbursed -for all
documented costs incurred solely due to the work being
per -formed at the designated alternate location which s.rs
above the costs incurred if the operations were to take
place at the Air Tc-rminal. Documentation will be in the
form of receipts or the contractors financial cost reports
and will be submitted to the Contracting 0-f-ficer for
d et e r m i n
a
t i o n of a 1 1 ow a b i 1 1 1 y a n d a 1 1 oc ab i 1 1 1 y o f c a
s
t s
incurred. All submissions of excess costs will be subject
to audit by the Defense Contract Audit Agency (DCAA).
c. Contractor On-Site Advisory Services
Ap
p
r o :< 1 m a t e 1 y si ;•; times per year , t h
e
contractor may be called upon by the CuTR to provide
o n -s 1 1. e a i r 1 i -f t a d v i s c^r y se r v ices -f or 1 o c a 1 Nav y c omma n d s
on the planned movement. of passengers or cargo™ This
service will include, but not be limited to, load planning
p r Dc ed ures, ma t er i a 1 sh i p men t c om p a t i b i 1 i t y , p a 1 1 e1 1 z i r"i g
t ec
h
n i q u es
,
a i"i d so f or t h ,
9 . Def i n i t i ons '
a. Special Termsi and F'hrases
The following special terms and phrases 3.rs
used in t h is Per -f or ena n c e Wor I-.-: S t a t emen t s
(1) Ace ep t a b 1 e Qu
a




L ) . The
(fia ;; i mum p er c en t d e f e (~ 1 1 v e? , ma >; i m i.im n umb er o f d e f e c t s p e
r
hundred units, or the number of detects that can be
considered satisfactory on the average. The allowable
variance from a standard that the U. S. Government will
reject a speci-fic service. An AQL does not i~niply that the
contractor may knowingly perform in an unsatisfactory
manner; it does imply that the L). S. Government recognizes
that unsatisfactory performance sometimes occurs
unintentionally. As long as the unsatisfactory performance
does not exceed the AQL, the service v-ji 1 1 not normally be
rejected by the U. 3. Government. The contractor must
reperform, however, all uns-at i sf actory work.
(2) APO D. Aerial Port of Debarkation.
(3) APOE . Aerial Port of Embarkation,
' 4 ) A ir Car q o Pr i or i ties . A i i'" c a r g o movemen t
priorities as defined by MILSTAMP, DOD Regulation 4500. 34R,
(5) E-iagqaqe. Baggage includes, but is not
limited to, personal clothing., professional equipment,
essential di shes/pots/l i nens , and other items necessary for
t h e h ea 1 1: h „ we 1 f a r e ,, a n d (tiorale o -F t h e m i 1 i t a r y memb er
an d / o I-" h i s d ep en d a n t. s . Bag g a g e m ay b e h a n d carried, c h ec k ed
a c c cJm p a n i ed , o ," u n a c c
o
iti p an i ed .
( 6
)
B ill o-F L.adinq, Commercial (CBL) . A
c o n t
V
a c t be i: ween t h e s hi i p p er a i"i cJ t h e carrier w hi e r eb y the
carrn-sr agrees to furnish transportation services subject
to the conditions printed on the reverse side of the bill
of lading,, The face of the CBL designates such pertinent
information as the route, delivering carrier, name of
ao
shipper, consignee, date, description ot articles, number
of parcels, weight, cube, and signatures o+ carrier's agent
and the shipper's representative.
(7) Bill o-f Lading, Government (GBL) A
contract similar to the CBL but including the naime and
title of the issuing officer, name of the issuing
transportation office, name of the U. S. Government agency
to which charges at.r(=! billed, appropriation data chargeable,
GBL number an d d ep ar t men t symb o 1 s , au t h or 1 1 y f or sh i p men t
,
and a verification of actual delivery and extent oi any
loss or d a m a g e
-
^3' Bui k Frei qht , Cargo vjhich must be hand
loaded (or deck loade^d) in an aircraft or surface movement
vehicle, such as explosives at the Hot Spot, cargo used to
-fill pallets which conta.in oversize cargo, or cargo loaded
on carri&r on b o a r d d e 1 i v e r y or v er 1 1 c a 1 on b oa i-- d del i ve r y
Navy organic logistic aircraft.
(9) Bump The removal of a shiprcient manifested
to another station from an aircraft or a planned load, for
reasons of higher priority cargo,, priority passenger
moV eme n t s
, e t c .
n. 0) Cargo . Supplies, materials, stores,
baggage, or eg u i p me n t t r a r'l s p or t ed b y 1 a !-i d , wa t e r , c r a i r
means
„
'-1'' Contracting (Jfficer ,. An officer of the U„
S , Govern men t , e 1 1 h er c i v i 1 i an or m 1 1 i 1 3.r y , d es i a n at ed t o
SI
have the authority to farmulate a contract betv'jeen the U,
3. Government and other parties and to change the terms and
conditions of the contract.
(12) Contract i nq Qt-f i cer ' s Techni cal
Representative (CQTR ) . The COTR is responsible to the
Contracting Officer for monitoring, processing invoices,
and overall technical surveillance of work performed under
the contract for vjhich assigned- The COTR shall not have
the authority to modify,, change, or deviate from the terms
and conditions of the proposed contract, unless
specifically authorized in writing by the Contracting
Off i cer
.
(13) Pi rector . Designated aircraft
load :i. n g / u r"i 1 oa d i n q su p er v i ;=.o r ,
— 4) ETA .. Estimated Time of Arrival.
(15) Fai 1 to Locate . Material that cannot be
located at the Air Terminal after it has been received from
any source.
(16) FOP . Foreign Object Damage. Litter,
trash, or loose materials which may cause damage to
a.ircvs.'f t en g i n es t h r cug h i n g est i on .
(17) Form '•_^'_'_, Pilot^s Weight and Balance
Sheet
.
(18) Green Sheet Procedures. Anv procedures
whereby specifically identified cargo in the Military
Airlift Command (MAC) airlift system may gain movement
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precedence over other priority cargo within the same
shipping service, including 999 shipments.
(19) Hi -Line Docks, 463L . Roller sy s t e
m
equiped docks used to build pallet trains. The required
number o-f pallets t-ji 1 1 be positioned on the dock and then
secured into a singe train, utilizing pallet spacers and
securing devices. The oversized cargo requiring the pallet
1 1'- a i n w i 1 1 b e p o s 1 1 i on ed on the pallets a 1 on g w i t h
suf-ficient other cargo to fully utilize the weight/cube of
the train and t !"i en p r operl y secured vj i 1 1" s t r a p s ,
chains/devices, and nets, as required.
(20) MAC. Military Airlift Command.
(21) Mani test . A document which specitie:?s in
detail the items of cargo or passengers be?ing carried on a
t r an sp or t a t i o n c on v ey anee for a specific d es t i n a 1 1 o ri . T h i s
term usually refers to a ship or aircraft manifest for
passengers, cargo, or mail.
(22) Marr i ed F'al 1 e t . Two or more MAC 463L
pallets secured together to form a pallet train for
oversized c -ar q o
.
(23) MILSTAMP . Military Standard
T r a n sp or t a t i o n and Move irien t F'r oc ed ures.
(24) Mi xed Pal 1 et A pallet loaded with ca.rgc
destined to no more than two manifested APOD ' s on the same
flight. Each APOD will be segregated on the pallet and
separated by nets, straps, or covers.
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(25) Outsize Cargo . Cargo which, due to
dimensions, is too large to load on a C-141 aircraft.
(26) Oversize Cargo . A single pi-ece oi cargo
which, due to length or width, is precluded -from loading
and securing on one MAC 463L pallet. The term "odd size"
is sometimes used for this size cargo, however, is not
appropriate. There is no use -for the term "odd size" cargo
i n t h e A i r Ter m i n a 1 Ser v ices -f un c t i on s
.
( 27 ) Pal 1 et , 463L . A 1 u m i n u m air cargo p) a 1 1 et ,
balsa wood tilled, which measures SS" X 108" and on which
ship men t s ars c o n s o 1 i (J
a
t e d f o r movemen t v i a MAC a i i-- 1 i f t
.
(28) Pa 1 1 et i z ed Un i t Load . Packaged or
unpackaged item arranged on a wooden warehouse or metal
explosives pallet and handled as a unit. Palletized unit
loads will be accounted tor by pallet unit unless the
shipment, must be split for any reason.
(2*^') Pa 1 1 et Man i i est . A listing prepared -For
each pallet which lists each shipmient for the same
destination. This listing is prepared bv the Document
Control Section and is attached to the corripleted pallet
load after" it has be closed out, tied dcnwn , and weighed.
( 3 '0 ) Pa liet Re -f er enee N ij.mb er . A cons ec u 1 1 ve
control number assigned in sequential order to all pallets
built at each AF-'OE and mav alternately be termed a Module
Unit Identifier, Pallet Number, Pallet Identifier or Pall
I . D . Nu (fiber .
H-
S4
(31) Pallet Tally Sheet (PTS ) , A document used
for listing freight loaded on an individual 463L pallet or
married pallet train, including the pallet n-umber , pallet
reference number, destination APOD, the last seven digits
of the individual shipment Transportation Control Numbers
(TCN)
,
pi ece/wei qht /cube of each shipment, time and date
placed on the pallet, and the initials of the person
ta u i 1 d i n g the pallet-
(32) PPS . Performance Requirement Summary,
(33) F'_WS. Performance Work Statement.
(34) Qurality Assurance Plan . A n o r q a n i z e d
written document used for quality assurance surveillance of
the contract work effort for each functional requirement on
the PRS.
(35) Qua lit y Con t r o 1 Those actions takejn by
the contractor to control the performance of services so
that, such services will meet the requirements of the PWS,
(36) SAAM. Special Assignme-nt Airlift Mission.
(37) Sh or t o r Mo S h o
w
, C^nrqo manifested but
not located upon offloading the aircr^-ift, truck, or pallets
or not located upon checking deliveries from shippers.
(33) Single Destinat i on Pa llet. A pallet
loaded with cargo to only one manifested destination.
Cargo consigned to a single destination -are the primary
pallet type in the MAC system.
35
fol 1 OW5 1
(3?) 5pl i t Shi p merit . A shipment cnqinated
under one shipping document but which is loaded on two or
more pallets which may be -forwarded at dit-ferent times or
on di-fferent ai rcraft /trucks. Individual documentation is
required for each portion of the split shi pment (s) in
s.c.cor dance with MILSTAMP.
(40) TCMD- Transportation Control Movement
L)ocument
.
'>41'' Xfi- Technical Order
»
''"^2) Ton... Various types of tons are as
(=>.), Long (LT) . 2., 240 pounds,
(b). Measurement (MT) . 40 cubic feet,
(c). Metri c (MET) . 2, 204 „ 6 pounds,
(d). Short (ST) . 2,000 pounds.
^43) TP-1. UMMIPS Transportation Priority 1.
(44) TP-2 . UMMIPS Transportation Priority 2.
(45) TP-3. UMMIPS Transportation Priority 3-
( 46 ) Tr at f 1 c Marictqement . Th e d i r ec 1 1 on v,
control and supervision of all functions incidental to the
effective and economical procurement and use of
t r a n s p o r t a c i on se r v i c e s
,
(47') Tr ansfer F r £:: i c.\ h t . A loaded bulk pallet or
hand loaded cargo transfeerred from one means/mode of
i: r a n sp or t a t i on to a similar me a n s
/
mode of t r a n s p o r t a 1 1 o
n
due to a change ot equipment.
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(4S) Transload Freight . Cargo that r enquires
traris-Fer -from/to another means /(node o-f transportation at a
manifested terminal.
''49) Truck Control Log . A permanent log
maintained to record truck cz^rY-i&r names, arrival
date/time, CBL/GBL numbers, pi ece/wei ght /cube of shipments
delivered/picked up.
^ 5 ) UMMIPS . U n 1 + or ni Material Movemen t a n
d
Issue Pr i or 1 1 y Sy s t em u
(51) 999 ,, Code used in the Required Delivery
Date (RDD) field of the shipment documents which denotes
"expedited handling" requirements.
1 . Regulations, Instructions,, Publications, and
Manuals
a. Technical Order Files
The co,ntractor is required to maintain a
current file of applicable technical orders for the C-5 and
C-141 aircraft. Copies of applicable TO ' s may be obtained
through the MAC Liaison Officer. In addition to the TO s
,
t h e con t r a c t o r is re s- p on s i b 1 e f or c oo r d i n a 1 1 n q w 1 1 h t li e A i r
Ter.minal Officer to obtain and maintain the following
r eg li 1 a 1". i o n s , p u b 1 i c a 1 1 o n 5 , an d ina n li a 1 s
:
( 1 ) Air Force Manual (AFM) 52-4 . Ma t er i a 1
s
Handling Equipment (MHE) and Ramp Equipment Training
Manual
.
<2) AFM 127-100 . E;;plosive Safety Manual.
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(3) Air Force Regulation (AFR) 3-5 . USAF
Foreign Clearance Guide.
(4) AFR 71-4/MAV5UP PUB 505 . Preparation of
Hazardous Materials for Military Air Shipment.
<5> AFR 76-13 / QPMAV I M5T 4600 . 2 1
A
. Management
of Systems 463L Pallets and Nets.
(6) AFR 76-16/MMPCIMST 4630. 2A . MAC
Transportation Authorization (MTA) DD Form 1482.
^7) AFR 76-26/npMAVIMST 4630. IIP . Blue Bark
Passengers.
(8) AFR 76-33 / QPMAV
I
MST 4630 . 1 SE . Military
Airlift Command Requirements Submission, Space Assignments,
A 1 1 oc a t i on , an d Prior i t i es
.
(9) AFR 127-101 . Industrial Safety Accident
Prevention Handbook,
(10) SUPERS INST 4650. 14F . International or
Transoceanic Transportation of Navy Sponsored Passengers.
(11) POP INST 4515. 13R . Air Transpor tat i on
Eligibility.
(12) POP Regulation 4500.. 32R ,. Military
Standard Transportation and Movement Procedures (MILSTAMP).






ce 3up p or t A q r eeme
n
t . I3SA
IJ e t I'jeen t. h e s t a 1 1 on a n d the sponsoring MAC component.
( 1 4 ) Mi 1 i tary A irlift Comman d Fteq u 1 at i on
(MACR) 55-3, Volume III, The Militarv Airlift Command
Co mma n d F'o s t Req u 1 a 1 1 o n ,.
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(15) MACR 55-4 . C-141 Con+ i qurati on/Mi Bsi on
Planning Regulation.
(16) MACR 55-37 .. Air Operat i ons -Securi ty .
(17) MACR 67-1 0. Expeditious Movement of
MORS /VV IP Items.
(IS) MACR 70-1 . Contract Airlift Management,
C i V i 1 A i r Car r i er s
.
(19) MACR 76-1 . Volume I, Transportation




MACR 76-1 . Vo 1 umE? II, Standardization
and Ev a 1 ua 1 1 on
.
(21) Merriorandum of Understanding . MOU between
the Chief o-f Naval Operations and the Military Airlift
Command dated 26 June 1980.
(22) MI L-STD-129H . Military Standard,, Marking
for Shipment and Storage.
(23) MILSTAMP, Volume I . Military Standard
Transportation Procedures.
(24) M I LSTAMP , Vol ume 1 1 . Militarv Standard
Tr an sport at 1 on Procedures.
(25) Most current 2 1 AF /
2
2AF Up e^'r at i n q F'ol i cy „
<^26) MAVSUP Volume II . Ashore Supply
Procedures.
(27) TO 00-20B-5 . Veh i c 1 e and Ba s e Su p p or
t
Equipment Inspection and Maintenance System and Records
A (d m 1 n i st r a l: i on „
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(28) TO 00—25-172 . Ground Service o-f Aircra-ft
and Positioning of Equipment.
(29) TD 00— 105E—
9
. Emergency Ai-rcratt Rescue
Procedures
.
(30) TD 1C-5A-2-1 . C-5 Ground Handling and
Servicing Calibration Technical Order, Responsibilities and
Calibration Measurement Areas.
(31) TO 35D33-2-2-2 . 463L Cargo Pallets.
'—2) Tu 35D33-2-3-1 , Maintenance and Repair
Instructions ior Air Cargo Pallets and Nets.
(33) TO 35K- 1-100 . Calibration Technical
Orders, Responsibility and Calibration Measurement Areas.
(34) TO 36-1-3 . Painting and Marking of USAF
Vehi c 1 es.
(35) TO 36A-1-1 12 . I nter medi at e _ and Depot
F-^'epair o-F USAF Vehicles and Vehicle Components.
b. Other Technical Orders
In addition to the above instructions, the
contractor is responsible for becoming familiar with the
-following instructions but a complete and current technical
library need not be maintained. Copies of these i^t-s
aV ail a b 1 e fro iti t hi e A i r Te r m i n a 1 Officer.
ARM 55-43 AFM 60-5
AFM 66-1,, Volume 3 AFM 71-3
AFM 71-4, USAF Suppl AFM 71-9
AFM 75-1 AFM 75-4
AFM 75-3 AFR 28-3
APR 55-5 AFR 55-14
AFR 55-16 AFR 55-20
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AFR 60-11 AFR 60-14
AFR 71-10 AFR 75-15
AFR 75-49 AFR 76-5
AFR 76-7 AFR 76-8
AFR 65-11 AFR 76-13 ••
AFR 76-16 AFR 76-23
AFR 1 44-9 DOOM 4000 , 23M
DOOM 5220. 22M DODR 4500. 34R
NAVAIR PUB 12-01-500 NAVAIR PUB 12-02-500
NAVCOMPTMAN Volume 4 NAVSUPINST 4610.33
NAVSUP PUB 435 OPNAVINST 4790. 2B
1 1 Inspection and Acce^ptance
a. Inspection and Acceptance (Destination)
The supplies and services to be furnished
under any contract resulting troiT; this PWS shall be
inspected and accepted at destination by the Contracting
Officer's Technical Representative (COTR) or the designated
official 's authorized representative. For the purposes of
this PWS , the destination is the station Air Tt?rminal.
Supplies or services not conforming to the requirements of
this PWS or the resultant contract shall be re.it?cted.
There is absolutely no obligation on the part of the U. 3.
Government to pay for any supplies or services that 3.rE:




this PWS at the time of delivery and/or performance,
b. Contracting Officer's Technical Representative
T' h e C TR i s res p o n s i b 1 e f o r iTio n i t or i n q
p I'" ogres s an d over a 11 tec l~i n i c a 1 s lir v e i 1 1 an c e of s
e
r v ices t o
be performed under this PWS and any resultant contract.
The COTR IS the contractor's point of contact for any
questions or problems of a te?chnical nature. Although the
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COTR has been delegated technical responsibilities tor
contract administration purposes, the contractor's
attention is directed to the clause in the resultant
contract entitled "Extra Work or Contract Changes". No
understanding, agreement, modification, change, or
performance of extra work outside the terms and conditions
of the resultant contract will be binding upon the U. S.
Government unless approved in writing by the Contracting
0-fticer prior to implementation of such changes. If, in
the opinion of the contractor, the COTR or any other U, S.
Government official requests contractor performance outside
of the terms and conditions of any resultant contract, the
contractor shall immediate?ly notify the Contracting Officer
prior to performing any such requests. Such not i f i ciit i on
shall be confirmed in writing by the contractor to the
Contracting Officer within three v-jorking days.
( 1 ) COTR Responsi bi 1 i ti es .
( a
)
Technical Advisor to Contract ing
Of f i cer . The COTR shall act as technical advisor to the
Contracting Officer and provide technical assistance as
r eq u e sted b y t. h e Co n t r ac t i n g Of f i cisr o r t he Ad m i n i s t r a t i %'
e
Contracting Officer (ACQ).
( b Technical Advisor to Contractor .
The COTR shall serve as the technical contact through whom
t h e c on t r a c t or c a n i-- e 1 a y g ues 1 1 on s and problems of a
technical nature to the Contracting Officer or AGO. The
Q'7
COTR is responsible -for all U. S. Government technical
inter-faces concerning this PW3 or resulting contract.
(c) Contract Monitor . The COTR will
monitor contractor performance in order to ensure
compliance v*jith this PWS and additional resultant contract
specifications and advise the Contracting Officer and
contractor when problems occur, or potential problems ^riB
noticed. The COTR shall maintain a log of U, S.
Government noted deficiencies. The contractor shall, upon
the request of the COTR, acknowledge in writing on the
COTR ' s log of U. S. Government noted deficiencies and
state the actions taken or to be tah^.en to correct the
deficiencies. The contractor shall provide update status
of corrective actions as requested by the COTR or other
designated representatives of the Contracting Officer.
Upon correction of a deficiEfncy, the COTR will so annotate
the log, indicating the date corrective action was taken.
All contractor def i ci e?nc i es shall be subject to the
" Inspect! on o f Se r v ices" c 1 a u se of an v result a n t c o n t r ac t
.
( d ) Performance I nspect i on and
Acceptance . T h e COTR will be r esp o r"i s i b 1 e for 1 1 me 1 y
written certification of the inspection and acceptance of
the services performed by the contractor and a statement of
completion. A copy of this inspection and acceptance
certification shall be furnished to the Contracting Officer
or ACO, as appropriate.
(e) Invoice Validation . The COTR shall
ensure that the invoice amount ior services performed is in
accordance with the contract involved, cer.ti-fy correct
invoices -for payment, and ior\^)3.rd to the paying office
indicated on the contract involved. Improper invoices
shall be returned to the contractor with an explanation o-f
det i ci enci es.
ii) Contract Files . The COTR shall
retain copies of all pertinent U. S. Government technical
correspondence and maintain in an appropriate COTR contract
file.
( q ) Changes ., Devi at i ons , or UJai ver s .
The COTR shall furnish the Contracting 0-f-fi cer with any
requests for change, deviation, or waiver to the contract
involved, whether generated by U. S. Government personnel
or the contractor, including all supporting documentation
in connection with such proposed changes, deviations, or
wai vers.
( 2 ) CQTR Aut h or i t v L i mi tat i on s
.
^^••* Legal Interpretations . The COTR
shall not clarify, make or imply legal interpretations of
the scope or intent of any contract involved.
( b ) Approval of Procedures . Th e COTR
shall not approve contractor procedures unless specifically
provided for by the terms and conditions o-F the contract
involved. Wheen contractually authorized, approval
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authority remainB subject to any limitations which may be
administratively imposed by the Contracting Officer.
Accordingly, proposed contractor procedures should be
presented to the Contracting Officer" for approval.
*^'=' Funds Expenditures . The CuTR shall
not authorize expenditure of funds except in accordance
with the specific terms of the contract.
(d) Extra or Alternate Tasks . The COTR
will not levy or imipose upon the contractor any task or
permit any substitution not specifically provided for in
the contract involved.
^ s ' Contractor Emp 1 oyee Con t r o 1 „ The
COTR shall not direct, supervise, or control employees of
t he c on t
r
-ac tor .
(f) Advice and Changes . The COTR won t
offer advice to the contractor vjhich may adversely affect
the performance on any contract involved, compromise the
rights of the U. 3. Government, provide the basis of a
claim for constructive change, or impact any pending or
f u t ur e Con t r ac t i n q Of f i c er d e t er m i n at i on s as t o f au 1 1 or
negligence under the contract involved.
( 3 ) I d en t i f i c at i on o f CuT B:
The COTR will be identified by the
Contracting Officer at the Pre-Award Survey, if held, or
otherwise at the Pre-Perf or mance Conference, to the
contractor. Any change in the COTR will be provided by trie
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Contracting Officer to the contractor in v^^riting prior to
effective date of change.
1 2 . U. 5, Sovernnrient Furnished Property ..and Services
a. Property
The U= S. Government will provide, without
cost to the contractor, the facilities, materials,
eq Li i p men t , an d / or ser v ices as follow:
(1) Faci 1 i t i es . Storage and warehouse soace
will be provided to the contractor for use in providing Air
Terminal Services. The contractor shall assume
responsibility for safekeeping of the facilities provided
for use and shall take adequate precautions to prevent fire
hazards and vermin. Ten days prior to comrriencement of
contractor services under this PW3 and any resultant,
contract, the contractor shall prepare and submit a written
description of the observed condition of all facilities
provided for use. The contractor shall not be provided use
of these facilities uni:il this description has been
accepted and approved in writing by the COTR. At the
completion of any contract involved, all facilities shall
be returned to the U,. 3. Governrrient in the same condition
as r e c e 1 v ed , e ;; c ep t f o r r ea son a b 1 e wea r and tear. T |-i e
contractor shall be held responsible for the cost of any
repairs caused by negligence or abuse on the part of
contractor personnel. The following areas will be
QO






X X , X X X
The figures tor square -feet are
approximate and represent the area to be made available
within the? applicable building (s).
(2) Equi pment . The U „ S. Government will
furnish to the contractor the equipment listed in Technical
Exhibit 3.. Equipment used by the contractor vjill be
operated in accordance with U. S. Government regulations
and the manufacturer's handbook recommendations. This
G?qui pment will be operated in a safe manner and in
consideration of the surrounding environmental ar&a. In
addition, the contractor shall maintain a 90/C equipment
operating level at all times.
(3) Inventory . The contractor <and the U. S.
Government representative shall conduct a joint inventory
at all LL S. Government Furnished Equipment (GFE) before
commencement of any services under this Pl'JS or any
r esultan 't c o n t. r a c t t o d e t er m i n e t h e e ;' a (r t n i\m b or a n d
serviceability of all GFE. The contractor shall then
certify the findings of this inventory and shall assume
accounting responsibility and subsequently report inventory
ci i s c r- epane i e s t o the C TR . GFE s h a 1 1 n o i:; b e r e f nove d ir om
QV
the work site unless approved by the COTR. The contractor
shall assume -full responsibility/accountability -for all
repairs to both GFE and Contractor FurnisKed Equipment
(CFE). The? Preventative Maintenance (PM) schedules -for all
GFE will be provided in the Technical Orders for each
equipment type. It the GFE becomes unserviceable and
cannot be repaired, the contractor is not relieved ot any
o-f the requirements -for maintenance-related GFE
availability. The U» S. Go-/ernment shall not be
responsible -for replacing any equipment that breaks down
beyond repair, but the contractor shall be specifically
rfc--sponsi bl e to replace any equipment that breaks down due
to negligence or abuse by contractor personnel. GFE
provided for contractor use shall, at the termination o-f
any contract involved, be in essentially the same condition
as when the contract, commenced, less allowance for normal
I'i'aa.r and tear.
(4) Repai r Cost Li mi t
s
. All GFE is subiect to
a repair cost limit equal to 75X o-f the equipment
replacement value. If it is determined that any GFE is
beyond economical repair, the contractor,, in coordination
with the COTR, shall recommend to the Contracting Officer,
in writing, that such GFE should be replaced.
Substantiating data to support the recommended replacement
should be included. If the U. S. Government decides th^^t
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such squi p.Tient should be repaired, the contractor shall be
paid tor costs above the limit,
b. Services
The Ll„ S. Government will provide the
•following services to the contractor in performance of the
Air Terminal Services required under this PWS and any
r esu 1 tan t c on tract:
(1) Ut i 1 i t i es . The U„ S. Government will
furnish electricity, water, sewage disposal, and steam for
heating purposes at designated Un S, Government
f aci 1 i t i es
.
(2) Postal Distribution . The U. S„
Government will provide contract related mail distribution
and distribution related to U. S. Government business
only; personal mail service will not be provided.
(3) Te 1 ep h on e ser v ice . Local "Class C"
telephone service will be provided. Commercial long
distance calls shall be at the contractor ' s expense. The
local "Class C" service is limited to use for U. 3.
Government businesis only. Any relocation of the U, S,
GoVer n men t f u r n i sh e d t e 1 e p h o n e i n s t r umen tswill be at t h
e
c on t r act or ' s e;; p en se
.
(4) Rea 1 Pro r.) e r t y Ma i I'l t e n a n c e . Custodial and
building maintenance services will be provided by the U,
S. Government for all facilities furnished to the
contr^^ctor under any contract resulting from this PWS.
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(5) Relatgd Services . The U. S. Government
shall provide the -following related services:
( a
)
Insect and rodent controL .
( b Garbage and re-fuse pick-up
,
(c) Janitorial services . These services
will be provided on a daily basis for the restroorns located
in Buildings XXX, XXX, and XXX. Supplies such as hand soap,
paper towels, and toilet tissue shall be provided by the U.
Su Government to the janitorial services contractor. 1 -f
the Air Terminal Services contractor experiences any
di f -f i .;-:ul t i es in receiving janitorial services, the
contractor shall notify the COTR for resolution„
( d Desi qnated contractor personnel
par k i nq .
itati on) .
^ ^ Security and hire Protection (on
(
-f ) Connections of new eguipment t C|_
ut i 1 i t i es
.
c . Mater i al
s
The U. S. Governrrient will provide all
necessary publications, regulations, instructions, and
ma n ua Is ( i n c 1 uding c: h an q es t hi s:r et o ) a n d all r e q u i r ed
mi 1 i tary -forms.
1 -^ • Contractor Furnished Mater i als (CFM)
a , Mat er 1 a 1 s and Fac i 1 i t i es
The contractor shall furnish the following:
1 00
(1) Required CFM . All equipment, f urni ture
,
tools, material, and clothing not specified in paragraph 12
as GFE that is required to meet the requirements o-f this
PWS or any resultant contract.
(2) Repair Parts . The contractor will provide
all repair and replacement parts, as well as all required
labor, -for equipment maintenance requirements of GFE and
CFE.
(3) Office Space . All required office sp^tce,
less a Project Manager's office 'with telephone to be
provided in building XXX, shall be provided by the
contractor.
(4) Employee Lockers . If desired, contractor
personnel lockers shall be provided by the contractor.
(5) Tools and Equipmen t. The contractor shall
provide all tools and equipme^nt necessary to make all
repairs, including minor wood working repairs required by
the packers and craters. Equipment status reports will be
furnished to the on-site COTR, or his designated
representative, on a daily basis. This will list equipment
in either an UP or DOWN status and, if DOWN, an 6?;;pl an^^-it i on
of repairs required and an estim^^ted time of return to UP
status.
(6) Fuel and Lubricants . The contractor will
be responsible for furnishing all fuel (both gasoline and
diesel), oil, deicing fluids, ant i -f ree^^e , and any other
1 1
associated '=:uiuipment or supplies, parts, and tires in
support o-^ all GFE and CFE.
(7) Damages . The contractor shall be? held
responsible tor any damage caused bv negligence or abuse by
contractor personnel. Repair costs to equipment,
buildings, and aircraft will be billed directly to the
c Qn t r a c t or o r c o 1 ]. ec t ed a s a r e d u c t i on o f t hi e mo n t h I y
i n V o i c e a iTio u. n t d ue t hi e c on +: r a c t o r -f or a c c &p t a b 1 e s er v i c e s
pEirfor '.T\e d li n d er t h i s FWS or a n y r" esu 1 1 an t c
o
n t r a c t
.
b. Equipment
All equipment needed to per -form the functions
d es c r- 1 b e d i n t hi i s PW3 't h a t i s r"i ot sp ec i f i c a 1 1 y prov i d e -d b y
the U , S , GoVer n men t hF~c- ^hal 1 be provided by +• H d
c on t r a c tor, Fo r a 1 1 f o i-" !•: 1 i i t s , c a i-" g o 1 oa d er s , h i g h — 1 i 1
1
trucks, and other MHE asset, s positioned at the Air
Ter m i n a 1 , i n c 1 u d i n q b ot h (3FE s. n d CFE a s se i: s , t h e c o n t r a c t or
il 1 bE ! D c i"'i s :i. b 1 e t o t h e UD I R t c ma i n t a i ri d r oper
inventories and reports, costs, surveys, and equipment
s t a t us . In a d d i. t i on , 1: hi e c on t r a c t or shall ensur e t h;
e
satisfactory condition of all equipment, and that repairs
3.ri::i being made in a manner to ensure a 90% i n-commi ssi on
fate is maintained on a monthlv average basis. The
c o n t r a c t or i s r eq u i r ed to prepare a daily e q u i p rci& n t s t. at u
s
report via message format to the ATOC/ACP™ This report
must identify all equipment by register number and type and
:i. n d 1 c a t e s t a t u s of e q u i p men t ( !.J F' or DOWN ) . If eq u i p men t i s
lo:
in a DOWN status, the reason must be speci-fied as either
VDM (vehicle down for fnai ntenance) or VDP (vehicle down tor
parts) , and an estimate o-f the date o+ return to
i n-commi ssi on status.




Pa 1 let s a n d Net s , 463L . The c on t r act o r
will be responsible -for the management ot 463L p£^.llets> and
nets in accordance V'J i t h t h e r e q u i r e rne n t s of APR 76 •- 1 Z .
Pallets and nets ^rs; MAC assets (463L aluminum piallets
measuring 38" X 103") used for loading cargo into MAC
aircraft- Au t h o r i z a 't i on s v a r y b a s ed on tonnage m c:;vo d b
y
the Air Terminal. The current authorizations for the Air
Terminal include XXX pallets, XXX top nets and XXX side
nets.
(2) 463L Custodian . The contractor shal
1
appoint an employee to manage 4o3L pallets, top ne?ts and
side nets. This equipment will be furnished by the U. S,
Government,. The contractor employee shall be known as "Mr,,
Pallet" for the Air Terminal. Rt^qui rements for replacement
pallets, top nets and side nets to maintain authorization
1 eV e 1 5 will b e ordered t h r ou q hi t hi e AT C / AC F' . 3p ec i + i c
duties to be performed by Mr, Pallet include t,he following:
^ -^^ ^ Da i 1 y I n v e ri t o r y „ ,A d ail y i n ven t or y
of assets must be submitted to the Load Planning Section
for inclusion with other reports to MAC command posts.
1 r\''r,
This inventory will be in the -form o-f an on-hand report and
will contain the number o-f -full pallets on-hand (both
inbound and outbound)
,
the number ot top arid side nets
used, the number of empty pallets on-hand, the number o-f
unused top and side nets on -hand, and any anticipated
requirements for increased authorizations.
(b) Mont h 1 y Rep or t . A monthly report
will be prepared and submitted in accordance with the
requirements of APR 76—13. This report shall contain a
summary of pallets and nets on -hand, authorized, and the
movement of any pallets or nets to another station or
r ep air f ac i 1 i t y
„
(c) Damaged 463L Equipment . Pallets or
nets found to be in a damaged condition shall be stowed
5e pi a r a t e 1 y from li s e ab 1 ef^ .-A ^ ^::rt is Sf C S an d d i sp OS i t i on sh a 11 be
requested from the on-site CuTR in accordance with lU
35D33-2-2-2 and TO 35D33-2-3-1.
d. Contractor Equipment Oper£<tor Training
All con t r ac tor p er son n el p er f or m i n g op er at i on
or maintenance on MAC equipment will be required to attend
operator training schools a.nd be licensed to operate each
i n d :i. v i d ua 1 p i ec e o t e q u i p me n t . T h e f o 1 1 ow i n q t r a i n i n q
curriculum will be taught by the Air Terminal and MAC
Liaison pE^rsonnel at no cost to the contractor during the
Phase-In period tor all contractor personnel and at regular
i n t er v a 1 s for n ew c o n t r a c 't o r p e r s on n e 1 :
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Curriculum Section
Air Terminal Fami 1 i ar i ::at i on
Safety: Flight Li ne/MHE/Car go Handling
Aviation Terminology Familiarization
Aircra-ft Weight and Balance Familiarisation
Aircra-ft and MHE Character i 3ti C3
Air Force 463L System Familiarisation
463L Pallets and Nets Usage
Transfer Dollie Familiarisation
Equipment Operator Familiarization
463L Aircraft Rail System Configurations
For k 1 i f t : 2K / 4K Gen er a 1 Fam i 1 i ar i z a t i on
Forklifts 6K General Familiarization





OfHi -Lift, 9 Ton Capacity, Usage
Latrine Servicing, Usage of
Latrine Servicing, Maintenance and Repair
1 OK For k 1 i f t
,
Ma i n t en ac e a.T'i d Rep a i r
25K Cargo Loader, Farrii 1 i ar i zat i on and Operation
25K Cargo Loader, Maintenance and Repair
40K Cargo Loader , Fami 1 i ar i z at i on and Uper at i on


























1 . Servi ces




Th e c Dn t r ac t o r is res p on s i b 1 e f or t i'- e
p r o c e ssing of pa s sen g er a t r ave 1 1 i n g on b o n a f i (d e Gove r n m
e
n t
orders, au t h o r i z e d c u r rent 1 ea v e d oc ume n t s „ 1 o c a 1 1 i b e i-" t y
pass, or as provided in existing regulations and/or
d i recti yes
„
b. Escorting
Th e c on t r --({z tor is r esp on s i b 1 €•? f or t h e esc or t i n q
of passen q eer s a n d tr a r-i sp or t i n g of b a q g aq e f r- om t hi
e
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passenger terminal to the air cr ait and from the aircra-ft to
the patssenger terminal. This requirement includes:
(1) Meeting of Aircraft . The conrtractor shall
meet all incoming and transient aircraft v*jith onboard
passengers and make designated welcoming addresses.
(2) Manifest Handling . The contractor is
responsible for preparing, delivering and picking up of
aircraft passenger manifests and related documents and
effecting distribution as directed by MAC Regulation 76-2
and local directives,
(3) Deplaning of Passengers . The contractor is
responsible for deplaning and escorting passengers to the
appropriate area of the passenger terminal, including




Baggage Pick-Up and Delivery . The
contractor shall deliver and pick-up passenger baggage to
the appropriate aircraft or from the baggc~Kge claim area.
(5) Qn loading of Passengers . The contractor is
responsible for escorting boarding passengers from the
passenger terminal to the aircraft and delivering passenger
manifests; and related documients to the appropriate air crew
personnel. In no instance vji 1 1 passengers be allowed to
walk to or board the aircraft unaccompanied and sufficient
contractor personnel will be designated in order to provide
for boarding safety surveillance of the entire boarding
106
party. Contractor personnel s.rB to be constantly alert to
Linanthor i :^ed personnel around the aircraft or the ramp
ArB!3.^ and should noti-fy the Air Terminal Oper.ations Center
(ATOC) /Air 1 i -f t Command Post (ACP) immediately o-f any such
personnel. Passengers will be escorted as a group and
i n d i V i d ua 1 s sh all n o t b e p er m 1 1 h ed t o st r ag g 1 e t or an
y
reason. Under no circumstances shall passengers be allowed
to walk under any portion at the aircraft (unless required
for boarding such as with the Boeing 727 or Douglas C~9
ai r craft ) .
c. Schedule Boards
The contractor is responsible for updating of
arri val /departure schedule boards/displays in the passenger
lobby and check-in areas. Information regarding schedulers
and schedule changes will be provided to the contractor by
the ATOC/ ACP as information become:-s available,
d. Records and Files
The contractor shall maintain passenger records
and files as directed by MAC Regulation 76-1, MAC
Reg u 1 a t i o n 7' 6-2 , applicable local a r e:^a Mav y r e g u 1 a t i on s a n d
d i r ec t i ves
,




E^ag q age Han d 1 i n g
Th e con
t
r ac: t or i s r esp on s i b 1 e f or h an d 1 i n g ,
t a g g i n g n a n ci we i q h i n g o f a 1 1 o l.!. t b oun d c h ec k e d b ag g a g e
.
Baggage will be handled carefully to avoid damage and
passengers will be treated with courtesy and respect.
I ri7
-f . Accountability for Funds
The contractor is solely responsible -for
collection,, refund, and accountability of .funds in his
possession. The contractor will be responsible for the
preparation of the DD Form 1131, Cash Collection Voucher,
for all collection of meal charges, space available monies,
and excess baggage charges, as i-'jei 1 as for the proper
deposit with the Disbursing Officer (or In-Flight
K i t c h en / F 1 i g hi t 3 a J. 1 ey c a s hi i er
,
a = appropriate) of a 1 ]. f u n d s
col 1 ec ted. The foil ow i n q Funding Ap p r op r i a 1 1 on s ap p 1 y
:
Meal Charges:
57X3500 321 43P562 607 O C93 S503725/SP
Excess Baggage and Space Available;
57X4922. 0306S 20S594 0'^
Shortages between the amount collected, or
should have been collected, and the amount deposited shall
be immediately replaced by the contractor or recouped by
the LL 3. Government through deductions from the
c o n 1 1-" a c t or '' s mo n t i-i 1 y i n v r3 1 c e amou n t
.
2 . Inbound Paseenqer Services
a. Services
The^' contractor shall be r E-'Sponsi b 1 e for:
< 1 ) Mee t i n q of A i i-' c r' a f t . The contractor is
responsible for meeting all inbound aircraft upon block in,
performing the welcoming brief, and escorting all
passengers directly to the Passenger Ter;ninal„
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Distinguished Visitor's (DV's) will be offloaded first and
escorted to the DV Lounge for individual processing as
required. Suffient passenger service personnel will be
available to assist handicapped passengers, if necessary.
Passengers will be grouped and not permitted to straggle
into the Passenger Terminal.
(2) Inbound Baggage. The contractor shall
unsecure, remove, and reposition passenger baggage frorri the
aircraft. This requirement includes receipt of inbound
b£^ggage for integral groups, such as VP Sguadron or MMCB
unit rotations, at locations other than the Passenger
Terminal a.rc^a, deliverv direct from the aircraft and
loading aboard designated vehicles for delivery to a
distribution point other than the Passenger Terminal
b aggage c 1 a i m i^r ea
.
(3) Baggage Delivery Times .- The contractor
will complete delivery of passenger taaggagEi' from the
aircraft to the de?signated inbound baggage claiin <^riaA
w i t |-i in t h e f o 1 1 ow i n g itia ; ; i mu ni time f r ames
:
75 Passengers o i- less: 2 iti i n u t es a f t er
arr i val
,




Ibl Passengers or more: 4;d minutes after
1 09
(4) Baggage Damage . The contractor will
position passenger baggage in an upright position on the
baggage carosel , in suitable manner tor convenient
identification, taking special CB.rB to avoid baggage
damage. Any damage shal 1 be reported to the ATOC/ACP




Baggage Destination Segregation . Th e
contractor shall separate all through baggage by applicable
destination, ensuring baggage is segregated by destination
to facilitate proper -future loading. All baggage will
accompany manifested passengers on the same aircraft „
Split shipments is specifically prohibited.
(6) Onward Passenger Movements . The contractor
shall direct ail inbound passengers reguiring Gnw£ird
military air transportation to report to the p^^.ssenger
check in counters. Distinguished Visitors will be
processed at the DV Lounge and handicapped personnel will
be handled on an individual basis. Careful attention will
be paid to personnel returning for emergency leave. In the
eVen t t h a t r- eser va 1 1 o n s c an n o t b e confirmed for o n wa r d
t r an sp orts. t i o n w i t h i n 8 h our s a f t er am v a 1 , emer gene v
1 eaV e p er so n n e 1 vj i 1 1 b e d i r ec t e d t o 1 o c a 1 t r an sp or t a 1 1 on
personnel for commercial movement, if available and more
t i me 1 y t h a n m i 1 i 1: ar y a i r t r a n sp o r t a t ion.
(7) Unci ai med/Rush Baggage . The contractor
shall monitor the baggage claim area(s> and move any
1 1
unclaimed and terminating rush baggage to Baggage Lost and
Found within one hour of the aircraft arrival or prior to
delivery of baggage from the next aircraft arrival. Notify
ATOC/ACP of all unclaimed/rush baggage on hand at the and
of each shift. Notify owners of rush baggage received and
on hand, if possible.
(8) Lost Baqqaqe . The contractor shall make
all required inquiries to up line stations and complete all
documentation, including MAC Forms 134/136, baggage tracing
messages, and reports for lost, found, rush, damaged, or
pilfered baggage as directed by MAC Regulation 76-1,
Chapters 14 and 15, and locally established instructions.
(9) Passenger Travel Author i z at i on
s
. The
contractor shall collect and retain one copy of orders for
all military personnel travelling under official orders,
verify immunization records as required, and prepare
documentation for pe^rsonnei requi r i ng further travel,.
(10) P a s3en q er 3e i~ v i. c e Ce n t e r' The contractor
mu s t et a b 1 i s h and o p e r a t e a p a s s en g e r se i" v ice c e n t er w 1 1 i'l i n
the P^-^ssenqer Terminal lobby. This service shall include
1". I"i e d 1 s 3 em i ri a 1. 1 o n of i n f o r fna t i o n t a p. a s- sen g er s r- e g ar d i n
g
cofTimercial transportation in the local a.rss.^ base
f a c 1 1 i t i es ,, on wa r d c ommer c i a 1 t r a n sp or t. a t i o n , e t c ,
Information will be provided by the U. S. Government on
hi an d-au t sh ee t s wh i c h w ill be s t o c k ed a s c: on suma ta 1 e
supplies by the c on t r ac t or . Ad d i t i on a 1 1 1 y , the con t r act or
1 1 1
rriUBt make his best effort to obtain taxi cabs and hotel
accomodations when requi red /requested by passengers.
3 - Outbound Passenger Services
a. Services
The contractor shall be responsible -for the
foil owi nq
:
(1) Passenger Manifests . Upon notification by
the ATOC/ACP, the contractor shall select passengers to
fill the available cabin load and prepare premani tests for
selected passengers. At a time specified by the ATOC/ACP
before flight departure (normally 1 hour and 30 minutes
prior to departure for MAC missions and 45 minutes prior to
departure -for Navy organic missions) , the contractor will
compile a final premanifest of passengers to be carried on




Passenger /Baggage UJei ghts . Du r i r\ g
pre-departure processing, passenger and baggage weights
iwi 1 1 be entered on the individual passenger processing
cards and the passenger manifest sheets. The total
passenger and baggage weights v^jill be reported to ATOC/ACP
as soon as compiled and not later than 20 minutes prior to
sc h ed u 1 ed aire r a f t b oar d i n g
.
(3) Boar c! i n q Pa s ses . A passenger boarding pass
will be prepared for each passenger, including each memtjer
of integral military units or family groups. Positive
112
passenger identification must be ensured prior to issuance
of the boarding pass.
( 4
)
Travel Documentation Validat-ion . Order
s
and leave papers will be verified as correct, current, and
complete. Military Travel Authorisations (MTA's),
identification cards, and passports (if require?d) will be
verified as required by the USAF Foreign Cleari^.nce Guide
and DODINST 4515, 1.3R.
(5) Forms The following forms ana to be
fill ed out when app 1 i cab 1 e
;
( a ) DP Form 1331 . Air Transport. at i on
Agreement-
b > DP Form 1332 . Fl i ght Cer t i f i cate
(Retired Personnel )
.
(c) MAC Form 53 . Space Available Request.
(d) DP Form 1432 . Military Transportation
Author i IS at i on (MTA).
(e) Other . Other forms or documents as
may b s r eq u i r ed by c ur r en t r eg u 1 at i on s or local p r oc &:-/d ur es .




. The contractor will
r ec e i ve o
u
t b ou ri d b a q g a g e f r o (ti i n t eg r a 1 m i 1 i t a r y u i-i i t s , ;:=•u c
h
as VP/NMCB unit rotations, at locations other than the
Passenger Terminal for delivery direct to the designated
aircraxft. Baggage will be tagged and receipts provided to
t hi e i i"i d i v i d ua 1 passen q er s u p o n r (?c e i p t b y t h e c on t r" ac t or .
Individual pieces of baggage may be weighed at turn -in or
li:
the consolidated baggage may be weighed on the Air Cargo
Terminal scales prior to loading on the aircraft.
(7) Unaccompanied Baggage . l-inaccompani ed
h.^H ggage will be designated or provided to the contractor to
be included on specified missions on a case by case basis
by the Air Terminal Officer or his designated
representative. Outbound rush baggage will be processed
and documented in accordance with the requirements of MAC
Regulation 76-1, Chapter 15.
(8) Baggage Loading . The contractor will
transport the accumulated baggage to the aircraft and load
it securely as directed by the. aircraft Icadmaster or
airline representative (for MAC Contract Aircraft).
(9) Passenger Loading . The contractor will
call passengers at boarding time on a U.S. Government
furnished public address system, and perform all designated
an 1 1 —h i j ac l< i n g c h ec k s , i n c 1 u. d i n g s,ea r c h es of a 1 1
h an d c a r r i ed baggage i n a c c or d an c e w 1 1. h MAC Reg u 1 a t i on s
76- 1 , Ch ap t er 1 4 ,, a n cj 55-37, including an y su pi p I em
e
n t s
thereto. In those cases when passenger loads exceed the
capacity of the sterile holding areas,, the contractor shall
hi a ve s u f f i. c i en t c a p a b i 1 i t y to si mu 1 1 an eous 1 y p s r f or m
a n t i -h i
.
j ac k i n q ': hi e <z k s and passenger b oa r d i ri g to p r event
excessive congestion in the sterile areas. In such cases,
passenger boarding sequences shall be in accordance with
1 14
seating rows on the aircraft, if assigned seat numbers s.ns
used, or otherwise with prenumbered boarding passes.
(10) "No Show" Passengers . The "ATOC/ACP will
be notified immediately of all "No Show" passengers at the
boarding gate. "No Shovj" baggage will be offloaded as
directed by the ATOC/ACP and additional on-hand
travel -ready passengers processed to utilize available
seats, if a departure delay will not be realized.
(11) Escorting of Passengers . The contractor
shall escort passengers to the aircraft ensures that prope^r
1 oad i n g p r oc ed ur es and sec ur 1 1 y p r ec au t i on s ar e f a 1 1 owed
.
(12) Documentat i on L)i str i but ! on . Th e
contractor shall deliver two copies of the final passenqer
manifest to the ATOC/ACP, along with one copy of each
applicable processing form prepared, for inclusion in the
mission history folder.
(13) Speci al Fam i ly Group Processi ng . S p e c i a
1
passenger processing will be afforded to families with
small children.
(14) Secur i ty Searc hes . The contractor will
perform a sc^arch of the DV Lounge and sterile holding arE^as
for unauthorized personnel and articles prior to processing
personnel into these arenas. The contractor will coordinate
with the Air Terminal Officer and Security Officer if any
unauthorized personnel or articles Are discovered during
the search.
lis
4. In-Transit Passenger Sgrvices and Control
a. Services
The contractor shall be respons-ible for the
foil owi ng
:
(1) Inbound Priissenqer Services . The contractor
shall perform all functions and services as outlined in
p a r a g r a p h 2 a b o v e .
(2) Travel Doc umen t at i on F i 1 es „ The contractor
shall collect one copy of orders for all passengers
destined for commands or Fleet units located outside of the
local service 3.ri^3. of the station and maintain copies on
file until onward passenger movement is effected,
( 3
)
Passenger On-Hand Files and Reports . The
contractor shall establish and maintain daily Passenger
On-Hand files and preparation of a Daily Passenger On-Hand
Report in accordance with local and arets. instructions. If
message transmission is required, necessary forms,
typei^jr i ters , typing elements, and personnel training V'Ji 1 1
be provided by the U. S. Government and shall be
coordintated through the Contracting Officer's fechnical
Rep r esen t at i ve ( COTR ) .
(4) " Mo Sh ON " P:ep or t . The contractor shall
prepare the daily flight "No Show" Report in accordance
with local instructions.
(5) Premanifest Preparation . The contractor
shall select passenger loads and prepare premanifests for
11.
in-transit passengers based on passenger movement
priorities designated in local instruction or as superceded
by directions of ATOC/ACP personnel to con-f oi-^m to emergent
mission needs.
(6) Passenger Flight Notification . The
contractor shall forvjard premanifests to transient
billeting personnel, if time allows prior to required
passenger show time, or contact transient billeting
personnel via telephone to notify passengers of flight
designation and show time.
( 7
)
Passenger Load . Coordination . The
contractor will be reguired to coordinate passenger loads
through ATOC/ACP. Liaison with passenger scheduling
offices and commands will be accomplished through ATOC/ACP
and passenger priority changes v-jill not be accepted
directly by contractor personnel.
5 . Sp ac e Av a liabl e F'
a
s s e n q er Se
r
v i ces
a. Space Available Charges
The contractor shall advise all passengers-
originating within the geographical a.rsa. served by the
local station who desire space available transportation
ab oar d Dep a.r t men t of Def en se aircraft of t he * 1 . 00 sp ao e
available transportation processing charge for
international air transportation. (This requirement does
not apply to stations processing less than 1,000




Irivol Liritar i 1 V Removed Passengers . The
charge shall not apply to passengers involuntarily removed
at the station to accomodate space-required -passengers or
priority cargo aircra-ft recon-f i qurat i ons and v-jho Brs
subsequently moved onward to their original destination-
Should the involuntarily removed passengers, however,
change the designated destination indicated on the MAC Form
53 or the inbound arriving passenger manifest, the :flO„00
c h ar q e sh a 1 1 aq a i n apply.
( 2 Non-Paying Passengers Moving to Oriqinal
Pest i nat i on . The charge shall not apply to passengers
originating -fromi an air terminal not required to collect
the space available charge and vsiho remain aboard the
transiting aircra-ft or ar^ involuntarily removed as per
subparagraph (1) above. However, any passenger who
voluntarily removes himself from the transiting flight must
pay the 4"10.Q0 space available processing charge upon
subsequent movement from the Air Terminal.
b. Refunds
Refunds shall be made by the contractor to
individuals in possession of a valid receipt in event of
their removal from a flight if and only if tne passenger
originated at the station. The contractor's shift
supervisor shall annotate such valid receipts, indicating
travel was not made, and the passenger shall sign the
boarding pass as proof of receipt of the refund. All
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refunds shall be made by the contractor utilizing receipts
o-f space available charge collections currently available
and undeposited.
c. Transfer oi Funds Between Shifts
Upon termination of a shift, all funds
collected by contractor personnel shall be transferred to
the ne;;t shift, and each shift supervisor shall annotate in
a designated permanent log, to be provided by the
contractor, the value of funds on hand.
d. Change Fund
The contractor shall establish a change fund
with adequate assets available at all times to meet demands
for change- The space available charges may be paid by
cash, traveler's checks, or personal checks. The
contractor shall include personal checks in the daily
receipts and process them in the same manner as cash or
traveler's checks. If personal ch£?cks 3.r5 returned due to
i n s Li f f i c i en t f u n d s , or f or other r ea son s , t h
e
responsibility for further processing will be that of the
Air Termina.l Officer or his designated representative. The
contractor will specifically not b& responsible for "bad
c h e c !•: s " wr 1 1 1 en b y p as se n g er s f or s p ac e av a 1 1 a b 1 e , e >; c es
s
baggage, or meal charges. in no caise, however, will the
amount of the check be greater than the exact amount of the
charges. Additionally, the contractor v-iill ensure that the
check IS annotated with the passenger's I.D. Card number.
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e. Insufficient Refund Funds
The contractor shall use the change fund to
make payment of refunds if the day s receipts have been
closed, and the space available sales on the nev-j day ^rs
insufficient to cover the amount of requested refunds™ At
such point, the change fund shall consist of cash and the
value of refunded receipts (MAC Farms 124). Such refunded
receipts shall be converted to cash in the change fund as
space available charges a.r-a collected- The individual
transferring the refunded receipts to cash, and the
individual accepting the refunded receipts, shall both sign
the contractor's fund control log to ensure proper cash
ac c oun t ab i 1 i t y
.
f. Deposit of Funds
Each working day if practical, or at least
tL'jice weekly, the contractor shall turn in all collected
charges, receipts, and proper documentation to the
Disbursing Officer of the station in accordance with local
instructions <and directives.
g . Ac c o i_i. n t a b i 1 i t y of Fu n d
s
The contractor shall be solely and totally
responsible for all funds in his possession. A safe will
be provided by the U. S. Government for storage of funds
while in the contractor s possession. Shortages between
the amount which was paid in, or should have been
collected, and the amount actually deposited with the
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Disbursing Officer shall be recouped directly iroo) the
contractor or through deductions from the contractor's
monthly invoice amount.
C. CARGO HANDLING SERVICES
1 . General
The contractor shall be responsible for all cargo
handling services through the Air Terminail. These services
shall include all tasks involved in receiving, handling,
transporting, loading, stowing, and securing outbound cargo
onboard aircraft, and unsecuring, unstowinq, unloading,
handling, transporting, and delivering inbound cargo froiTi
aircraft. For the purposes of this Performance Work
Statement, the term "cargo" includes air freight, surface
freight, mail, and couriet- materials which transit the Air
Terminal. The amount of cargo moved shall be net
cargo/mail quantities taken from the MAC 7107 Report, the
official U. S. Government record- Rehandled cargo shall
be computed as regular cargo and added to the accumul ate?d
mon t h 1 y tonnage a n d s h a 11 i n c I u d e wa r eh ause h an d 1 :i. n g
t un n a g e , i f ap p 1 i c a I:j 1 e . Loose c a. r g o mu s t be 1 oa d ed a n d
unloaded by hand and will normally be 95% of cargo handled
on Navy logistic aircraft and 57. of cargo handlc-?d on MAC
aircraft. The entire 1 oadi ng /of f -1 oadi ng operation must be
accomplished under the contractor's supervision, unl ess-
otherwise specified herein.
2. bervi ces
The contractor shall be responsible -for the
foil ov'ji ng :
a. Cargo Receiving (Truck Dock)
(1) Documentat 1 on , Upon arrival of the
delivery carrier, either U„ 3. Government or commercial
transporter, all documentation will be checked for
correctness of delivery, will be dated, and will ensure a
signature receipt is provided to the driver. Overages,
shortages, and damages will be annotated on the freight
bill or (government Bill of Lading (GBL). The contractor
receiving personnel shall have the driver acknowledge the
discrepancy by signature thereon. All deliveries will be




DocufTientat i on Pi str i but i on . Doc umen t at ion
will be forwarded to the Document Control Section in Air
Cargo to be added to inventory on-hand records and
preparation of punched card movement documents, as
r egui red
.
b. Cargo Warehouse In-processing
(1) I'JarehQusi ng . All cargo will be moved to
specified locations after in-checking is completed.
Spec i a 1 h an d 1 i n g sh i p men t s an-^ 1 oc at ed ace or d i n g t o
hazardous classification, refrigeration requirements, or
secur i t V 1 evc-?l s . Document at i on f or spec i al hand 1 i nq
,
storage and palletizing will be annotated as to the
time/date of arrival, and maintained with the material.
Cargo is located in the warehouse and accounted for by
piece count methods vice unit of issue. Palletized or
unitized shipments will be accounted tor by pal let /unit if
integrity is maintained within the 'warehouse and split
shipment .is not necessary, otherv-jise piece count methods
will apply. General cargo will be processed and palletized
according to size and destination.
(2) Pallet Processing . When pallets s.rfs-
loading to capacity (weight and/or cube), pallets will be
covered with a plastic cover, secured with side and top
nets, and inspected in acoordAncet with MAC Regulation 76-1,
Chapter 11. The pallet, along vjith the completed
representative Pallet Tally Sheet (MAC Form 21S) , will be
transported to installed scales and weighed. The weight
will be annotated on the reverse side of the MAC Form 218
and attached to the pallet. The completed pallet, will be
transported to the designated staging area to await
sh i p men t . Th e grid location of the c ocnp 1 e t ed pail e t w i I 1
be noted on the MAC Form 2r3 and the -form delivered to the
Dn c umen t Co n t r o 1 S ec t i on f o r p i'- ep ar a t i an o -f t it e p a 1 1 e t_
man i + es t and pall et p 1 ac ar d s . Ad d i 1 1 on a 1 1 y , a p a 1 1 et or
cargo location number will be assigned to all cargo pallets
built up by the contractor. Numbers must be assigned to
all cargo locations and pallet buildup areas of the Air
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Terminal and V'ji 1 1 be indicated on all pallet tally sheets
as I'jel 1 as documentation covering cargo received,
c. Over and Short Shipments
(1) Daily Floor Checks . The urgency and high
value o+ the material shipped through the Air Terminal
makes it absolutely mandatory that optimum ca.rs and
attention be given to handling procedures tor over, short,
and damaged shipments. The contractor will ensure that
daily -floor checks be made and all material on hand be
identified to documents on file in the Document Control
Section. In the event overages or shortages are noted,
immediate steps will be taken to reconcile material on hand
quantities against Cargo On-Hand Reports. Documents will
be amended, as appropriate to indicate disposition of
material. All shortages noted v*ji 1 1 be summarized and
provided to the Air Terminal Officer for investigation. If
pilferage of car go is suspected or Protected Signature
Service (F-'SS) or Security Signature Service (SSS) is short
or cannot be located within one hour of discovery, the Air
Terminal Officer or his designated representative v-Jill be
advised for appropriate investigation, as required.
(2) Split Receipts . For shortages noted on
receipt at the Air Terminal, the remainder of the shipment
should be received and the shipping documents annotated
accordingly. When the remaining quantity is received to
compleete the? shipment, the contractor receiving personnel
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vn 1 1 process the receipt as a separate shipment receipt;
however, the delivery receipt will be tiled with the
annotated original copy o+ the -freight bill- or GE-(L , if
still on -h an d a vja 1 1 i n g ship men t . Th e pieces, we i q h t and
cube will be annotated on the freight bills or G'BL ' s as to
the shipments actually received and the lots labeled
ac c or di ngl y .
(3) Over ages . For over shi p men ts (when the
shipper delivers cargo in excess o-f the amiount stated on
the documentation), only the documented quantities listed
on the freight bill or GEfL will be received by contractor
personnel. All excess quantities will be rejected. I-f the
excess quantities are included in a palletized or unitized
lot, the shipment must be broken down to receive only the
documented quantities. Care rriust be exercised to account
for the receipt by the piece count method using actual
counts. I-f the overage is found after receipt, the
quantities in excess of documented shipment, quantities will
be frustrated in accordance -with local directives and
i n s t r uc t i on s
.
d ,. Cargo Without Dccufrientat i on
(1) Long Haul Carriers . For cargo of-fered for
shipment by commercial or long haul U. S. Government
carriers, the contractor receiving personnel shall prepare
the MAC Form 33, Report o-f Frustrated Cargo, in triplicate,
and frustrate the cargo in accorda.ncE; with local directives
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and instructions. The original MAC Form 33 will be
forwarded to the Document Control Section along with a copy
o+ the freight bill, GBL , or other delivery dacuments. One
copy will be placed in a Frustrated Cargo Suspense -File and
one copy will be attached to the number one piece of cargo.
The cargo will be placed xn the design^ited Frustrated Cargo
Stacjinq Area awaiting disposition instructions. Frustrated
cargo will be included in the daily required floor checks
for inventory control.
(2) Local Carr i ers . For cargo offered for
shipment by local U. S. Government carriers, the
contractor receiving personnel shall refuse delivery of the
cargo, directing the driver to return the shipment to the
origin for documentation. Any disagreements as to validity
of the doci.imentat i on will be referred to the Air Terminal
Operations Center ( ATOC) /Ai r 1 i f t Control Point (ACP) for
r esol ut 1 on
.
'' 3 ) Cargo I'Jithout Transportation Documentation .
For properly documented cargo received v-jithout a
Transportation Control Movement Oocij.ment ( TCMD ) attached,
the contractor receiving personnel v>ji 1 1 prepare a hard copy
TCMD as follows:
'^' Copi es . Three (3) copies are required.
(b) Inf ormat i on . The following information
is required: Blocks 3, 4, 10, 12, 13, 14, 17, 22, 23, 24,
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25A, 25E, 25F, and 28 v^i 1 1 be -F i 1 1 ed i n to the extent




Copy 1: with o-ffload manifest or check
Copy 2: attach to the number one? piece
Copy 3: to the Air Terminal receipt
file,
e. D^^maged Shipments
''I'' Rep ac king / Rec oop er i n q , The objective of
the Department o+ Defense (ODD) 3.ir cargo movement system,
both MAC and Navy organic logistic airlift, is to move
material responsively and is coupled with the requirement
to deliver shipments in good order to the consignee. In
the case of physical damage to a shipment, it is the
responsibility of the Air Terminal contractor agent noting
the damage to take measures to avoid or minimise further
d ama q e . Th e c on t !' a c t or will main t a in c oa p e r" i n q ma t er i a 1 !.: o
repair damage to containers to preclude a loss or prevent
f u r t h er ci ama g e t o a s h i p ene n t . T hi e contractor sh a 1 1 i:j e
r e 5 p o n s i b 1 e? f o r all d ama g e iot her t h a n c on c ea led dama g e ) t o
all shipments while in the possession of the Air Terminal.
(2) Mo h a t i on o f Da enag e. In the case of
received damaged materials, the condition of such damage-
must be fully noted on the original, consignee, and
destination station copies o-f the accompani ng movement
documents, and the damage report, DD-6, prepared be-fore
delivery to the consignee, if local , - or onward
transportation movement. A-fter notations Ar& made,
delivery o-f the damaged and recoopered material will be
made in the same manner as a shipment without damage.
Shipments that cannot be adequately repacked -for onward
movement shall be -frustrated in accordance with local
directives and instructions,
-f . Split Shipments
(1) Requi rement . In order to achieve the
ma;-; i mum ut i 1 i z at i on o-f ava i 1 ab 1 e all owab 1 e cabin 1 oad s , i t
may be necessarv to load a single shipment on separate
•flights. Exceptions to this policy ^^re listed in NILSTAMP,
Appendi;; B, Section 12. When this techniques is used, it
is necessary to have some method of identi-fying or
documenting the "split" shipments so that destination
stations will know ho'w to handle the shipments when
received, and, i -f needed, be able to trace one or more of
t h e sep ar at e shipment units. Sp 1 1 1 ship men t s B.rB r eq u i red
when the original shipment quantities must be -forwarded on
separate flights or placed on separate pallets.
(2) Documen tat i on . Identi-fying or documenting
"split" shipmient units is accomplished by preparing
separate documentation tor each partial shipment and
modifvinq the information contained in the original
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documentation to reflect the fact that each document covers
only a partial quantity of the original shipment. The
contractor will prepare "split" shipment documents, as
necessary, when required in accordance with local
directives and instructions.
g. Explosive Shipments
(1) Requirement . All Class "A" and "B"
explosives, sensitive ammunition, and associated materials
consigned to the Air Terminal for onward transportation
will be delivered to and stored by the Weapons Department
of the station. The Weapons Department will advise the
Load Planning Section that materials on hand awaiting
shipment s.rG ready for processing. The contractor is
responsible for preparation of the TCMD from information
provided by the Weapons Department to the Load Planning
Section. When transportation clearances have been
approved, the Load Planning Section v-Ji 1 1 advise the
contractor and the Weapons Department as to the time that
the explosives or arnmunition avs to be delivered to the
"Hot Spot" (red label cargo handling £-(re3.) for loading on
designated Navy or MAC aircraft,,
( 2
)
Personnel Qual i f i cati on s . T h e c o n
t
r sector
will be responsible for furnishing qualified personnel to
load explosives on designated aircraft. In accordance with
local station directives,, t.he We?apons Departme.nt personnel
will norm-ally remain on the "Hot Spot" in the capacity of
safety supervisors/observers until the aircraft is
airborne. All contractor personnel authorized to handle
explosives must have, and successfully pass, a special
physical examination equivalent to the Civil Service
examination given to ordnance handlers. All contractor
personnel handling and /or supervising the handling of
explosives or sensitive ammunition shall receive ordnance
certification annually. The Navy Transportation Safety
Handbook (OP 2165) provides detailed instructions for
handling ordnance materials. Training of ordnance
certified contractor personnel V'^^i 1 1 be accomplished during
the phase- in period and will consist of approximately forty
(40) hours of on-the-job training (QJT). This OJT will be
coordinated through the Contracting Officer s Technical
Representative (COTR),_ Prior to commencement of the QJT,
the prospective ordnance handler must successfully complete
1: h e special p h y s i c a 1 e ;•; am i n a t i on wh i c h i s t o f u. n d ed b y t h e
contractor. This physical examination ;nust be certified by
the attending physician on the Physic^^l Certification Form
which is obtained from the CUTR. The completed form shrill
be returned to the CQTR for inclusion in the employee's
t r a ;i. n i n g f o 1 d e r ,
h. Special Handling Shipments
(1) Hazardous Cargo . Each shipment of
hazardous cargo as defined by the NAV3UP PUB 505/ APR 71~4
shall have attached to each container a properly completed
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DD Form 1387. The original DD Form 1387 must be attached
to the number one container and must be properly certified
with the name, identification, station and signature of the
certifing official clearly visible. When the only
available copy of the DD Form 1387 is the one affixed to
the contai ner (s) , the contractor will frustrate the
shipment in accordance with local directives and
instructions pending preparation of sufficient certified
cop i es
.
f'->\2) Security Signature Service (5; At th
beginning of each shift, a daily inventory of all security
signature service items in the security cage will be
conducted by the contractor and annotated on the security
cage inventory form (MAC Form 214) . A copy of this form
shall be delivered to the Load Planning Section- Any
discrepancies or loss of items not resolved by an area
search and overshipment identification procedures will be
immediately reported to the COTR for investigation.
(3) R'ef r i g er a t ed Car g o . Shipments requiring
refrigeration may be readily identified by the bright
colored markings on the containers and by the special
handling i n st r u c t i o ri s on t he ac c omp an y i n g doc umen t. a1 1 o n .
Whenever shipments requiring normal refrigeration (32-55
degrees F) a^na received, the contractor is responsible for
placement of the shipments into the terminal refrigerator
until loading on the designated onward movement aircraft.
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Cars is to exercised that the temperature range is
maintained ta that specified in the special handling
instructions and that the contents arsf not allowed to
freeze (especially when handling shipments of vjhole human
blood). Entries on the forms found on the shipments will
be annotated to indicate new placement and removal times
-from refrigeration. When advised by the ATOC/ACP that the
date and time for reicing will aocur before dry or wet iced
shipments can be delivered to the ultimate consignee or a
downline station capable of reicing, the contractor will
arrange to have the shipment reiced. Daily shift
inventories of refrigerated cargo will be made utilizing
the MAC Form 106, Bi ol ogi cal /Pei c i ng /Ref r i ger at i on Log.
Each inventory will be signed by the contractor shift chief
and a copy turned into the Load Planning Section prior to
change of shifts.
i . Cargo Pa 1 1 et i z i^t i on
(1) Pa 1 1 et Bu i 1 d -Up . All cargo on a MAC
Standard 463L cargo pallet or the Navy logistic cargo
pallet (Navy Half-MAC pallet) should be ior the same
destination Air Terminal but,, when necessary, cargo for no
more t hi a. r"i t. wo d es 1 1 n a t i on A i r Tar m i n a Is may be 1 o a d ed on
one piallet, with a top net or plastic cover separating the
destinations. Pallets must be built up in accordancE: with
the applicable Technical Orders for the aircraft on which
the cargo will move. Split shipments should be avoided to
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the maximum extent possible but, if required, must h-^. /e
appropriate documentation prepared by the contractor tor
each split quantity. Heavier cargo items should be loaded
on the pallet floor with 1 in! iter items on top. ExcEi'pt for
security service =liipments, sensitive or pil-fsrable items
should be buried among other items on the pallet.
!iaz ar dous items must be placed in a manner such that the DD
rorm 1387 is clearly visible and that the shipment can be
quickly removed should leakage occur. Shipments must be
cs.rEB i u 1 1 y d
o




e r'l 1 oa d e d o
n
t o p a 1 1 e t s t. d r e d u. c e
t ! 1 e p oss i. ta i 1 1 1 y o -f s !" i or t or ov er s h i p fnen t s .
(2) F-'a 1 1 et UJe i q h I: / Cu b e . Pallets must always be
loaded to either the maximum allowable compartment cube of
the designated 3.ir or-3.it or the the maximum allowable
c omp a r t me n t we i g h t /pal 1 e t we i q hi t a n d / or dec !••: / r o 1 1 e r s t r as
s
1 1 m 1 r. s
,
Pa 1 1 et b u 1 1 d Lip w i I 1 i- j1 i shed i n tk
warehouse or storage arE:ai where all available cargo can be
readily observed and, there-fore,, maximum opportunity -for
pallet utilization obtained. As cargo is placed on a
pall et i-formation will be recorded on the Pallet
Tailey Sheet (F""TS) as to the identity of the shipment (s)
involved. When pallets have been built up to the maximum
weight /cube possible, the freight must be completely
c oVe I'" ed w i t h a p o 1 yet h e 1 e n e p 1 a s t i c cov er a n d p !'" o p er 1 y
netted in accordance with MAC Regulation 76-1, Chapter 11.
All pallets must be weighed and the total weight must be
i:
annotated on the PT3. The completed PTS will be delivered
to the Document Control Section v^jhere a pallet manifest and
two F'allet Identifier Cards, MAC Form 329, ars^ prepared and
returned to the contractor for attachment to the completed
pallet. The Pallet Identifier Cards ars attached to the
pallet on adjacent sides of the pallet Th e pal 1 et
manifest is to be placed in a giassine plastic envelop ( .;: i p
lock bag) £-(nd attached to the pallet net on the top right
long side o-f the pallet, with a MAC Form 329 placed
ad j ac en 1 1 y to t h e r i g h t
.
j . Sh i p men t Load P 1 i?>n n i n
g
(1) P 1 an n ed Load Coor d i n at i on The contractor
is responsible for coordinating with the Load Planning
Section for the proper designation and build-up of the
planned load for all scheduled missions.
(2) S l~i Q r i n q Req
u
iremen t s , The contractor must
b ecome k n ow 1 e d q e a b 1 e o f t h e f 1 oo r s t r en q t h an (j d ec i< / r o 1 1 er
c: +• K~ 1-^ t imits for the various aircraft which mav be
designated to transport on hand shipments. If the shipment
exceeds the floor strength, shoring required in accordance
w i t hi t he a i-T p 1 i c e.b 1 e a i r c r a f t Tec h n i c a 1 Order f or t h
e
designated aircraft type must be identified and available
p r i o r to s- c h e d u 1 ed on 1 oa d ,. F'r
a
v i s i (3n of t h e va r i ous t y p e
s
of shoring is the responsibility of the contractor and
should include, at. a minimum, the types and quantities of
materials listed in Technical Exhibit 5.
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(3) Aircraft Loadmaster Coordination . Upon
arrival of the aircra+t, the contractor is responsible for
contacting the aircraft loadmaster to discusi^ the planned
load and explain any dangerous/special handling cargo
scheduled for the mission. Reconfiguration of the
aircraft, if required, should also be discussed.
(4) Aircraft Loading . The contractor will
identify to the loadmaster all pallet trains and/or rolling
stock scheduled for the mission. The loadmaster 's
requirements for e;;tra restraints and shoring must be
complied with or the load may be rejected. The loadmaster
must be shown and allo'wed to inspect fully, all dangerous
and special handling documents and materials.
Disagreements betv-jeen the loadmaster and the contractor
will be resolved by the ATOC/ACP. As directed by the
loadmaster, the contractor vji 1 1 position the scheduled and
approved load in the aircraft, observing all Navy, MAC, and
1 oc a 1 s 't a t i on s a f e t y a n d operating r l; 1 es and reg u 1 a t i on s
.
The contract or is r esp on s i b 1 e f or obtaining the F' i 1 o t
Weight an d Ba 1 an c e S h eet ( MAC F (dr m " I- " ) f r om the 1 o
a
d mas t e
r
prior to aircraft departure. The Form "F" will be
delivered within five (5) minutes of aircraft block out to
the ATOC/ACP.
k. Terminating Cargo Shipments
( 1 ) Rec e i p t a n (j P i~ oc es
s
i n q . The c on t r a c t or i s.
responsible for ths? receipt and processing to the ultimate
i:
consignee of all air cargo arriving at the Air Terminal
which is destined -for units located in the geographical
area served locally by the station. This req-ui rement does
not include local delivery outside of the immediate a.rB:a of
the Air Terminal.
(2) Cu r r e n t Average Mon t h 1 y isior k 1 oa
d
. The
following data is included in the F'r ejected Workload
averages indicated in Technical Exhibit 4s
XXX tons terminating cargo handled.
XXX tons household goods shipments.
XXX tons forwarded via commercial
sh 1 pper 5
.
XXX tons for local consignee pick-up.
(3) Over /Short Shipments . When terminating
pallets 3.r!:3 broken down and the in check reveals cargo
manifested but not in the pallet, the in check list will be
annotated as a short shipment. If a partial shipment only
is received, the in check list will be annotated as to the
pieces, we i g h t , a n cj c
u
b e a c t ua 1 1 y r ec e i v e d - If a s ii i p inen
t
i s r ec e 1 ve d w 1 1 h ou t a t r a n s p o r t a t i o r'l d o c umen t , a har d cop
y
TCMD (in triplicate) will be prepared from the documents or
iTi a. r k i n g s on the c o r"! t a i i-i er s for t h e p u r- p ose of 1 o c a 1
d 1 st r 1 b u t .1. o n o f "t h e ship ene n t . For cargo rec e i ved b u t n o t
manifested (over shipments) ,, the in check list 'will be
annotated with all the information (taken from the shipping
liibel or attached documents) which would normal Iv appear on
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the Pallet Manifest, indicating all such entries clearly as
" over sh i p men 1 3 "
.
(4) Transshi pments . When advi-sed by the
ATOC/ACP/DQCUMENT CONTROL SECTION, the contractor is
responsible for loading all government cargo on U, S.
Government or commercial contract transportation for
transshipment. For oLitbou.nd shipments made? under a GBL,
the contractor is responsible for segregating identifis^d
shipments from the cargo breakdown area to an assigned
staging B-rf^a for holding pending arrival of the comm^ercistl
carri er t o p i c k up t h e sh i p men t . Th e c on t r ie^c tor w ill 1 oad
all freight for shipment by a GBL on the commercial
carrier's truck and shall be responsible for accu.r3.ry and
safety during the loading operations. For local area
consignee's, the contractor is responsible for loading
local unit U. S. Government or commercial rental ve^hicles
upon arrival for pick up of processed terminating cargo.
The? contractor shall provide and maintain a truck control
1 og , n o 1 1 n g t i me , da t e , a n d s h i p men t s 1 oa d e d w i i.: h h i~i
e





Spec :). a 1 Ha n d 1 i n q Cargo . T I•"; e c on t r a c t o r i s
responsible for maintaining tight control and liaison with
ATOC/mCP and the Weapons Department for inbound flights
c a r r y i n g e ; ; p 1 o s i ves , i neluding s en s i t i v e a a\ niu n i t i on a n d
related materials shipments- The contractor must maintain
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control o-f and strict signature service procedures tor all
security cargo turned over to local consignees or loaded
onto U. S. Government or commercial contract -carriers.
( 6 ) Terminating Cargo Processing Times . All
terminating cargo must be processed and available tor
consignee pick up within 48 hours after aircraft block in





Terminating Cargo I nventory . A 1
1
terminating cargo will included in the daily inventory
procedures for on-hand cargo, including security cage,
refrigerator, and staging storage areas.




a t ion . Terminating cargo will
be frustrated if the hazardous cargo certification (DD Form
1337) is inadeguate or deficient, household goods inbound
to the United States a.rG not accompanied by properly
completed documentation for customs (DD Forms 1282), or the
shipments -b.y-q improperly identified or damaged. Terminated
frustrated cargo will be segregated in the assigned a.rE:3..
( 9 ) Coo r d i n a t i o n w i t h C ixst oms F'er son n e iL . Th e
ea a 1 1c o r"i t r a c t o r" will deli v er t o t hi e e ;; a in i n a t i on
s h 1 p fcie n t s d e s i g i-i a t ed for local o r m :i. 1 i t ar y c u s t o r.) s
in s p e c t i on . Th e co n t r a c t ar w ill assume a 1 1 r" es d on s i ta i 1 1 1 y
for ensuring that shipmients designated for customs
i n s p ec t i on d o n o t 1 eav e t h e t e r- m i n a 1 3.r ea u n t. i 1 p r op e r- 1 y
cleared and released. The contractor will be liable for
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all fines assessed or penalties imposed by local customs
inspectors as a result of violations -For failure to control
terminating cargo. The contractor will be responsible -for
providing wood -workers from the packing and crating
function to open and close (recrate) all shipments
designated for inspection by customs officials. Released
cargo is delivered back to terminating cargo personnel for
cont i nued process! ng
.
1. Packer /Crater (Wood Worker) Requirements
(1) General .. The contractor shall provide and
maintain sufficient on hand stocks of lumber and related
materials in various sizes to accomplish all tasks assigned
jnder this section as well as for any shoring mater -i.
requirements. Contractor personnel assigned as
Packers/Craters must be able to operate all types of
equipment and tools related to the wide range of crating
and pi=icking of materials requirements as well as have the
training a n d license to o p er a t, e f a r k: 1 i. f t s










wor !•:: r eq u i r emen t s
.
(2) Servi ces . The contractor is responsiitale
f or t h e fall ow i n g
:
( a ) Assisting Cu s t o iv.s Pe r so n n e 1 . T' h e
contractor is responsible for receiving information from
the terminating cargo personnel and customs officials on
all inbound shipments designated for customs inspection.
Contractor personnel will open all containers so designated
and makes shipments available to the customs officials.
A-fter inspections are complete, the contractor is
responsible for repacking and closing all shipments in a




Doc umen t a t i on Val i dat i on . The
contractor shall check all items to be crated against
associated shipping documents to ensure correct
identification, quantities,, and condition.
(c) Proper Cr at i n q . The con trivet or shall
take critical measurements as to weight and weight
distribution, deciding upon appropriate methods of crating
shipments and the placement of internal blocking, collars,
yokes, saddles, and other supporting and bracing fixtures.
The contractor is responsible for building crates and
providing cushioning materials and bracing, as required.
(d) Non-St an d ar
d
Sh i pments . The
contractor is responsible for packing of materials,
equipment, and household effects in non-standard boxes and
c r' a t es u s i n q waterproof 1 i ri e r s o r wr a jj p i n g s wh e n s p ec i f i ed ,
i n c 1 Li d i n g bra c i n q s up p o r t s t. o secure i t e rcis an d p r ov i d i n g
fill material, where needed, to cushion the shipment to
|;;) r ev en t d a ena g e
.
( e ) Ship fcien t Mar k i n q s . From information
containeed in the packing list, the contractor must prepare
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identifying, shipping and handling instructions and
stencils or a-f fixes the information to all bo>;es and crates
included in the shipment. Each bo;; or crate "in a shipment
will be designated with a specific bo;; /crate number (box 1
of 2, crate 6 of S, etc.). Each box or crate will be
weighed and shipping labels will be annotated as to piece
c ou n t , we i g h t , and cube.
vf) Minor Flepairs . The contractor is
responsible for rriaking minor repairs to cargo and passenger
terminal buildings and minor equipment, such as baggage
carts, as requested by the Air Terrriinal Officer or the
CDTR.
(g) Shor i nq . The contractor is
responsible for cutting of lumber to size and shape for
crating and fitting of blocks, skids, yokes, and other
dunnage, as necessary for shoring and load distribution
requirements. The contractor is responsible for cutting
lumber to size and shape and constructing pallet spacers,
as required, for use in pallet train configurations for
1 oading onto a i r c r a f t , The contractor p a c !:; e r / c r at er
personnel must construct all types of aircraft, truck, and
G i- ou |-i d Su p p or t E q u i p me n t ( GSE ) c h oc k s
.
' h ' Repack i nq o f L)a ina cj e d Car q o . T hi e
contractor must accomplish repairs, repacking, and
recrating, as required to damaged cargo shipments in a





Ramp/tleet services 3.rG defined as those services
required to facilitate passenger or cargo
1 oadi nq/unl oadi ng , directing and parking of aircraft,
preparation of the aircraft for its next flight, and
f uel i ng/def u.el i ng of aircraft, if applicable. These
services shall consist of, taut 3.r^ not limited to, the
foil ovMi ncj ;
a. Equipment. F'osi t i oni nq/Deposi t i on i ng
The contractor shall position and deposition to
and from the aircraft all required ground power units,
boarding ladders, crew stairs, safety toggles/pins,
grounding cables, security stanchi ons/ ropes/ warn i nq signs,
c ar go handling eg u i p men t , p ot ab 1 e water eq u i p man t , b ag g age
handling equipment, lavatory servicing equipment, ground
air conditioning equipment, crew transportation vehicles,
and applicable Ground Support Equipment (G3E). This
requ.irement includes positioning and deposi 1 1 oni ng of
equipment to/frorri Air Terminal or Station equipment pool
areas and/or maintenance areas.
b. Aircraft Mar s h a 1 1 i n
g
The contractor shall provide aircraft
mar s h a 1 1 i n g an d fire g u a r d ser v ices f or e n g i n e s t a r t s as
r eq u i r ed b y en i 1 i t SKr y d i r ec t i ves of b ot h t h e Stat i on ar'i d the
.14::
aircraft operator. For exarriple, a Military Airli-ft CoiTimand
CI 418 Starlifter would be provided services as required by
both MAC/USAF and Navy directives. Powered BSE units will
be connected, operated, monitored, and disconnected by
contractor personnel (into the aircra-ft vice to the
aircraft service). Contractor personnel ar'B strictly
responsible to maintain adequate levels of fuel and
lubricants in powered i3SE units to ensure uninterrupted
operation at the aircraft. The contractor vji 1 1 pickup
c om p 1 e t. ed load mas t er do c umen t a t i o n a t t h e a i r (- r a f t ,
including the DD Form .365F and MAC Form F (Weight and
Ba 1 a r"i c e 3 1") ee t ) as a p p 1 i c a b 1 e , and en sure deli v e r y t o t h
e
Air Terminal Operations Center ( ATOC) / Ai r 1 i f t Command Post
(ACP) within five (5) minutes after aircraft block-out.
c. Fleet Services
The contractor is responsible for cleaning the
i n t e I- i or o f a 11 MAC mil i t a r y aircr a f t an d cJ es i g n a t ed Nav
y
organic logistic aircraft, including both passenqe^r and
cargo / b a g g a g e c omp a r t men i,: s . CI ean i n g r e c:] u i r eme n t s a
n
d
standards shall be as directed by MAC Regulation 76-1 and
shall i n c 1 ud e t h e foil ov«j i n g mini mum r eg u i r emen t s ;
( 1 ) Transiting Mil i tary Aircraft.
( a ) Latri ne . T h e contractor sh all c 1 ea
n
and disinfect all latrine areas as prescribed in MACR 76-1
and service ail units with the prescribed amount of potable
water and deodorant /di si nfec tan t
.
14;:
(b) Trash Container' The contractor
shall empty and clean all soiled trash containers and line
with a new polyethylene bag.
(c) Ashtrays . The contractor shall
empty, clean, and replace passenger seat ashtrays.
(d) Seats . The contractor shall told
b 1 an k et s , s t r a i g h ten seat s , replace so i 1 ed pill ow c overs
,
cross seat belts on the seats, and replace missing or
sailed headrest covers.
'^ 2 ) MAC military aircra-ft with over- 12
hours ground time .
(a) Trash Removal . The contractor shall
remove all trash from passenger seat pouches.
(b) Qvens . The contractor shall clean
crew/passenger galley and ovens.
(c) Comfort Pallet . The contractor shall
clean comfort pallet galley, ovens, and re+r i ger ator s.
( 3 ) Mill t ar y Ai r cr at t ( as r egui red on 1 y ,' .
(a) D i 3 i n -f ec t ion . The contractor shall
clean areas contaminated by airsickness, spillage, or
latrine overt lov'js with soap and water, -Followed by thorough
rinsing, and appropriate deodorant /di si nfectant
appl i cat i on (s) ,
^b) Floor Ar eas . The contractor shall
sweep, mop, and clean -floor areas of both passenger and
cargo/baggage compartments when reguested by the? air crew.
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(c) Li nen . The contractor shall eK change
soi 1 ed 1 i nen
.
d. Other Aircraft
The contractor shall clean the interior, and
provide latrine and potable water servicing for other than
Navy or MAC/U3AF aircraft as requested by the Air TeriTunal
0+fi cer, or his designated representative.
e. In-Flight Meals
The contractor shall collect -from the In-Flight
Kitchen/Flight Galley and deliver to the aircraft all items
necessary for the in-flight feeding of passengers and crew
members. Beverage containers and /or potable water
containers will be picked up from the aircraft and
delivered to the kitchen/galley by the contractor, using
personnel and vehicles vjhich 3.rE^ in no way connected with
latrine servicing. Items for pick-up and delivery include,
but at-re: not limited to, hot and cold beverages, in-f light
f r- o z en mea 1 s / b o x 1 u n c h es , an d va r- i ous t y p es o f s n a c k s . Th <b
vehicle used for this purpose will be provided bv the
contractor and must be maintained in a high state of
c 1 ean 1 i ness and san i tat i on . Sever aqe?s
,
i n-f 1 i ght meal s and
snacks aris to be provided by the U„ S. Government. Unused
foods and beverages will be returned to the^ kitchen/galley
and will not be consumed by contractor personnel. The
contractor will be responsible for the preparation of meal,
beverage, and snack request forms and collection of
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in-flight meal and beverage charges for both passengers
(through and originating) and flight crews. Receipt of
funds collected shall be provided by the cont-ractor at the
time of receipt. If collective payment is made by a
passenger group leader or air crBK'j representative, a
receipt for the total amount received is acceptable. The
contractor shall provide and maintain funds of not more
than :I^100,. 00 for purposes of expediting exact change
payment for meals. The contractor is required to safeguard
the funds p en d i n g t u.r n over t. o t h e k itch en /gal 1 ey c ash i er .
Any loss or theft of either the collected charges or the
change fund is solely the responsibility of the contractor.
This subparagraph specifically does not apply to MAC
Contract Airlift. The contractor is, however, responsible
for maintaining liaison with contract airlift catering
personnel to ensure that cominercial contract aircraft 3.rs
not delayed due to meal /beverage loading.
f . Food Handlers Certificate
Con t r a c. t or p er s on n e 1 ass i q n ed duties in vo 1 v i. n q
the handling of food containers and associated food service
equipment shall be required to have in their possession an
approved "Food Handlers Certificate" from the in-Flight
\< i t c h e II / F 1 1 g hi t Ga 1 ley. T h e c er t i f i c a t e w ill be issued o n 1 y
after require^d physical examinations are: completed. The
eX ami n a t i co n s ar e? (:. h e r e s p o i"i s i b i 1 i t y of the c o n 1. 1- a c t or and
separate funding will not be provided, nor v-ji 1 1 medical
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facilities be made available, by the Li, S. Government „
The Contractor will ensure that personnel assigned to the
cleaning and servicing o-f aircraft latri-nes a.re: not
permitted to handle food or food servicing items at any
t i me.
g. In-Flight Meals Storage
In t h e ev en t t h a t an aircraft's d ep a r 't u r e t :i. m
e
is delayed, and upon instructions by the Air Terminal
Officer or his designated representative, in-flight meals
and beverages/snacks will be removed from the aircraft and
returned to the kitchen/galley or to the Air Cargo Terminal
refrigerated storage areas for storage pending future
delivery. The contractor will ensure that a receipt is
obtained from the custodian at the designated storage
1 oc
a
t ion a n d t h a t a c omp 1 e t e in ven t or y i s c on
d
u c t ed u
p
o n
pick-up for redelivery to the aircraft. Rieplacement of any
items which ar^B not returned to the aircraft -Ars the
responsibility of the contractor, unless proof of loss by
the s t or a g e c u s t
o
d i an c a n be document
e
d .
h „ Car g o Rec on f i g ur ai t i on
T |-i e c Dn t r a c t or sh a 1 1 i-" ec on f i g u r e an u n sp ec i f i e d
n um b e r of p a 1 1 et p o s
1
1 ions w 1 1, h i n t h e a i !' c r a f t. as r e
q
v. i r e a
for mission changes or weight and batlance considerations.
The term "reconfigure" is defined as altering the
configuration of pallet positions to either c^ar go or
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passenger con-figuration, as directed by the Air Terminal
Officer or his designated representative.
i. Cargo Secur i ng/Shor i ng Materials
With the exception of MAC Contract Aircraft,
the contractor shall arrange properly within the aircraft
all nets, straps, cables, chains, devices, and shoring
materials, as directed by the aircraft loi^d master,
j. Aircraft Equipment Custody
For all MAC aircraft (both military and
contract aircraft), tlie contractor shall sign the MAC Form
i2/12A for all supplies and associated equipment requiring
removal, and then off-load and transport removed items to
the desigric'Ated storage location. A copy of the MAC Form
12/12A iMill be delivered to the ATOC/ACP with the other
aircraft documentation within 5 minuted after aircraft
block-out. The contractor shall be responsible for
tagging/identifying all removed equipment, indicating the
aircraft tail number. This subparagraph does not apply to
straps, chains, and devices removed with cargo p^illets.
The contractor is also responsible for ensuring that all
removed items a.re returned to the proper aircraft at t!'ie
time the aircraft is scheduled for servicing. A signature
on the? MAC F-orm 12/12A will be obtained from the aircrew
for all items returned. The contractor will ensure that a
copy of the MAC Form 12/12A for returned equipment is
14E
provided to the ATOC/ACP with the other Bircrait
documentation within 5 minutes after airciraft block-out.
k. Expendable Items
For all MAC military aircraft, the contractor
will maintain a 30 day supply of the expendable items and a.
full stock o-f regulated items as listed in MAC Regulation
76-1, Chapter 10, An initial supply of materials will be
provided by MAC Liaison personnel and will be signed tor by
the contractor upon receipt. All items will be inventoried
at least every 30 days and requisitions for replacement
supplies will be processed through the MAC Liaison
personnel. For all regulated items, issues to MAC aircra-ft
will be documented by obtaining the loadmaster's signature
on a MAC Form 12. Issues to other than MAC military
aircra-ft may be authorized on a case by case basis by the
MAC Liaison Officer or his designated representative.
1. Aircraft Parking
For aircraft marshalling/ramp services, the
c on t r a c t or s h a 11 r e c e i ve ins t v u c t i o n s f r o rn A 1"GC / ACP as t o
wh er e i n c om i n g aircraft will be par k ed . The c on t r act or i
s
responsible for the follovjing:
( 1 ) Directing of Aircraft . T h e c c ri t r a c t or i s
responsible for directing all designated aircraft in and
out of assigned parking spots, using wing walkers at all
t i /Ties . W i n g wa 1 k er s will r ema in at t h e i r position s l!.i-! til
the aircraft is chocked and its engines ar^ shut doi-jn,
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(2) Aircraft Block-In . Once the aircraft are
stopped and parked in the final spot, aircraft wheels v^i 1
1
be chocked, gear pin locks installed, and- all ground
support equipment will be parked pointed away from the
aircraft and securely chocked.
(3) Aircraft Power Units . The contractor shall
provide fully qualified and licensed operators for aircraft
power units. F'ower units will be manned at all times v-jhen
servicing aircraft in accordance with station directives.
Operators will be licensed through the Ground Support
Equipment Division and training quotas will be coordinated
through the Air Terminal Officer.
(4) Aircraft Loadinq Equ ip ment . The contractor
shall provide fully qualified and licensed operators for
aircraft loading equipment such as lOK forklifts, 25K and
40K aircraft loaders, and wide body aircraft loaders. No
1 oa d i n g e
q
u. i p men t s h a 11 be driven towar d or away from a
n
aircraft unless a director is present and solely dedicated
to the equipment in motion. When in use, either on the
ramp or at planeside, equipment operators will be at the
controls at all times, even when the motor is shut down.
Training for aircraft loading equipment 'will be coordinated
through the MAC Liaison Officer/Air Terminal Officer on an
as needed basis.
(5) Fire Natch . While designated aircraft a.rs
being refueled by Fuels Division personnel, the contractor
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shall be responsible -for pravidinq personnel to maintain a
Fire Watch with approved fire battles which shall be
maintained by the contractor in assigned areas painted onto
the ramp when not in use- The contractor shall maintain a
permanent log book v-jhich indicates a daily inspection o-f
all logistic line tire bottles and shall ensure delivery of
detective bottles to the station Crash Cre-w/Fire Department
tor r ep 1 a c emen t . T r- a i n i n g of aire r a f t ma r sh a 1 1 i n
g
personnel in Fire Watch duties will be provided by the
Cr as h Cr ew / Fire Depart men t an d q uo t as c cor d i n a 't e d t h r ou g l"i
the COTR.
(6) Ai r craft Loadi nq/Unl cadi nq . The contractor
shall be responsible for loading or unloading ail cargo and
b ag g a g e , as r eq u i r e d , using sufficient eq u i p me n t an d f u 1 1 y
qualified personnel to safely accomplish each function
w 1 thin a 1 1 o1 1 ed t i me f r a rne s for each a i r c r a f t. t yp e as
d es i g n at ed i n Technical E;; h i b i t 4 . Good a i r c r at t h and 1 i n
practices dictate a minimum of si;< qualified personnel to
safely and efficiently load /unload a C5 Ga.la;;y, CI 413
Star lifter, and CI 30 Hercules or a minimum of four
qualified per s on n e 1 to load / un 1 oa d Navy C 1 / C2 Ca r r i e
r
Onboard Delivery (COD) or CH46/CH53 Vertical Onboard
Delivery (VOD) aircraft, C5/C141/C130 staffing should






aircraft 1 oad er op er a t O! one (1) lOK forklift ope?rator
t wo ( 2 ) p a 1 1 et pushers, an d on a ( 1 ) p ower un i t o p er a t o i'"
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C1/C2/CH46/CH53 sta-ffing should consist of: one (1)
di rector /super vi sor
,
one (1) lOK -forkli-ft operator, one (1)
pallet pusher, and one (1) power unit operator. The
contractor will ensure th^at all cargo tor MAC ai rcr a-ft is
palletized to the ma;; i mum extent practicable and secured
onboard in -accordance with the applicable technical order
•for the aircraft being loaded and in the sequence specified
b y the aircraft 1 oad mas t er
,
(7) Aircrew Transportation . The contractor
shall provide a driver and vehicle to transport aircrev'JS
from the aircraft to the Air Terminal and for return to the
aircraft prior to up 1 oad/pr ef 1 i ght
.
(3) Latrine Service Equipment . The contractor
shall furnish aircraft latrine service equipment capable of
providing latrine service for C5, C141, CI 30, and C9
aircraft. The contractor shall provide qualified operators
and provide service in accordance with applicable technical
and operating instructions of the equipment furnished.
(9) Dccumentat i on Di str i but i on . The contractor
shall meet all incoming aircraft upon arrival and obtain
copies of passenger, cargo ^ and mail manifests, and all
supporting documents for cargo onboard the aircraft and
distribute copies to Passenger Services, Air Cargo and
ATOC/ACP in accordance with local instructions.
(10) Aircraft Dei cinq . The contractor shall
furnish an aircraft deicing vehicle capable of deicing a
C5, C141, C9, C.t31, CI 18, and other smaller aircra-ft that
transit the Air Terminal. The contractor shall furnish
qualified operators and provide services in accordance with






The purpose oi this technical exhibit is to:
1 ., Requi rament s
List the PWS requ.i rernent 5 corisidered most critical
to satisfactory contract performance,
2 - Acc eptable Quality Level (AQL)
Shov'j the mai; i mum allowable degree of deviation from
perfect performance far each requirement (AQL) that shall
be allowed by the U. S. Government before performance of
requirements contained in the PWS is considered




Qua 1 i t y Assur an c e Met h od
s
Explain the basic Quality Assurance methods that
the U» S. Government will use to evaluate the contractor's
performance in imeetinq the r equi r errient s of this PWS or a.ny
r es u 1 1 a n t c C'n 1 1- a c t
.
4 Unsatisfactory Performance Payment Reduction
Define the procedure that the U. S. Government
will use in reducing the contractor's monthly payments if
satisfactory performance is not rendered by the contractor.
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B. GENERAL
1 . Sampl i nq
The U. S, GDvernment ' 5 primary qu.al-ity assurance
procsdures -ana based on random sampling o-f the recurring
critical output services of the PWS , using the concepts
contained in MIL-STD-105D. Other areas of the PWS will be
revievjed periodically. Sampling criteria derived +rom
MIL-STD-105D -an^ based on the lot size, satnple size and AWL
tor each critical PWS requirement. When the number o-f
defects in the contractor's per + ormance discoversed by the
COTR exceeds the satisfactory level, the contractor shall
be required to complete a Contract Discrepany Report (CDR).
The CDR will require the contractor to explain in writing
the reasons that performance was unsatisfactory, how
performance will be returned to satisfactory levels, and
how recurrence of the problem vji I 1 be prevented. The
contractor will not be paid for services which s.re.- not in
accordance with the standards set forth in the PWS or
referenced in the PWS. The criteri£-< for other than sampled
requirements will be derived from historical data on the
levels of performance experienced when the service vjas
performed by other contractors or U. 3, Government
personnel and were the level of performance dE^emed
satisfactory to the U. S. Government. The use of the





Monthly payments to the contractor will be reduced
for unsatisfactory per-Formance using the tolov-^ing methods:
a. Monthly Inspection
Each month, contractor performance will be
compared to PWS standards and acceptable quality levels,
using the U. S» Government Quality Assurance Surveillance
PI an .
b. Invoice Deductions
I -f performance in any required service is
unsatisfactory, amd the poor performance is clearly the
sole fault of the contractor, an amount of money up to the
monthly price times the percentage cost of the service will
be deducted.
c. Deduction Comipu.tat i on
The a.mount of money to be withheld or
permanently deducted for unsatisfactory performance will be
computed as follov'js:
(1). Samp 1 ed Ar eas . For areas measured by
sampling, the total monthlv line item price times the
pi er c e ri t a q e of t h e f u n c 1 1 qn r e p r esen t e d b y the r e q u i r e
d
service tirries the percentage of the 5:;-ample found defective.
IMo 1: e ; T !-i e mo n 1:. h 1 y price is o b t a i n e d b y dividing the to t a 1
price by the number of months of the contract period..
(2). Mon-Sampled Areas . For areas not
measured by sampling, the me?thod of deduction will be
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similar to areas measured by sampling e;;cept. that the
number of defects ar& divided by the total lot tor the
period.
d. Performance Over Tvjo Periods
For those areas that are measured on less than
a monthly batsis, the deduction will be taken irofT\ the
current month's invoice amount when that, s.rea. was reviewed
and found unsatisfactory. The deduction will be
accumulated from each month covered by the surveillance if
periods of two months are under review simultaneously.
e. Initial Two Month Break-In Period
During the -First two months of services
provided under the PWS or any resultant contract start-up
(not including option periods), a larger error rate (AQL)
will be allowed to recognize normal phase-in problems and
learning curves -for these certain spe?cific services:




-'rocess originating cargo within time
(3). Maintain GFE/CFE.
( 4 ) . 463L pal 1 e t u t i 1 i z a 1 1 on
.
The higher error rate (Acceptable? Quality
Level) applicable to the phase-in period shall be 1507. of
the designated AQL for each of the specific services as
listed at the end of this Technical Exhibit.
3. Inspection System
The contractor shall be required to provide and
maintain an inspection system tor v-jhich qu.ali-ty control is
acceptable to the U. S. Gos'ernment covering the services
to be performed under the PWS. Prior to award of any
contract resultant -from the PWS, the contractor shall
design and describe such an inspection system in a Quality
Control Plan. At the option ot the U. S. Government, and
as a condition of award, the contractor may be required to
BubfTiit the Quality Control Plan to the U, S. Government
for review and approval prior to aw^^rd of any contract
resultant from the f-'WS™
4 „ Dejfault Clause, Terms, and Condit ions
Nothing in the foregoing PR3 provisions shall
diminish or preclude U. S. Governmient actions pursuant to
the default clause or other terms or conditions of any
contract resultant from the PWS.
C. CONTRACTDR'S FAILURE TO PERFORM CONTRACT SERVICES
1 . Failure to Load/Unload Aircraft
a . E;-; cess Load i n g T i mes
If a U. S. Government military, commercial
c on 1 1'" ac t
,
or f o r e i q n f 1 a g a i r~ c r a f t i s ava i 1 able f o
r
loading/unloading and the contractor fails to perform PWS
services within the prescribed ground times, the Air
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Terminal Services contractor will be held liable tor any
costs incurred by the U. S. Government,
bu Delay Into Cr<Bf.-i Rest
If an aircraft is delayed beyond the allotted
ground time and the air crew is required to go into crE!',^4
rest, the contractor may be held liable -for delay charges
published in the MAC Tariff for SAAM missions or the
commercial carrier s tariff, whichever is applicable,
c. Delay of Passengers on Delayed Flight
If on-hand passengers are waiting for the
delayed flight and the COTR determines that the passengers
3.re to accomodated for the period of the crew rest, the
contractor v-ji 1 1 be liable for costs associated v^Jith
transportation, lodging, and meals for the duration of the
delay. This liability includes both space required and
space available passengers manifested for the aircraft
mission. The contractor may elect to pay these costs
d i r ec 1 1 y or ef feet p aymen a reduction of tne month 1
invoice amount. The contractor may elect to move the
passeengers at his own expense and may be granted this
option by the COTR providing that the contractor's proposed
substitite service meets the 5<pproval of the COTR. The
c on t r ac t
o
r mu s t h ave the COTR s a p p r ova 1 prior t o p r ov i d i n g
substitute services. In no case may the substitute service
be 1 ,ess than the service which the passengers would have
received on the scheduled mission.
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d.
Delay in Passenger Processing
In the event that the contractor -Fails to
process available passengers on a departing -aircra-ft, and
it is proven to the COTR that -failure to process and load
was due to negligence on the part o+ contractor personnel,
the COTR may elect to either book the passengers on
commercial flights to the destination, charter a commercial
aircraft to provide transportation, or order a SAAM to
transport the involve?d passengers to their scheduled
destination^ The CGTR will be responsible i'-or hoi ding
costs to a minimum while providing service at least equal
to that for which the passengers were previously scheduled
to r ecei ve
.
e. Cargo/Mail Delays
In the event that the contractor fails to load
manifested cargo or mail onboard a designated flight, the
COTR may direct the contractor, or initiate action on nis
own
,
t. o for wa r d t h e c a r g o / ma i I b y a 1 t er n a t e ioea n s
(including SAAM, commercial charter aircraft or SMpedited
surface means)., The contractor will be responsible for the
excess costs to the U. S. Governmient tor the alternate
transportation. The COTR will be responsible for
iTiinimizing the costs of alternative transportation to the
contractor. The excess costs may be significant if a
commercial chartt5r aircraft or Special Assignment Airlift
M i s s i on ]. s r e q u i r ed »
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2 . Failure to Maximise Load Factors on Commerci b.I
Flights
a. Monthly Average Pallet Utilization-
The contractor is expected to load all
available c^^r qo and mail on MAC channel -Flights to the
limits o-f available Allowable Cabin Load (ACL), considering
compartment space/cube limitations. Due to weather, head
winds, required fuel loads, or operator-imposed
restrictions on gross weights,, the ACL -For a given 3.1 r craft
may vary widely; however, tor planning purposes, the?
contractor will be provided a range ot ACL ' s tor each type
of aircraft. The contractor is required to achieve a
minimum monthly average pallet utilization o-F 1.9 short
tons per pallet as reported in the MAC monthly utilization
report. Failure to achieve this pallet utilization on a
given channel, while cargo -For that channel is carried over
to later flights, 'will be sufficient evidence to invoke
deductions for not moving cargo within prescribed
t i meff rames.
b
.
Ded uc t i on Rates
The following deduction r.ates shall apply' for
a 1 1 c r i g 1 n -a 1 1 n g c a r g a :
^^- Green Sheet. :|'-10.00 per 100 pounds of
cargo not moved on the next available flight.
(2) 999 . ;i-10.00 per 100 pounds of cargo not




available -flight, it a flight is not available v-jithin 24
hours of cargo receipt.
(3) TF'l . ifS.OO per 100 pounds -of cargo not
moved within 43 hours, but not later than the next
as'ailable flight, if a flight is not available within 4S
hours of cargo receipt.
(4) TP2- :?6.00 per 100 pounds of cargo not
moved within 48 hours, but not later than the next
available flight, if a flight is not available within 48
hours of cargo receipt.
(5) TP3. -1-"4,. 00 per 100 pounds of cargo not
moved within 72 hours, but not later than the ne;ct
available flight, if a flight is not available within 72
hours of cargo receipt.
c . Si ;; Hour Prior Rec e i p t
To the extent that the aircraft is not fully
loaded to either full visible cube or weight capacity, and
cargo compatibility is not a contraining factor, the above
d ed u c 1 1 on rates s h a. 1 1 a p p 1 y t o an y c ar q o w hi i c h is r ec e i ved
si;-; hours or more prior to the designated aircraft arrival
,
o r- w i t ! "I p r i o r c oo r d i n a 1 1 o n f or 1 a t e d e 1 i ve r y , and i 5 n o t
loaded b y t hi e c on t r ac t or .
d . Cargo Precedence Pr i or i t i es
The above deduction rates may also be invoked
if the contractor achieves the 1,9 short tons per pallet
16:




Failure to Fully Load 5AAM Flights
a. Weight /Cube Capacity
All cargo designated for a SAAM will be loaded
on the designated aircraft up to the limit of the ACL or
full capacity by volume. It the contractor fails to load a
SAAM aircraft to full ACL or volume capacity, and the
designated cargo has not been fully loaded, the contractor
will be charged an amount equal to SOX of the cost of
moving the remainder of the cargo to destination. The
deduction rate will be based on the method of alternate
movement utilized. Any time there is sufficient reason to
believe that the contractor exercised good judgement in not
fully loading all available cargo due to safety, cargo
campatabi 1 i ty , loadmasters refusal to accept the full load,
or other extenuating circumstances, the contractor will be
given the benefit of the doubt. Final determination of the
3ufficie?ncy of reasons for failure to fully load SAAM




Failure to Ful l y Load Al l Other Aircraft
a. Load Planning Directions
On all non-SAAM aircraft, the contractor will
load in accordance with the direction specifically provided
by the Load Planning Section and the aircraft loadmaster.
No deductions will be imposed for failure to load available
16:
cargo providing that safe and reasonable efforts have been
taken to load all available cargo.
5. Failure to Process Termi natl nq/-Transl oad
Cargo in Time
a. 48 Hour Time Limit
All terminating or transload cargo will be
processed within 48 hours after receipt. When subjected to
inspe^ction by national or military customs personnel, the
48 hour hold time will commence after release of the cargo
from custoiTis. Penalties will be as follow:
(1) Green Sheet and 999 . i^lO.OO for each 100
pounds not available within 43 hours of receipt.
(2) TPl and TP2 . *6-00 for each 100 pounds not
3.\'a. liable within 48 h our s of receipt.
(3) TP3 and TP4 . $3.00 for each 100 pounds not
available within 43 hours of receipt.
6
,
Contractor Liability for U. S. Gos^ernment Car go
a. U. S. Governrrient Property
All property (also referred to as U„ S.
Government cargo) placed in the contractor's possession for
the sole purpose of transportation shall not be deemed as
U. jovernment propt?rty under the ?rnment Propert
Clause" of any contract re^sultant from the PWS.
b. Loss/Damage Li aibi 1 i ty
The U, 3. Government relieves the contractor
of liability for the loss or damage to any and ail cargo
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processed by the contractor in the per-formance of this
contract, except when such loss, destruction, or damage
results -from inadequate management policies or procedures,
the use of untrained personnel, unauthorized equipment
operators, negligence or abuse of U. S„ Government cat~qci
on the part o-f the contractor personnel, pilferage of U.
3. Government cargo while in the possession of the
contractor, or in the willful misconduct of any of the
contractor 's personnel
.
c. Receipt of Shipments
Receipt of a shipment by the contractor,
without a specific annotated exception, shall be prima
facia evidence that the shipment was received in good
condition in accordance with the information on the
Transportation Control and Movement Document (TCMD),, and
that the packing thereof is considered to be sufficient and




Damaged Car go 1 n sp ec t i on
Any shipment discovered to be in a damaged
condition will be identified to the the Load Planning
Section for inspection. If only container damage is found,
the contractor vji 1 1 be responsible for recooperinq or
repitckaqi nq the shipment for onward movment.
e. Modifications to Facilities
In the event that the contractor chooses to
mod i f y t h e? s.ree. f urn i sh ed b v t h e U . S . Gover n men t f or
16^
of -f ice, food service, or locker spaces at the contractor's
expense, concurrence shall be obtained by the COTR and ATO.
The proposed modi t i cat i on , with a sketch and. the reasons
for the proposal, will be reviewed tor final approval by
the Contracting Officer or his designated representative.
In the proposal, the contractor shall indicate that the
modifications will be undertaken without cost to the U, S.
Government, will conform to appropriate safety and building
codes, and that the Un S. Government will retain the
option of allowing the modifications to become property of
the U. S. Government upon contract termination or of
directing that the contractor return the facili cies to the
original, unmodified condition.
D. SERVICES, STANDARDS, AND METHGOS OF SURVEILLANCE
Method Of
Re q u i r ed Service S t an d a r d / AQL ;5 u. r v e i 1 1 a n c e
Load / of f 1 oad a i r -l r aft As i n d i c a t ed i n Each a i r c r aft
withxn allotted times. Technical departure
Exhibit 4. (1/1)
Aircraft loaded to Programmed load Daily, through
ma ;; i mum a 1 1 owa b 1 e a s d i r ec t e d b y c on t r a c t o r sub —
cabin load. Load Planning. mitted pallet
(2/1) inventory
r ep a r t. >
Process originating Cargo must be Daily MAC




Free ess t er m i n at i n g
c a r g o V'J i t h i n 4S
hours o+ receipt.
A f t e r r e 1 ease b v
customs, cargo
must be processed
an d available -for
p i c k -u p w 1 !.: !~i i n
48 h ou r s . (1 '.'•'.
)
a i i ^
'
terfTii nat i nq
cargo report
ai n tai n GFE/CFE
,
VU /, in CO rri tri i s s ion
r at e ma i n t a i n ed at
ail t i mes. (3"'.)
Dai 1 y equi pment
status report.
463L pallet
ti 1 i -'.=^lat 1 on
1,9 short tons per
pallet based on a
mon t h 1 y average.
(27.)





Inventory /moni tor i ng Maintaining and
refrigerated shipments monitoring of
refrigerated ship-
ments in accordanc
with the PWS, (IX)
Dai 1 y i n ven t o r " y
records of the
r ef r i aerator
,
Con 1 1'' o 1 o f over /
short sh 1 pment 5
.





p 1 an n ed 1 oad s , ( 2/1
)
Receipt of over








The contractor E-hal 1 furnish, except -for materials
specified as GFE , the materials listed below;
1 . Cover s , Po 1 ye t h y 1 en e , Large
NSN 39 :3 — —9 3 *J — 1 48 C) , est i mated u sa g e s 15 C-'O per
quarter, unit price: $72.42 per roll (1 each).
2 . Straps, 5 , 000 Poun d Capacity






L h a in As5emb 1 y , 1 , '0O Pou n d U a p a c i t y
NSN 1670-00-516-8405, 150 each, unit price: :fl0.46
Chain Assembly, 25, '0 C> P
c
u n d Ca g_s<.c i t y
NSN 1670-00-773-4079, 25 each, unit price: 4^40,23
Adjuster Assembly, 10,000 Pound
,
Capacity
NSN 1670-00-212-1149, 150 each, unit price: J::19,5i
A d j u s t e r A s sem b 1 y , 25, Po Ltn d Ca p ac i t y
NSN 1670-00-737-2166, 25 each, unit price: -i"45.00
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7. Pallet Couplers (Spacers)
NSN 1670-01-061-0990, 220 each, unit price: *29.45
each.
Note: All of the above items arB used when additional
restraint is required for loading. When straps, chains,
and adjusters (devices) s^re used, the contr^^ctor must
ensure that each is replaced on a one-tor-one basis by the
loadmaster of the aircraft being loaded. Pallet couplers-
are required for moving oversize cargo requiring two or
more pallets. Pallet covers air& required for protection of
cargo on each pallet. Covers aire considered expendable
items and will not be reused.
B. EQUIPMENT
In ad d i t i on t o t h e mater i a 1 s listed ab o ve:- , t h
e
following types of equipment B.rB currently being utilized
in the performance of the Air Termdnal Services:
1 » (gasoline F'ower e d 4 , and 6 , (":' F'oun d C:ap ac i t y
For kl i f
t
s
2. Gasoline Powered Aircraft Dei cer Truck
Truck
Gasolin e Powersed Aircraft. Latrine Servicin g Truck
Gasoline F'
o




i t y H i -L
i
f t
5 - Di.esel Pow
e
r ed Air c raft A i i-- Con d i t i o n er LJ n 1
1
6 . A i r c r a
f
t 'Board i n q Ladder




3- Gasoline Powered Narehouse Tractors, 4^000 and
7 , 500 pQun d Cap ac i t y
9. Propane Pov-jered 4,000 and 6,000 Pon-nd Capacity
Forkl i tts
1 . Electrically Powered 2,000, 4,000, and 10,000
Pound Capacity Forkl i tts




U, S. GOVERNMENT FURNISHED EQUIPMENT
A. EQUIPMENT
The follov'nng is a listing of the Gov E-rn .Tien t Furnished
Equipment (GFE) v-jhich the contractor will be required to
mai ntai n
;
1 „ USAF Air c r a f t Load i n q and Ground Su p p o r" t E q u i p ir\en t
Registration Type
X X X X X X 40K a 1 r c r a-f t 1 oad er ( d i sse 1 )
X X X X X X 40K a i r c r a.f t loader ( q as ')
XXXXXX 25K -Eiircraft loader (diesel)
X X X X X X 25K aircraft 1 o£id er ( g as >
XXXXXX lOK forkli+t (diesel)
XXXXXX 1 OK t or k 1 i -f t (gas)
X X X X X X C -5 t ow t r ac t or (diesel)
XXXXXX C-5 tow bar
XXXXXX C-i41 tow bar
Notes All equipment listed above is -furnished based on
st a t i an wo r k 1 oa d an d may b e x n creased, r o t a t ed , ar re inave d
the discretion of the U. S. Government.
2 A i r Car q o B li i 1 d i n q Ca r q o Ha n d 1 i n q Sy s (: e rn
a„ 3 Pallet Pits With Installed Scales.




c. 4 Roll -Up Doorways With Level in g Truck Docks.
d. 1 Portable 5,000 Pound Capacity Plattorrn Scale.
e. 1 Portable 10,000 Pound Capac-ity Platform
5cal e,
3 . Station Provided Ground Support Equipment
a. Pov-jer Units
The station Ground Support Equipment Division
will furnish a minimum of tv'jo (2) NC-S and one (1) NC-10
power units. Additional units are available if the
workload justifies and with adequate advance notification.
Repairs to and maintenace of all Navy GSE , less fuel ^ind
lubricants, will be perfromed by the Ground Support
Equi pment Di vi ei on
.
b. Equipment Rotation
Different types of equipment may also be placed
for use at the Air Terminal based on policy changes or




FISCAL YEAR XX WORKLOAD PROJECTIONS
A. PROJECTED WORKLOAD
1 . Aircra-ft handled per month;
2 . Passengers processed per mpnth
XXX.




Car go /mail handled per month ;
X,XXX short tons.
B. AVERAGE AIRCRAFT HANDLED PER SHIFT
0700-1 bOO 1 500-2300
C-141 3.13 C-141 3. 15
C-9 2.33 C-9 2.53
C-130 3. 12 C-130 2 . 1
C-5 0.51 C-5 . 43
Other 2 . 2 '"' Other 1 . 05
2 •_OO— (-' / V
c-141 1.68




C. MAXIMUM GROUND TIME FOR MAC AIRCRAFT
1- C-141
;
2 hours, 15 minutes (plus one hour when refueled)
2. C-130:
2 hours, 15 minutes (plus one hour when re-fueled)
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3. C-5:





Note; When loading explosives at the "Hot Spot", a





FISCAL YEAR XX VOLUME OF REPACKIN6/REC00PERING MATERIALS
Description FY XX Annual Volume
Shipping Bo;;, 25" X 21" X 15 1/4" 3 BD
Shipping Bo;;, 30" X 12" X 6" 3 BD
Shipping Box, 20" X 20" X 3 1/2" 3 BD
Shipping Box, 46 7/8" X 33 7/3" X 42" 353 EA
Steel Strapping, 3/4" 11 CL
Steel Strapping, 1/2" . 1 1 CL
Seals, Banding, 3/4" 5000 EA (1 BX)
Seals, Banding, 1/2" 5000 EA (1 BX)
Stretcher, Steel Strapping 2 EA
Hand Sealer, Steel Strapping, 3/4" 1 EA
Hand Sealer, Steel Strapping, 1/2" 1 EA
Lumber, 4" X 4" X 10' 6,000 BF
Lumber, 2" X 12" X 16' 6,400 BF
Lumber, 2" X 4" X Q ' 2,000 BF
Lumber, 2" X 6" X 10' 3,200 :BF
Plywood, 3/4" 100 SH
Plyv'jood, 1/2" 50 SH
APPENDIX B
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING EXCERPTS
APPLICABLE TO AIR TERMINAL SERVICES PWS PROVISIONS
A. BACKGROUND
The Memorandum Of Understanding (MOU) between the Chief
of Naval Operations and the Military Airlift Command (MAC)
establishes basic procedures for interservice support of
the airlift service by the Department of the Navy (DON) , as
specified in Joi nt /MAC/Ai r Force regulations? establishes
elements of cost; and speci-fies the method and -frequency of
reimbursement for reimbursable support -find services to be
provided between the Chief of Naval Operations, Department
of the Navy, and MAC, The MOU is applicable to DON
activities (attachment 1) regularly traversed by MAC or MAC
chartered aircraft via scheduled channel missions. The
agreement is not applicable to DON activities which provide
support to MAC activities on an as required only basis,
such as Special Assignment Airlift Missions (SAAM) , Joint
Airborne/Air Transportability Training (JA/ATT) ,, or
e ;•; e r c i se s . T h e M U is i (n p I em e n ted b y local 1 y n e q ot i a t ed
Interservice Support Agreements (ISSA) bet'ween individual
DON activities. The MOU and associated ISSA incorporate
provisions of basic regulations for interservice support,
specifically provide definitive guidance on DON contract
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support of MAC operations at DON activities, and state
de-finitive guidance on support of Airlift Service contract
carriers (commercial or military) at DON activities.
The current MOU is dated 26 June 1980; hov-jever , a
revised MOU is in the final stages of DON/MAC staffing. No
substantive changes to excerpts contained in this appendix
;nre contained in the MOU revision.
The MOU contains specific cost elements for the various
functions to be performed by both the DON and MAC. The
actual funding of the individual cost elements is
negotiated at each location, Attachment 1, and must be
contained in the finalized ISSA, using the MOU as the
baseline document. The proportion or percentage of costs
to be borne by the DON or MAC will be based on experienced
and anticipated workload of Navy sand USAF aircraft. There
is currently no standardized method of f orrriul at i ng these
percentages on a Navy—wide basis due to the wide disparity
of functions performed at the 23 Navy installations
wor 1 d w i d e . T h e n e g ot i a t ed 1 SSA ' s f r* om ea c h I. o c a t i on ar e
reviewed by the Fleet CINC's for the equitability of Navy
and MAC funding requirements. Each location must ensure
that a valid estimiate is included in funding requests for
the Navy ISSA obligations in the annual POM process.
Additionally each location must ensure that the MAC support
unit or operating location has arranged for adequate USAF
funding for MAC ISSA obligations. Any discrepancies in
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-Funding levels to support the ISSA should be brought to the
attention o-f the applicable Fleet CINC Comptroller, when
discovered, tor resolution.
B„ REQUIREMENTS
Many o-f the requirements contained in the PWS tor Air
Terminal Se?rvices result directly from the provisions o-f
the MOD and the MAC regulations incorporated in the MOU b'y
reference. Should a significant change to the MOU occur,
the PWS may require revision to adequately incorporate or
delete any modifications. Accordingly, applicable excerpts
of the MOU upon which the PWS was based 3.rs included in
this append! ;•;. It is important to note that not all of the
provisions cited in the excerpts ^r^ covered specifically
under the PWS as a contractor responsibility; hov'jever, the
entire provision under each arsa is included so that other
required functional interfaces may be evident. Prior to
use of the PWS for either an 0MB Circular A-76 study or
formulation of contract technical specifications, the
t'xcerpts of this appendix should be comp£^red v*Jith the
c Lir r en t MUU p r ov i s i o n s to i (j e n t i f y any changes t o e i 1: h ar
D W or MA C: r' e 5 p o r, s i bill 1 1 es .
C. EXCERPTS
The f o ]. 1 ow i n q e ;; c e r p -t s €\re ir om the c ur r e r-i t M U , as
modified, and ara the sections upon which the PWS is based:
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1 . General Responsibilities
a. The functions of enroute maintenance, enroute
supply support, maintenance of Mater i£(l Handl-ing Equipment
(MHE) /463L ground handling equipment, ground
transportation, and command post at DON activities will be
provided in accorancs with the local ISSA. Subject to the
approval of the Comrriaindi nq Officer of a DON activity, MAC
may establish an operating location to inspect and assist
the DON and/or contract personnel performing MAC functions.
CRef, 9: p. 2]
b. All support will be furnished based on the
assumption that MAC aircraft operate 24 hours/day, 7 days
per week, except when a deviation is approved by MAC and
the concerned Fleet Commander-in-Chief, i.e., CINCPACFLT
,
C I NCLANTFLT , or C I NCUSNAVEUR . C Ref . 9
.
p „ 2 3
2 . Contract Carrier Support
a. The DON will furnish necessary equipment and
personnel to provide the following services for all
1 an (j 1 n g s made at D N i n s t a 1 1 at ions v o r i g i n a t i n g , e n r o
u
t e
and terminating stations) at no cost to the contract
c a.rr i er
,
e>; c ep t as o t h er w i se p r ov i d ed in t h i s p ar aq r ap h :




Choc k 1 n g an d g r oun d i n g of aircr 3.i t
.
(3) Positioning, connecting, operating, and
deposi t i oni ng of aircraft ground power units.
(4) Fire guard for engine starts.
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(5) Positic-ning, connecting, operating, and
deposi t i oni ng of engine start carts.
(6) Positioning, operating, and -deposi t i oni ng
of compressors for airing of struts and tires. Nitrogen
may be used when available to inflate aircraft tires on a
nonreimbursable basis. A qualifed technical contrator
r c-?presentat i ve vji 1 1 be present to supervise.
(7) To-plane service of hydraulic fluid on a
reimbursable basis. Equipnnent and necessary operators will
be furnished for wing de-icing at no cost; the de-icmg
fluid will be furnished on a reimbursable basis.
' (8) Maintenance stands when required for
ground servicing oper at i or-is .
(9) Pasri.enger processing.
(10) Passenger manifesting and dccumenti^t i on .
(11) Baggage handling (weigh, tag, load, ana
unl oad )
.
(12) Passenger and crBx^i boarding stairs.
(13) Medical clearance (passengers only).




id a c u.men t a t ion, an d position i r"i g for' 1 aa d i n g .
ilu) Loading, tie-down, and unloading of
b ag g a q e a n ci c a r g o .
(16) Cargo rrian i f est i ng .
(17) Maintenance of cargo handling equipment,
including 463L pallets and associated cargo nets.
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(18) Potable water (includes equipment and
into-plane servicing, if available on station).
(19) Baggage carts.
(20) Lavatory servicing, including
positioning, hookup, operation, and deposi t i oni ng of
service unit (provided to the maximum extent possible).
(21) Flight line transportation of crews
(provided to the maximum extent possible).
(22) Position, operate, and deposition ground
air conditioning or heating units (provided to the maximum
extent possible).
(23) High lift truck for galley servicing at
those military bases where commercial catering service is
not available (provided to the max i murri extent possible).
b. The above services will be furnished for all
landings at military installations, including additional
landings made due to aborted flights, or alternate airfield
landings, regardless of the cause of the landing. CFvef
.
10: pp. 7-9 3
3. Interservice Support Provisions
a. Category of Supports (AO) Transportation
( F^'ei mbur sab 1 e ) .
(1) The DON will provide transportation
(traffic) services to include responsibility for providing
necessary personnel for the operation of terminais,
handling of passenger travel on a cash reimbursable basis.
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as required; meeting aircraft; loading and unloading of
passenger baggage, cargo, mail, courier material; proper
tiedown of cargo/mai 1 /cour i er material within -the aircraft;
preparation of necessary documentation; filing and
maintaining traffic records in accordance with MAC
Regulation 76-1, Chapter 6, and Air Force Manual (AFM)
12-50, Tables 76-1 and 1Q2-3 for registered and ordinary
mail; forward supporting Airlift Services Industrial Fund
(AS IF) documents to the applicable USAF documentation
centers; submission of transportation recurring (RCS)
reports; and ensuring compliance with border clearance
regulations. Hazardous cargo shipments will be placed on
MAC mill t a r y or (.; ontract £^, i r c r a f t on 1 y after full
c omp 1 i a i"i c e w i h h Air Fo r' c e Req u 1 a t i o n ( AFR ) 71-4 / NAVSUP F'U
B
505, paragraphs 1—2, 1-4, and 1-21.
CRef. 10; p. A 1-5
3
(2) MAC will advise the host station of MAC
requirements and provide Automated Data Processing (ADP)
equipment o-f the same type and quantity installed at
c nmp
a




r t d o c ume n t a t i on and
r ep or t i n q r eq u i r emen t s un i q ue t o MAC op er a t i on s , w i t h
equipment to be operated by DON or DON contract personnel
CRef,, 9; p. 3]. MAC will man and operate Single
Passenger F^'epser vat i on Systecn (SPRS) functions at locations
deemed appropriate by MAC and the DON. The MAC advisory
unit or oper^^ting location will provide Qn-t.he-Job Training
la:
(OJT) assistance to DON personnel unable to attend the Air
Transportation Technical Training Course. CRef. iO:p.
A 1 -5 :
b. Category ct Support: (AT) Terminal Operations
(Reimbursable) .
(1) The DON will provide a passenger terminal
building that has adequate space for passenger processing,
secure baggage hsindling, and passenger ant i hi ja.c ki ng
inspections. The DON will pro'vide services and material,
as required, for preserving, packing, or crating at
materials or supplies used in conjunction with the
Dp er a t i on ot MAC . C Ref . 1 ; p . A 1 -6 3
(2) MAC will advise the host DON station of
MAC requirements. rF;ef„ lOsp. A 1-61'
c. Category of Support: (E-*R) MHE/463L Training
(Rei mbursabl e) .
(1) The DON will establish a training program
to qualify operators of MAC 463L/MHE in accordance with AFM
52-4 and MACSUP 1. The DON v-ji 1 1 establish a training
p r o g r a in t o q ua 1 i f y e q u i p men t me c h a n i c s c i-i ma i n t a n a n c e o f
MAC 463L./MHE. The DON will request USAF formal vehicle
m a i n t en a n c e t r a i n i n g q uo t as t h r ou g h t h e Navy Te c h n i c a 1
Training Cente^r, Millington, TN and will re^quest
J T / c 1 a s sr oom ma i n t en an c o t r a i n i n g from t h e MAC su p p or t
un i t or op er at i n g 1 oc a t i on . [ Ref . 1 : p . 3 li
ia:z
(2) The MAC support unit or operating
location will provide the DON host station with information
copies c-f Operating Instructions (01), chec kl i-st s , training
guides, etc. , to be used to implement AFM 52-4 and MACSUP
1. The MAC support unit or operating location v-ji 1 1 assist
the DON host station in determining specific training
requirements and advise the DON host station of av^alable
Air Training Command (ATC) courses. When requested by the
DON host station, the MAC support unit or operating
location will p r ov i d e J T / c 1 assr oom t r a i n i n g at t h e sup p or t
uni t
,
wi thi n capa.bi 1 i 1 1 es. MAC wi 1 1 moni tor trai ni nq
programs™ The costs of training provided by MAC will be
borne by MAC. Attendance at ATC schools will be funded by
ATC. lIRef. 10: p„ 3]
d. Category of Support: (MA) Aircraft Maintenance
(Reimbursable)
.
(1) When MAC maintenance personnel are
i^ssigned at the DON host station, the DON will provide
t r an s i en t a 1 er t ser vices to i
n
elude f o 1 1 ow-me veh i c 1 e
,
parking, installation of chocks, pick-up of chocks after
departure, and provide air fr aaiG de icing. If MAC
maintenance personnel B.rf^ not assigned, the DON will
accomplish maintenance support based on local capabilities,
as agreed in the local I3SA. Aircraft will be processed in
the order of priority as established by the DON activity
Command i ng Of f i cer . C Ref . 9 : p . 31!
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(2) MAC v*ji 1 1 provide technical representation
and guidance in the maintenace of MAC aircraft and in the
maintenance ot MAC technical publication -files. Technical
publications will be obtained as directed by APR
66-42/NAV'MATINST 5600. IIA CRe+. 9: p. 93
e. Category o-f Support: (MG) Vehicle Maintenance
Commercial and Military (Reimbursable),
(1) The DON will furnish and perform
organizational and intermediate (field) maintenance on
vehicles and ground sup)port equipment (GSE) common to the
station and MAC, and maintain MAC peculiar vehicles to the
extent of station capability. The DON will use Technical
Order (TO) 00-20B-5, inspection chect::list5 furnished by the
MAC support unit or operating location, and equipment
technical orders as guides for performing periodic
maintenance service (PMS) on MAC peculiar vehicles. The
DON will request technical assistance from the MAC support
unit or operating location, when needed, and report
mater i al def i c i enc i es af f ec 1 1 nq MAC veh i c 1 es to MAC ssuppor t
Lin it. p er 3on n e 1 „ C 1-^;e f . 1 d) ; p . A 1 - 1 .1
(2) MAC support units or operating loci^tions
will provide technical assistance to DON host station
personnel 'when requested, and furnish a copy of applicable
scheduled maintenance inspection checklists. MAC will
provide a supply allowaince parts list (APL) for all MAC
f ur n i shed equi pmen t L Ref . 9
:
p . 9 3.
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f . Category ot Support: (MJ) Materials Handling
Equipment and Componente Maintenance (Reimbursable).
(1) The DON will furnish -and perform
organi z£it i onal and intermediate (field) maintenance on GSE
,
including traffic (463L) equipment, common to MAC and the
DON host station, and maintain MAC peculiar vehicles to the
extent of station capability. The DON will use TD
00-20E-!-5, inspection work cards furnished by the MAC
support unit or operating location, and equipment technical
orders as guides for performing periodic maintenance
services (F'MS) on agency peculiar vehicles. The DON will
request technical assistance from the MAC support unit or
operating location, when needed, and report material
deficiencies affecting MAC vehicles to the MAC support unit
or operating location. Each DON station will annually
submit their depot maintenance requirements in accordance
with TO 36A--1-112 for MAC-assigned 463L equipment to
support the station requirements. Only those vehicles
requiring extensive n)3.jor repaires beyond the unit's
maintenance capabilities will be scheduled for de?pot
maintenance. CRef. 10; p. Al-113
(2) The MAC support unit or operating
location will provide technical assistance to the DON host
station, v^jhen requested, and will furnish the DON host
s t a t i on w i t h a cop y of ap p 1 i c ab 1 e of sc h ed u 1 ed main t en an c e
i n sp ec t i on c h ec k lists in ace or dan c e with AFM 77—3 1 , Vol ume
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II and MACSUP 1. MAC will provide a supply allovjance parts
listing for all MAC furnished equipment CRef. 10: p. 91.
The MAC support unit or operating location - will provide
depot maintenance submission assistance to the DON host
station, consolidate and validate all depot maintenance
requirements, and submit a consolidated report to
Headquarters, MAC/LGMV. CRe-F„ 10: p. Al-113
g. Category of Supports (SJ) Materials Handling
Equipment and Components Supply (Nonreimbursable),
(1) The DON will provide necessary passenger
,
cargo, mail, -fleet service, and baggage handling equipment
required in support c-f the transportation (traffic)
function that is common to the DON host station. CRef
.
1 : p . A 1 - 1 2 ]
(2) MAC will furnish 463L/MHE peculiar to MAC
aircraft in accomplishment of transportation (traffic)
functions. Equipment to be provided included !<~loaders,
463L forklifts, pallet trailers, and other items required
for loading/off-loading of MAC and MAC contract aircraft.
MAC will be responsible for di str i but i on /redi str i but i on of
all MAC furnished equipment as deemed necessary to the
a c c om p 1 i s
h
men t of the ov er a 1 1 MAC m i s s i on . M
A
C w i 1
1
identify specific nonconssumabl e items supporting 463L/MHE
p ec u 1 i ar t o MAC aire r a f t a n d t a k e actio n t |-i i- ou q h t hi e N a.v
y
Ships Parts Control Center and appropriate Air Force
inventory control agencies to register the L>ON as a user of
is:
these items. When necessary, MAC will provide changes to
these requirements to reflect -future acqui si t i.ons or other
changes. DON host station equipment allowances will be
listed in the local ISSA. CRet. 9; p. 9] MAC will
provide a program for replacements of ail MAC furnished
equipment according to current MAC criteria. Replacement
vehicles vji 1 1 be Air Force Logistics Command (AFLC) funded.




CURRENT DON ACTIVITIES RESPONSIBLE FOR
FURNISHING HOST STATION MAC SUPPORT
Naval Ai r Faci 1 i ty , Mi dv-jay
Naval Base, Guantanamo Bay, Cuba
Naval Air Station, Cubi Point, Phillipines
Nava
1
Stat i on , Rot a , Spain
Naval Detachment, Souda Bay, Crete
Naval Support Ot+ice, La Maddalena, Sardinia
Naval Air Station, Guantanamo Bay, Cuba
Naval Station, Roosevelt Roads, Puerto Rico
Naval Stat i on
,
Ke-f 1 avi k , I eel and
NaVa 1 Station, A d a k
,
A 1 as i-:: a
Nava 1 Sup) p or t Ac t i v i t y , Nap 1 es , 1 1 a 1 y
Naval Air Station, Sigonella, Sicily, Italy
Ad m i n i s t r a t i ve Sup p or t Un i t , Bah rain
Naval Technical Assistance Group, Al verca, Portugal
Marine Corps Air Station, Ii-jakuni
,
Okinav>ja
Nava Sup p or t Fac i 1 i t y , D i eg o Garcia
Naval Communications Station, Harold E, Holt, Australia
NaVa 1 A i r S t a t i on
,
Ber m u. d a
Naval Su p p 1 y Center , No r + o 1 !:: , V i r g i n i 3.
Naval Air Station, Barbers Point, Hawaii
Naval Air St at i on , Nor t o 1 k , V i r g i n i a
Nava Base , Nor f oik, V i r g i n i a
U.S. Naval 0-ffice, Singapore, Thailand
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